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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to prove that
state . highway departments are assumed to be techn i cal experts
and that this role conception,

in fact, enables them to make

intuitive political decisions under the guise of technical
expertness.

The location of Interstate 40 through. the black

community in North Nashville was used as a . case in point.
In order to examine the interaction of the various
actors involved, the author emphasized selected decision strategies for each and related the theoretical setting to the
legislated, hierarchical, and procedural framework in which
highway location decisions are actually made.

The extent of

rationality and comprehensiveness in the decision-making process in this · case study was also analyzed in light of rational
decision theory.
It was found . that state highway. departments are in a
position in which they are free to make incremental, politi cal
decisions as well as quantified, technically rational decisions.

The author concluded that the local government was

the primary beneficiary of an interurban Interstate and
should have considerably more influence in routing decisions
than is permitted in the existing institutional setting.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

I.

FOREWORD

The Interstate Highway System in the United States was
originally justified on the - basis of national defense and
conunerce.

In fact, however, the Interstate system is ma:nifest

evidence of the growing - concern and desire of .Americans for
universal personal mobility with their automobiles.

Eighty

percent of America's 60 million · families own an- automobile
and 25 percent own two or more cars. 1
Our automobile-centered way of l~fe seems to require
that more and more land disappear under pavement.

"We have

willfully ravaged scenic wilderness, farmland, historic sites
and landmarks, parks, waterfronts, churches, · schools, shops and
businesses, suburban towns and city neighborhoods. " 2
Citizen reaction to interurban· hi9hways has · been building since the inception · of the - Interstate Highway. Program.

In

1959, highway bdilders experienced their first real confronta-

tion · in San Franc,i.sco.

The Embarcadero Freeway·, which now

stops in mid-air, would have blocked the magnificent view of
1 Richard J ·. Whalen, "America's Highways -- Do We Know
Where We're Going,"~ SaturdaX Evening~' XXV (December,
1968), p. 25.

2 Ibid.
1

2

the bay.

This threat to civic pride generated 41 protest

groups whose perseverence stopped the expressway..

Since this ·

confrontation, citizen opposition has arisen in. numerous cities.

In Cleveland, where a proposed eight-lane highway. would

pass through Shaker Heights · and require an so~acre interchange
in Shaker Heights Park, construction awaited a metropolitan
land-use - study.

Atlanta, Chicago, Philadelphia, Nashville and

many other ci ti.e s · have experienced highway. opposition.

This

opposition . is · a sign that people have stood outside the highway· location decision-making process.
II.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The states responded to the - Federal-Aid Highway Act of
1956 with individual proposals for their portion of the Interstate Highwa¥· ~ystem.

First, plans were formulated which

designated the corridors . throughout the state.

Later, routes

through or around urban areas were designated which connected
the control points determined in the initial corridor des i gnations.
This thesis is directed toward analyzing the decision-·
making process in which Interstate 40 was routed through a
large black neighborhood in Nashville, Tennessee.

This rout-

ing received- considerable publicity and became a controversial
issue, ultimately reaching th~ United States · Supreme Court.

3

The actors involved in the controversy· included:
1.

The Tennessee State Highway Department.

2.

The City of. Nashville, later the Metropolitan
Government of Nashville and Davidson County.

3.

The Metropolitan Planning Commission of
Nasnville and Davidson County.

4.

The Federal Highway Administration, Bureau
of Public Roads.

5.

The Nashville I-40 Steering Committee.

The position of each of these actors within the decision-making
process will be investigated and analyzed.
III.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The primary purpose of this study is - to show that the
highway location decision-making process involves both intuitive incremental and technically expert decisions.

The extent

of citizen participation within the decision-making process
will be analyzed.

Attention will also be given to the conces-

sions received through the community organization · and action ·
in- opposition · to the · proposed route by the Nashville I-40
Steering Committee.
· In summary, the purpose of this· case study · is to establish the workings · of the decision-making process (in regard
to highway location) in hope of deriving lessons for general
application - and pqinting up inadequacies in the existing

4

institutional setting.

This· chapter will present a general

legalistic and theoretical framework for the existing institutional setting in which highway location decisions are made.
Thi~ will set the stage for a detailed look at the specific
decision-making process in the following chapters.
IV.

LEGISLATED PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK

As set forth in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 and
its subsequent amendments, the , 'Federal-aid highway- program is
administered by the Bureau of Public Roads,
of Transportation - (prev,i.ously, the U.
merce).

u. s.

Department

s. Department of Com-

The program is a cooperative one, in which state high-

way departments choose the systems of routes, plan and select
project prio~ities for each year, and award and supervise construction · contracts.
The state highway departments are the delegated leaders
in administering a state's Interstate Highway Program.

Title

23, Chapter 1, Part 1 of the Code of Federal Regulations sets
forth the regulations, standards, and policy statements of
the Bureau of .Public Roads in administering the _Federal-Aid
Highway Program among the states (see Appendix A).

Section

l.3 · specifically states the authority of the state highway
departments:
The administrator [Federal Highway Administrator]
shall cooperate with the States, through their respective state highway departments ·, in the construction
of Federal aid highways. Each state highway. department,

5

maintained in conformity with 23 u.s.c. 302, shall
be authorized, by the laws of the State, to make
final decisions for the State in all matters relating to, and to enter into, on behalf of th~ State,
all contracts and agreements for projects and to
take such- other actions on behalf of the State as
may be necessary to comply with the Federal laws
and the regulations in this · part.3
Section 1.6 (a) states:
To insure continuity in the direction · of expenditures of available funds, systems of Federal-aid
highways are selected or designated by any State
that desires to avail itself through its state high- ·
way department, of the benefits of Federal aid for
highways. Upon. approval by the administrator of the
selections or designations b)1 a· state highway department, such highways shall become portions of the
respective Federal-aid highway systems, and all
Federal-aid apportionments shall be expanded thereon.4
These regulations further state that the . state highway
department may· revise or modify a routing provided the revision is approved by the Administrator.

The regulations

require the preparation . of surveys, plans, specifications,
and estimates by or under the immediate direction -of the
state highway department (Sect. 1.10).

The state highway·

departments · may utilize the services of private engineering
organizations~ however, the highway· department is not relieved
of its responsibilities (Sect. l.ll[d] and [el).

According

to Sect. l.30(a), state highway- departments are required to
3united States Department of Commerce, Federal Laws,
Regulations, and Other Material Relatin! to Hi§hways, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 196), p. 4.
4

~ . , p. 95.

6

maintain all records . and documents . relating to all projects
for at least three . years from the date of the final payment
of Federal funds ,to the State.

Part (c) states that these

records - and documents should be available for inspection by
any authorized representative of the Federal Government.
Sect. 2.3(d) (2) concerns · the procedure in the event of
irregularities by a state nighway. department:
If the frequency, seriousness, nature-, or extent
of any violation is such as to cast doubt on the ·
ability of a state highway department to discharge
its · responsibilities in'an adequate manner, or is such
as may affect continued eligibility of Federal aid
under the provisions of the Federal-aid legislation,
regulations, or directives, a complete evaluation of
the - highway department organization shall be made by
the Administrator for the purpose of determining an
appropriate course of action.5
V.

HIGHWAY LOCATION--A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Various authors have analyzed the decision-making
process and the various techniques or strategies used in
decision-making.
have been reached.

These theories explain how past decisions
The author will present certain decision-

making theories which represent the decision methodology of
the primary actors involved in the determination of Interstate
Highway locatio~s in urban · areas--the state highway department
(the highway· engineer), the local governmental officials (politicians), the generalist planner, and citizen groups.

The

interaction · between the highw·a y department and the city officials will also be pointed out.
SIbid • ,· p • 10 5 •
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A.

The Highway Engineer .
Technical rationality.

According to Altshuler, 6 if an

official wishes to convince his · superiors and political critics · tQat· his decisiqns should be considered authoritative,
his obvious strategy is to maintain that they are technical
decisions--that . public policy has been derived in a technically 4ational manner.

In order to establish the decision-

making rigor of technical expertness, one must narrow one's
criterion of rationality (i.e., one's goal) until the number
of variables (means) of achieving the goal are reduced to the
extent . that they may be precisely measured.
The highway· engineer is a technical expert.

The goal

assumed by the highway engineers is to obtain the maximum
amount of "traffic service" for the funds available.

This

goal inherently focuses on low-cost rights-of-way such as
parkland, slums, etc.

Thus ·, the engineer's recommended "best"

route- rests upon this · goal and traffic service becomes a
quantifiable measurement of· vehicle miles traveled on given
highway segments · in given units of time.
Priorities are clear and decisions are easy in light
of quantified cost-traffic service benefit ratios ·, the only·
obstacle to "rationality" being the inaccuracy of traffic
6Alan A. Altshuler, The City Planning Process (Ithaca,
New York: Cornell University Press, l965), pp. 334-342.

8

demand forecasts.
an ultimate value.

Traffic service evolved from a variable to
This is explained- by Altshuler as follows:

Moreover., virtually all men feel a need to consider
their work valuable, and every particular set of
experts has · a narrow ran9e of variables with which
it is most familiar. It is likely, therefore, to
impart exaggerated value significance to these variables, and in some cases to ignore effects on all
others entirely.?
In terms . of a single variable, the engineer can
rank alternatives . "expertly" on the basis of cost
benefit ratioe. Unless he can rank alternatives
expertly, he is forced to bring intuition · into play.
The greater the proporation of intuition - in a choice,
the less possible it is for the decision maker to
allay all suspicion that his personal preference
ruled.a
This situation · would- apply. for example if a highway. department
revised a technically expert routing recommended by an engineering consulting firm without the same degree of study- and
evaluation.
Rational calculation.

According to Dahl and . Lindblom,

When one specializes, he focuses his attention -on
certain categories of repetitive events; by decreasing
the number of variables at the focus of attention,
specialization - enables one to increase his capacity
for rational calculations about these particular categories. This increased capacity for rational calculation - enables men to undertake social actions hitherto
impossible. But these social actions have unforeseen
consequences -- unforeseen in · part because men can
become specialists only by ignoring some of the variables. 9

? Ibid • , p • 33 8 •
9

8

Ibid., pp. 338-339.

Robert A. Dahl · and Charles E. Lindblom, Politics ·,
Economics, and Welfare (New York: Harper and Row, 1953),

p. 63.

9

Thus, decision making that is rational with respect to limited
goals may prove to be irrational in the long run or with
respect to other goals.
There are four basic problems involved- in rational
calculation: availability of information, communicating such
information -, the large number of variables involved, and the
complexity of the interrelations among the variables.

Dahl

and Lindbloom describe - three processes for reducing the number
and complexity of variables:

quantification; sampling; and

delegation - to leaders, experts, and machines.
State highway departments are the delegated leaders in
determining where an Interstate Highway· should be located.
The department will, in turn ., delegate the study to experts
on its staff or private consultants.
leaders are also the experts.,

In this situation ., the

"Experts are usually leaders

precisely because their expertness helps them to acquire significantly greater control over decisions than other participants exert." 10 In essence, the "superior" or client of this
study is the local government.

Dahl and Lindblom point out

the same danger of delegation to experts . as that pointed out
by Altshuler, "experts have their own axes - to grind, and it
is easy for them to rationalize (e.g., as being in 'the public interest'} the substitution of their own goals for those
of their superiors. 1111
10 Ibid . , p • 7 3 •

l l Ibid • , p • 7 4 .

10
In theory, the superior (client) of a state highway
. department's study is the local government where interstate
highways cut through urban areas.

This is due to the . fact

that an interurban routing is justified on the basis of 90
percent local traffic use.

Legislated procedural policies

put the local government in a vulnerable position · in regard
to confronting the highway· department's recommendations.
This relationship will be discussed further in . this chapter
(section VE) •
1 12
Th e sinop t 1c 1Idea.
O

schemes· of comprehensiveness:
and the welfare function.

There are two basic evaluative
the rational deductive ideal

The rational deductive ideal states

that ultimate values should. be stated in general principles
and that these principles should be ordered on the basis of
priority and their reliance and effect on one another.

Inter-

mediate principles should then be chosen which could be applied
in particular cases to indicate which alternative policies
would promote desired values.

This ideal represents an ideal

of science transferred to the field of values ·.
The welfare function · is an · attempt to reduce the complications of the . rational deductive ideal by treating them
quantitatively.

Highway engineers' evaluative process should

12 oavid Braybrooke and Charles E. Lindblom, A. Strategy
of Decision (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe: CollierMacMillan Limited, 1963), pp. 37-57.

11

ideally approximate the rational deductive and welfare
function . schemes.

However,

. • . in the face of multiplicity of values, many
analysts simply stop trying to organize it into a
rational-deductive system or welfare function. They
feel that they· do not have time to try, and many
would question . whether any human mind has the capacity. Some would go so far as simply to declare · that
an . attempt to organize into a rational deductive sys•
tern such specific values as are involved in the highway-location problem would· be ridiculous • . . . As
for the welfare function, the number of possible
combinations of input and output values (the number
of possible social states) that could be expected to
result from any iecision on highway location . staggers
the imagination. 3
Braybrooke and Lindblom point out the failures of the
"synoptic ideal": 14
(1)

it is not adapted to man.'s · limited problem-solving
capabilities.

(2)

it is not· adapted to inadequacy of information.

(3).

it is not adapted to the costlines of analysis.

(4)

it is · not adapted to failures in constructing a
satisfactory evaluative . method (rational deductive, welfare function, etc.).

(5)

it is not· adapted to the closeness of observed
relationship's between fact and value in policymaking.

(6)

it is not adapted to the openness of the systems
of variables with which it· contends.

(7)

it is not adapted to the analyst's need for
strategic sequences of analytical moves.

(8)

it is not adapted to the diverse forms in which
policy problems actually arise.

l J Ibid • , p • 2 6 •

14 rbi'd., pp. 48 - 54 •

12
In light of the obstacles to an approximation of tne
synoptic ideal, it is not surprising to find the synoptic
method limited to "circumstances in which decisions effect
sufficiently small change · to make synoptic understanding
possible. 1115 (See Figure 1.) Accprding to Figure 1, the
decision-making process of the highway. engineer would tend
to fall . within quadrant 2.

It is a technical analysis of a

limited number of variables (facts) to which the highwayengineers have imparted "exaggerated value significance. 1116
The result is a comprehensive analysis of quantifiable facts
and a neglect of value consequences which are not quantifiable.
B.

The Politicians
Incrementalism and disjointed incrementalism.

The

recommendations by highway engineers are only . a part of the
decision-making process.

The agreement of city officials is

critical to the location · of an Interstate Highway. route within
a city.

The decision - of city officials to either accept or

decline the State's proposed routing of an Interstate Highway.
is one of many examples of incremental politics.

This · is

illustrated in Figure 1, quadrant 3, where decisions effect
small or incremental change and are not guided by a high level
of understanding.

lSib1.'d·., pp. 78 - 79 •

16 Altshuler, p. 338.
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HIGH
UNDERSTANDING
QUADRANT 2

QUADRANT 1

SOME ADMINISTRATIVE AND
"TECHNICAL" DECISION-MAKIN

REVOLUTIONARY AND UTOPIAN
DECISION-MAKING

ANALYTICAL METHOD:
SYNOPTIC

ANALYTICAL METHOD:

INCREMENTAL
CHANGE

NONE

LARGE
CHANGE

----------+--------------

QUADRANT 3

QUADRANT 4

INCREMENTAL POLITICS

WARS, REVOLUTIONS, CRISES,
AND GRAND OPPORTUNITIES

ANALYTICAL METHOD:
DISJOINTED INCREMENTALISM
(AMONG OTHERS)

ANALYTICAL METHOD:
NOT FORMALIZED OR WELL
UNDERSTOOD

LOW
UNDERSTANDING

Figure 1.
methods.

Quadrants . representing decision-making

Source: David Braybrooke and Charles · E. Lindblom,
A· Strategy of Decision (New York: Free Press of Glencoe:
Collier-MacM--r11an Limited, 1963), p. 78.

14
Disjointed incrementalism is. the alternative strategy
to the synoptic ideal according to Braybrooke and Lindblom. 17
The strategy of . disjointed incrementalism is - characterized by
small incremental moves on particular problems rather than
instituting a comprehensive reform program.
Moreover, it is exploratory in that the goals of policymaking continue to change as new experience . with . policy
throws new light on what is possible and desirable. In
this sense., it is also better describe~ as moving away .
from known social ills, rather than· as moving toward a
known and relatively stable goa1.l8
These increments ·, taken together as · a set of mutually reinforcing adaptations, . constitute a systematic and defensible
strategy • 19
A pertinent example of incremental decision-making is
the amendments to the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 in regard
to relocation . of homeowners.

The 1956 Act specified no pro-

cedure for assisting persons with relocation.

In 1962, the

states were required to offer advisory assistance . in finding
other homes - for those displaced.

In 1968, Congress stipulated

that displaced homeowners be repaid up to $5,000 for the difference between the acquisition price for the old. house and
the cost of replacement.

In -1970, the issue was carried one

step further through · an· administrative directive by Secretary
of Transportation · Volpe.

He stated that the Federal Government

17 Ibid., pp. 81-111.
19 Ibid. , p. 8 2.

18.!lli·, p. 71.

15
would not provide funds for any transportation project unless
new housing is found for persons displaced. 20 These amendments . were enacted because reactions to problems became evident as the original law was implemented.
Rational calculation.

Dahl and Lindblom outline some

comprehensive processes for rational calculation.

Three of

these are science, increme.n talism and calculated risks. [ When
politicians attempt to make use of the scientific method by
delegating a problem to experts, they often neglect· the problem of communication and fail to understand that "it is
usually impossible to quantify the value of alternative
courses of action in · comparable units. 11 ?1
The communication problem is described by Dahl and
Lindblom as follows,
• • • often laymen and experts cannot communicate with
one another except through intermediaries who can
translate the preferences of the layman. in · terms useful to the expert, and can translate expert findings 22
about techniques into terms understandable to laymen.
The politician consequently is likely to misinterpret. the
narrow meaning of quantified decisions by experts or to utilize
these decisions as a crutch to facilitate his decision whioh
should have been made on a much . more comprehensive basis.
20 Donald Canty ·, editor, "In the Path of Interstates,"
City, IV, i (June/July, 1970), p. 25.
21 Dahl and Lindblom, p. 81.
22~., p. 80.

16
Experts · can not only be· used as a method for postponing
decisions but. experts can also be · used to conceal the need
for comprehensiveness in . decision making.
Dahl and Lindblom outline characteristics of the
incremental approach: 23
(1)

consequ~nces of alternatives . remotely related to
existing reality are more difficult to predict.

(2)

people - cannot accurately foresee their own . wants.

(3)

individuals have many goals, some of which conflict and therefore require marginal adjustment
and compromise.

(4)

incrementalism is an aid to verifying the result.
of one's choices because it is in keeping with ·
the principle of isolating one variable.

(5)

incrementalism helps to insure control.

(6)

incrementalism is reversible in that mistakes ·
can more easily be repaired.

(7)

incrementalism permits · both the survival and the continual alteration of the organization.
The passage of the . Federal-Aid Highway Act in 1956 was

somewhat- a calculated risk because there was- no knowledge
available concerning the probable consequences of such a pro- ·
gram.

The politicians set forth the impetus for change and

to this - very date they · have "patched" the program on · an incremental, remedial basis as problems arose in such areas as
public hearings, relocation aid, use of park lands ·, etc.

23 Ib1'd., pp. 82 - 83. .

l7
The neglected consequences of incrementalism.

"Why,

then, if he (the policy-maker) can be expected to anticipate
the emerging problems and deal with them does he neglect these
consequences in the first . place? 1124

The policy - maker cannot

incorporate the neglected consequences within· his · original
policy analysis.

"He can cope with two quite separate suc-

cessive policy problems where he cannot cope with in integrated
· 25
problem. " ·
When policy-making becomes remedial, adverse consequences are often more effectively treated as new and separate
' ' 1 problem. 26
h
problems ra th er tan
as · aspec t so f th e or1g1na
An example of this situation would be the institution of an
urban · renewal or model cities program in. an effort to cope
with problems brought about by cutting through · a neighborhood
with - an · Interstate Highway--disruption - of local transportation
patterns, increased ghettoization, disruption · of community
facilities and services, dead-end streets, etc.

c.

The Generalist Planner of general evaluative rationality.
The ideal
..

---,.

"The city

planning movement arose because of a recognition . that the
purposeful actions of individuals often produced by-products
24 Braybrooke and Lindblom, p. 125.
26 Ibid., p. 126.
25 1bid., p. 125
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that harmed the public's interest. 1127

The planning profession .

has two basic alternatives . to technical rationality in giving
weight to its recommendations.

One is the ideal of general

evaluative rationality which specifies that the planner should
be "wise" rather than "expert."

The planner can function as

a sorter and coordinator of many differing points · of view and
preevaluate these in order that the politicians can make
choices among them. 28 It is important that agencies which .
have general evaluative responsibilities are headed by eminent
and . capable persons.

Otherwise, the agency would not. have

"commensurate political standing. 1129
The ideal of general inventive rationality.

The · other

alternative to technical rationality is. general inventive
rationality.

This approach specifies that the planner act

as an innovator, consequently "widening the range of options
open. to a political system by redefining problems and by conceiving new means of solving them. 1130 The typical planning
agency is faced with considerations which usually limit the
extent and type of innovation.

These include staff, budget,

time, effect on other programs, and probability of success.

27

Altshuler, p. 340.

2 9 Ibid • , p • 3 4 3 •

2 SIbid • , p • 3 4 4 •
JO Ibid. , p. 345.
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It is impossible to separate the evaluative and
innovative role of upper echelon planners.
The senior planner focusing on innovation will continue · to perform a largely evaluative role within
the planning staff itself • • • • His · central preoccupations are bound to be:
(1) which bright ideas of
subordinates to approve for development into fullfledged proposals, and (2) which proposals to press
assiduously on civic and political leaders. It is
in his dealings with the latter that he will be able
to play an innovative role.31
The . obvious handicap the innovator will face is the
"tight" reasoning used by the specialist in defending his
recommendations.

Innovative proposals require a . considerable

length of time for evaluation by politicians.

The basic

advantage from this · endeavor will be the production of a flow ·
of valuable ideas and a constant search for ideas likely to
be ignored by operating agencies. 32 The role of innovator
generally is lacking at all levels of government.
D.

The Relationship of. the Existing Highway Location DecisionMaking Process - to Rational Decision-Making
In the traditional sense, none of the decision · theories

discussed are rational.

Rational decision-making requires

comprehensiveness in that no alternatives are excluded from
analysis, empirical testing of alternatives, choosing alternatives which maximize the return - on· investment, and emphasis

31

Ibid. , p. 3 4 8.

32 Ibid. , p. 3 49 •
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on using quantitative analysis in order that basic laws can
be formulated. 33
"Technical Rationality," "Rational Calculation," the
"Synoptic Ideal," and "Incrementalism" all fail the test of
comprehensiveness.

The traditional decision model remains an

ideal goal for conscientious decision-makers.
Sidney Schoeffler in · "Toward a General Definition - of
Rational Action" designates four types of action which . are
"nonrational":
(1)

ignorant action.

( 2)

illogical action.

( 3)

blind action.
rash ac'tion. 3 4

(4)

Ignorant action is decided on the basis of either mistakes in
the facts considered or the omission of available relevant
facts.

Illogical action is · decided on the basis of either

erroneous deductions from the facts considered or erroneous
application of normative criteria.

Blind action ignores some

of the "value-affected" consequences of the action.

Conse-

quently, practically all actions are blind actions. · Rash
action is adopted after an incomplete consideration of the
various alternatives available.

These actions are descriptive

33 Ronald D. O' Donniley, "A Case Study of Metropolitan ·
Nashville and Davidson County • • • The Decision-Making Process
in Selecting a Model Cities Neighborhood" (unpublished Master's
thesis, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1969), p. 15.
34 sidney Schoeffler, "Toward a General Definition of
Rational Action," Kyklos, VII, iii (1954), pp. 245-271.
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of the "nonrational" decision-making processes discussed
previously.
According to Schoeffler, a "rational procedure" for
choosing from. among alternative courses of action . consists of
four steps: 35
(1)

the · specification of the set of known - possible
actions.

(2)

the · determination, for each of the actions, and
using all available · relevant information, of the
set of all possible· consequences of that action
and their respective probabilities.

(3)

the evaluation - in the light of the relevant
value-criteria · of each of the possible· consequences . of each of the possible actions.

(4)

the derivation ·, from (3) above, of the "correct"
action to be adopted~

Schoeffler outlines 13 facts which are ignored. by most defi- ·
nitions of rationality and these have relevant application
to the highway location · decision-making process: 36
1.

Action · in general is not a "one-shot" affair but
rather stretches over time.

2.

The effects of an action radiate out in many
directions and infringe upon other aspects of
the world.

3.

The results of an action not only involve a . large
number of variables but· affect these variables
over a period of time.

4.

The state of information of the "actor" must
inevitably be taken into account.

5.

The accumulation of further information . is - difficult and costly.
36 rbid.
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E.

6.

The outcome of an action is, in general, not
controllable by the actor.

7.

The value criteria of different actors differs.

8.

The value criteria of an actor tend to change
over time ·.

9.

A person's · memories · of the past and expectations
of the future influence the criteria . with . which .
he _judges the world today.

10.

In view of 2, 3, and 8 above, the process of
judging the outcome of a given action may potentially be infinitely long.

11.

Judging various possible actions--making all
required calculations and logical deductions-is difficult, time consuming and costly.

12.

There may be an infinite number of actions among
which an · actor has to choose.

13.

The actor usually has value criteria ·bearing
upon the necessity of choosing an action without having complete knowledge of the various
possibilities of action · and their outcome.

Interaction Between State Highway Departments, Local
Politicians, and Planners

Bargaining. '~argaining is a form of reciprocal control
among leaders. 1137 In . theory state highway departments are
advisors to the local decision-making politicians.
the highway departments are the decision-makers.

In fact,
Much . needed

control which would be exercised through bargaining is obviated because of the untenable position in- which . local officials find th·e mselves.

The local officials find themselves

37 oahl and Lindblom, p. 324.
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practically helpless if they · attempt to repudiate the
"expertly" recommended routing of a state highway department.
This situation is explained by the following facts:
1.

A· state highway department can explain how the
routing was "technically" derived.

2.

The highway. department has the power to reschedule the priorities for various cities within the
state.

3.

It would be politically unwise for an - official
to cause the lowering of construction prior~ty
for his · city.

4.

The city is paying nothing and receiving a
solution. to many· local . transportation problems
and downtown businessmen· believe the urban·
Interstate Highway will make their establishments more accessible to customers.

5.

Since the city pays nothing, the psychology of.
the situation - develops to the belief that
"beggars cannot be choosers."

In light of these facts, city officials are forced to accept
the routing or be decried as prohibitors of the development
of the city.
The perceptive planner, no doubt, realizes the position
of the city officials and perceives . that any effort on - his
part would be futile.

Thus, planners limit themselves to
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minor design recommendations.

Their recommendation of an

alternative route might be feasible; however, time and budget
prevent many planning agencies from . taking an innovative role.
F.

Citizen - Participation
The place of citizens in highway location decision-

making has · traditionally been one of reaction to the location .
rather than· participation in deciding upon. the location.
Thus, participation becomes a conflict-oriented strategy in
which neighborhoods confront existing power. centers with the
power of numbers.

According to Edmund Burke "conflict oriented

strategies · • • • are inappropriate in governmentally sponsored
programs which demand coordination . and cooperation. 1138 Naturally, conflict oriented strategy is inappropriate but it does
point out the lack of provision . for citizen input through
other strategies--cooption, staff supplement, education therapy, or simply adequate public hearing procedures ·.
Community organization for the purpose of confronting
the official power centers (administrative agencies, city hall,
etc.) can ultimately result in providing balance through. the
judicial branch · of government.

The community organization ·

can also obtain . the services of an advocate planner in order
to propose an alternative to the official "unitary plan ·. "
38 Edmund M. Burke, "Citizen Participation· Strategies,"
Journal of the American Institute of Planners, XXXIV (September 196sr, P:-292.
-
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According to Davidoff ., "lively political dispute aided by
plural plans could do much to improve the level of rationality
i n the process of preparing the public [unitary] plan. 1139
Although the advocated plan may be primarily designed to favor
the interest group rather than the general public, this would
be offset by the bias e~rsting in the "unitary plan" and compromise could , ~ventually occur.

However, comp~omise is

usually achieved, if at all, through. legal action.

In an

advocate role the planner is forced into an innovative approach
to solving the problem.
G.

Summary
The highway. location decision-making process is a com-

posite of various decision-making processes and strategies · by
the actors involved.

These decision-making processes are not

"rational" but simply approach the "rational" ideal.
Balance in the decision-making process is obviated
because of the sovereign · position of the state highway department in . relation . to the local governmental officials and the
impoliticness of local government opposition even if it chose
to protest.

Judicial action by interest groups has · been the

primary method of voicing opposition to the location of interstate highways.

39

Paul Davidoff, "Advocacy and Pluralism · In Planning,"
Journal of the American Institute · 2!.. Planners, XXXI (Novem-

ber, 196'ST,p." 332.

CHAPTER, II
BACKGROUND
I.

THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY PROGRAM

The Interstate Highway System is scheduled for completion
by the mid-1970's and will comprise 41,000 miles of highways.
Presently, "highways and their rights of way cover is . million
acres, or the area of the state of West Virginia. 111

The Inter-

state Highway System is the largest single public works project
in history. 2 Now, 70 percent complete, at a cost so far of
$38.8 billion, the system is coming under increasing attack. 3

This opposition is · primarily from city dwellers who protest
disruption of neighborhoods, disappearance of parklands, and
the destruction of historic sites in the Interstate Highway's
path.
The states dealt with rural portions of the system
first and only later tried to construct the highways through
urban · areas.

This situation, whereby costs were sunk and

control points established outside the urban· area, only added
1Richard J. Whalen, "America's Highways--Do We Know
Where We're Going," The Saturday Evening Post, XXV (December,
1968), p. 24.
2

.

Donald Canty ·, editor, "In the Path of Interstates,"
City, IV, i (June/July, 1970), p. 25.
3 Ibid.
26
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impetus to construction - through - the urban area.

Civic

opposition is · now holding up about 150 miles of interstate
construction. 4 The largest reason for public protest has
been the displacement and relocation of persons.

"Federal

Highway Administrator Francis Turner estimates · that federalaid highway displacements · will average 25,000 dwellings
annually for the years immediately ahead. 115
Since its - passage in 1956, the Federal-Aid Highway Act
has been amended to deal with problems on an. incremental basis.
The major changes have been in the areas of relocation, parklands ·, and public hearings.

The law originally required only

one public hearing on a corridor which, according to engineers
at the Tennessee State Highway- Department, could vary as much
as one mile from the route selected even within an · urbanized
area~

Thus, it is obvious that the old public hearing proce-

dure could hardly have been designed to include an affected
neighborhood.
Former Secretary of Transportation Alan Boyd tried to
strengthen the role of public opinion in highway plan- ning by putting into effect a requirement for two separate public hearings -- the first to provide for comments
before a - route . was selected, the second to be held after
the highway was designed. Although a public hearing had
been mandatory in federally financed projects, the practice of many highway departments was to delay public
hearings until the plans for the highway were so far
along that. any major change in the route would be economically unfeasible.6

5

rbid.

6

Ibid. , p. 2 7.
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II.

NASHVILLE I-40--THE MEMPHIS ROUTE

This case study is concerned with a section of
Interstate 40 through the northwestern portion of Nashville.
Originally, this was called the Memphis route which had to
connect the inner loop with a control point on the western
periphery of the city ·.
A.

Selection · of the Corridor
( In the early 1950's, the City of Nashville contracted

Clarke . and Rapuano, Consulting Engineers, New York, to perform
a corridor study for the Interstate controlled-access highway
system in· Nashville and Davidson County.

This move was. in

anticipation of the probable passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act.

The city officia~s realized that this · study . would

give the city an advantage when the State Highway Department
began to assign priorities on the design and construction of
the Interstate System in Tennessee J
According to Mr. Bill Wilson, Planning and Research
Division, Tennessee Highway Department, there had been only.
one expressway study previous to Clarke and Rapuano's corridor study. 7 This · study was performed. in 1946 by the consulting firm of H.

w.

Lochner and Company of Chicago and contained

?'Statement by Bill Wilson, Planning and Research
Division ·, Tennessee Highway Department, Nashville, Tennessee,
telephone interview, August 12, 1970.
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expressway recommendations for the city.

In regard to

northwes-t Nashville, the west expressway. basically centered
between Broadway and Charlotte Avenue.

This was somewhat

south of the Memphis route corridor recommended by Clarke and
Rapuano (see Figure 2).
The corridor study· or "preliminary route study" was
completed in 19 5 5.

According to the report, "the routes

recommended are the result of detai_led study based upon criteria . established by the Bureau of Public Roads for the
Interstate Highway System, namely 11 : 8
(1)

Service to Nashville and its environs.

(2)

Density of rural population.

(3) . Land use pattern.
" (4)

Relation - to principal topographic features ·.

(5)

Connection with city approach routes.

(6)

Location of undeveloped land.

(7)

Circumferential and distribution routes.

(8)

Relation to traffic generating focal points.

(9)

Relation . to urban and suburban planning.

(10)

Civil defense.

(11)

Existing neighborhoods.

(12)

Land values.

8Gilmore D. Clarke and Michael Rapuano, "Report on the
Interstate Controlled-Access Highway System--City of Nashville,
Tennessee" (New York: Clarke and Rapuano, Consulting Engineers,
September 30, 1966), p. 2.
(Unpub~ished.)
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Freeway Routing Recommended by H. w. Lochner and
Company, 19 46
Preliminary "Route" (Corridor) Clarke and Rapuano,
ttrAlli"',,,,,,,,~ 19 5 5
Final Routing Recommended by Clarke and Rapuano
and the State Highway Department, 1955
Alternative Route Recommended by Advocate Planner
••-•-• Yale Rabin and the I-40 Steering Committee, 1967

LEGEND:

111111111111

----

.

Figure 2. Proposed westerly freeway routi~gs,
northwest Nashville.
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The listing of these variables in such a manner· gives
the impression of a study of greater depth than that required
by a corridor study.
routes·."

Also, the study refers to "recommended

For these reasons it is understandable that many

people later perceived of this study as a route recomme~dation rather than a corridor recommendation.

To point out the

fact that this was- actually a corridor study Mr. Alex Koltowich, an engineer with Clark and Rapuano's Nashville office,
explained in an interview that the final study for the State
Highway Department cost approximately 40 times more than the
preliminary study done for the city. 9 The corridor study
describes the Memphis · "route" as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of· the Inner Loop of
the Nashville Expressway in the vicinity of Charlotte
Avenue and 12th Avenue North, this section of the
expressway extends in a westerly direction · between
Charlotte Avenue and State Street crossing under 18th
Avenue North. It continues north of the . Mid-Baptist
Hospital Crossing under 21st Avenue North. Paralleling Charlotte Avenue, it continues in a westerly
direction, north of Centennial Park, passing through
the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railroad
yards and intersecting the Outer Loop in the vicinity
of Park Avenue and 3·3rd Avenue North. The route then
curves in a northwesterly direction crossing over.
Charlotte Avenue between 37th Avenue North and 38th
Avenue North ·. Continuing in a westerly direction
across the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Loui~ R~ilroad, the expressway continues between Delaware Avenue
and Alabama Avenue crossing over Richland Creek to· the
Nashville City Corporation line at Twin Street.10
(See Figure. 2.)
9 statement by Alexander Koltowich, engineer, Clark
and Rapuano Consulting Engineers, Nashville, Tennessee,
personal interview, August 11, 1970.
10 c1arke and Rapuano, p. 8.
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From the list of variables mentioned previously, it
is evident that land value was heavily weighted in the con- ,
sultant firm's evaluation.

This is evidenced by the follow-

ing statement in the report concerning "soft spots":
The location of major arterial highways in urban .
areas presented problems quite . different from those
encountered in similar studies for rural areas.
Modern controlled access highways appropriately are,
we believe, important factors in preventing (a) economic stagnation of conununities, (b) the deterioration of business areas and (c) blighted neighborhoods; they
also provide one means of preventing the flight of
business to suburban satellite areas. These traffic
arteries may also be coordinated in the establishment
of redevelopment projects to revitalize blighted areas
aimed toward reversing tax delinquencies · from areas
in the center of the City ·. • • •
After a careful study. of all the . areas within the
City of Nashville, it was possible, in most cases to
find areas of relatively light development, or of no
development at all, or where structures ·, for the
greater part, are obsolescent that may . appropriately
be called "soft spots," in most cases are located
between the central business district and the good
residential neighborhoods.
Locating the proposed routes through these blighted
areas eliminates blight in the center city areas and
develops the possibility of providing several redevelopment are as . • • •
The author finds · it difficult to understand how, considering this seeking of "soft spots," any proposed Memphis
route corridor did not pass through the black conununity of
north Nashville · in this preliminary study.
The preliminary "route" paralleling Charlotte Avenue
skirted the southern boundary of the black neighborhood.

This

routing would have virtually segregated the black conununity
from the white area to the south.
llibid. , p. 3.
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B.

The Selection of the Route
After the preliminary study for the City of Nashville,

the State Highway Department contracted the firm of. Clarke
and Rapuano to prepare final route recommendations for the
Interstate Highway System in Nashville.
( The author was surprised to find that little, if any,
scientific method was used in determining the final route
recommendation in- regard to the Memphis · route.

When .questioned

about cost-benefit studies · of alternative routes, Mr. Koltowich
of Clarke and Rapuano, stated that none had been prepared
since · the routing through· the black community . was the only
obviously feasible alternative.

Therefore, other alternatives

were ruled out on the basis of a mental thought process considering the problems and the criteria. )
The route recommended by Clarke and Rapuano (and consequently by. the . State Highway. Department) connected the Inner
Loop in the vicinity of 11th and 12th Avenues North and proceeded westward between Jefferson Avenue and Scovel Street,
crossed Jefferson Avenue in the vicinity of the . Tennessee
Central Railway line and continued in a south~esterly · direction
crossin9 28th Avenue North in· the vicinity - of Morena Street
(see Figure 2, page 30).
Mr. Koltowich · of Clarke - and· Rapuano, stated that the
corridor paralleling Charlotte Avenue - was- no longer feasible
in light of land acquisition cost . of the . commercial and
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railroad properties.

Also, design reqQirements forced the

interchange · with the inner loop northerly since access had .
to be provided at Charlotte and Broadway to the · inner loop.
Thus · , it became a - question of how· far north.

At this point

consideration was - given to the desire line of local traffic
movement because the construction of an urban Interstate
segment must contemplate at least 90 percent local traffic
use.

This · factor, coupled with low land acquisition - cost,

resulted in the present routing through the black community.
The desire lines at the time were basically the same as the
1980 desire lines· illustrated in Figure 3, the primary difference , being the traffic volumes.

According to Bill Wilson

of the State Highway Department, the final route satisfies
total movement (through. and local) better than· the Charlotte
route - would have done and provides access to the Fisk-Meharry
Area.
In searching the files of the Metropolitan Planning
Commission of Nashville and Davidson County - two significant
staff memorandums were discovered which - indicate involvement
of the Planning staff by the State Highway Department and
Clarke and Rapuano in regard to the route change.

On June 23,

1955, the meeting discussed the preliminary Memphis route
paralleling Charlotte Avenue:
It was agreed that both the State Highway Department
and Clarke and Rapuano would review these routes and
the several locations suggested. The principal problems were identified as including:
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Figure 3.

Northwest Nashville major desire lines.

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, "Nashville Area Transportation Study," w
Volume I (New Haven: Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1961), p. 77. (Unpublished.)
~
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(a)

(b)

(c)

If those routes are located too close to railroad
rights of way this would complicate handling of
access points to the interregional system, the
allocation of sufficient area for such access
points ·, and overall alignment of the highway.
The number of access points that should be made
available· to the controlled-access system and the
distances between these points · of access. There
was cormnent that there should be such access
points no further than a mile apart.
The rough topography encountered in the westerly
and southerly portions of the Qounty-. It was
felt that this would be a - determining factor in .
the selection of the ultimate route.12

The second memorandum dated July 11, 12, and 13, 1955 (approximately three weeks later), stated that the Memphis route pro- .
posed by the State Highway Department was agreed upon. 13 This
was actually the revision proposed by Clarke and Rapuano.
time · span

2£.

A

only three -weeks would substantiate Mr. Koltowich's

statement that _~

feasibility studies had been conducted.

Both

of these memorandums are shown in - Appendix B.
A final alternative route was recormnended by the I-40
Steering Committee and planning consultant Yale Rabin in· 1967.
This route would have followed the Cumberland River and extended southerly between the river and the Tennessee ·state University (formerly known . as Tennessee A
2, page 30).

&

I University) (see Figure

This - route recommendation -was- not supported by

12 Irving Hand, "Interstate Controlled-Access Highway
Network." (Nashville: Metropolitan - Planning Commission, June
23, 1955), pp. 3-4. (Unpublished memorandum.)
13 Irvtng Hand, "Interstate Controlled-Access Highway.
Network" (Nashville: Metropolitan Planning Cormnission, July
11-13, 1955), p. 3. (Unpublished memorandum.)
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any in-depth study and was readily discredited by officials
of the State Highway Department • . The · disadvantages of this
route were:
'\..,, (1) The route would have been in · a flood plain

and at least a 20 foot fill would have been
necessary.
(2)

Even.with the fill, the soil was struot~rally
unsuitable.

(3) The route did not satisfy the desire-lines - for
local transportation and was remotely "out of
the way" for east-wes-t · traffic movement.
(4) The · routing would have disrupted the Cumberland
Municipal Park.
C.

Comparison of the Preliminary Memphis Route and the Final
Recommended Route
Approximately eleven years later, 1967, an analysis was

conducted by the Nashville I-40 Steering Committee (the citizens group opposing the routing) comparing the preliminary
Charlotte route with the present route.

Again, the question

arises as to whether or not the Charlotte route should ever
have · been considered on an· equal level with the present route.
Although Mr. Koltowich- explained the fact that the final study
cost 40 times· as much as the preliminary study., the- author
could not· find any information - which showed a higher level of
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analysis or specificity for the final Memphis route
recommendation.

In light of·. this, . comparison of these two

"routes" seems justifiable (see Table I).
In a meeting. with Federal Highway Administrator
Bridwell in February, 1968, the I-40 Steering Committee was
told for the first time why. the preliminary route was abandoned .14
, {l)
~

It would interfere with a hospital complex (at
that time all white).

(2)

It would interfere with a public park.

\ (3)

It would adversely affect an . industrial-business
area {the vast majority of which was white).

, (4)

It would have adverse consequences for the residents of the area (the majority of which . were
white at the time).
The expressway recommendations proposed by the H. W.

Lochner and Company study in 1946 were included as part of
the Major Street Plan for the City of Nashville in 1948 by
the City Planning and Zoning Commission.

This street plan

was in effect during 1955-1957 when the final route was
selected.

'l'he preliminary "route" recommended by Clarke and

Rapuano closely conformed to the westerly expressway recommended by H.

w.

Lochner and Company (see Figure 2, page 30).

It appears that this adopted Major Street Plan had no bearing

14 Flournoy Coles, "Fisk Challenges I-40 Plan," Fisk
News, XLII, ii {Winter, 1968), p. 14.
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TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF THE PRELIMINARY ROUTE AND
THE FINAL ROUTE RECOMMENDED

Land Uses

Homes affected by
right-of-way
Businesses affected
by right-of-way

Preliminary
Route
Paralleling
Chax-lotte
320

45a

Final Route
Approved by the
State Highway
Department
626
128b

Apartment houses affected
by right-of-way

8

27c

Churches affected by
right-of-way

2

6

Schools affected by
right-of-way

1

od

aincluding some white businesses.
bVirtually no white businesses.
cAbout SO percent of which were built within the last
five -years.
dExcluding Fisk, ~eharry and Tennessee State University
(formerly known as Tennessee A & l).
Source: Flournoy Coles, "Fisk Challenges I-40 Plan," ·
Fisk News, XLII, i (Fall, 1967), p. 16.
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on the action taken by the State Highway Department and the
Planning Commission staff in endorsing the final route recommendation.
On July · 14, 1955, Mr. Irving Hand, Director of Plans
and Research, Advance Planning Division, . City and County
Planning Commission, presented the proposed Interstate System
to the Commission.

However., it appears that no official action

was taken by the Commission · on. the proposed Interstate System
until its adoption in May of 1958, approximately one year
after the public hearing.
D.

The Controversial Public Hearing~· 1957
According to the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, a

public hearing was required on the corridor study,
Section . 116 (C) -7 Any State Highway Department which
submits · plans for a Federal-Aid highway project involving the by-passing of or going through., any city , town ,
or village, either· incorporated or unincorporated,
shall · certify to the Commissioner of Roads that it has ·
had public hearings, or has · afforded the opportunity
for such hearings ·, and . has considered the economic
effects of such a location: Provided, that, if such
hearings · have been held a copy of the transcript of
said hearings shall be submitted to the Commissioj~r
of Public Roads, together with. t;he certification.
The law emphasized the total economic effect of an
urban Interstate · System on th~ city in question ra~her than
emphasizing input from those persons likely to be affected.
15 United States Congress, Public Law 84-627, Section
116(C), u. s. Statutes at Large, Vol. 70-;-T4th Congress
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1956), pp. 385-386.
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Neither the statute nor the Bureau of Public Roads
Policy and Procedure Memorandum 20-8 (see Appendix C) speci- .
fied how notice of public hearings · should. be given.
AccorQing to testimony in the United States District
Court, B. G. Taylor, assistant right-of-way. engineer with the
State Highway Department, stated that he posted a notice of
the hearing illustrated by the first paragraeh of Appendix
Din the following post offices: 16
( 1)

North Station -- 6th and Monroe

(2)

Northeast Station -- 310 · Wilburn Street

(3)

East Substation

Gallatin Road

(4)

Woodbine Branch

Acklen Station

(5)

West Station -- Charlotte Pike

(6)

Main Post Office -- Broadway

Mr. Taylor agreed that these post offices were all primarily
used by "whites" and located in "white" neighborhoods.
notices were posted in the local newspapers.

No

The appellant

(Nashville I-40 Steering Committee et al.) also pointed out
that the public hearing was. actually held on May 15, 1957,
whereas the notice stated May 14, 1957 (compare Appendix D
and Appendix E) •
1611 1-40 Steering Conunittee et al. vs. Ellington et al.,"
Official Transcript . of Proceedings;-united States District~
Court, Nashville, Tennessee, Civil Action · 4903 (Nashville:
John Hamlin, Court Reporter, October, 1967), pp. 326-327.
(Unpublished.)
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The public hearing greatly emphasizes · the economic
effect of the entire Interstate System in Nashville (see
Appendix E).

The transcript of the hearing was sketchy due

to the failure of the. two microphones · in the front of the
courtroom to record individuals' identification · and questions
that came from the back of the courtroom.

However, according

to testimony by· Mr. Cantrell of the . Bureau of Public Roads, a
predominance of Negroes attended the 1957 hearing.~ 7
It should be pointed out that this hearing concerned
the final route (as far a, the Memphis route was concerned)
approved by the State Highway Department and the City of Nashville in 1955 rather than the corridor designations.

As

pointed out 1·previously, the procedure of delaying public
hearings until plans were so far along that a change was.
economically unfeasible was a usual practice by many state
highway departments. 18
The approval of the City's planning staff is further
evidenced by a comment by M;r. Irving Hand, Director of Plans
and Research,
We feel that, by virtue of that cooperation · among
our local city, county and state officials and Bureau
representatives, we have been able to proceed in the
location of this System and its · general planning in a
most constructive manner, . • • Of course, we feel that
every consideration should be given to this work within
our metropolitan. area so that it can be the economic
asset that we hope it will be within our community.19
17 Ibid • .

18 Canty, p. 27.

1911 Interstate System in- Davidson County," Transcript of
Hearing (Nashville; Tennessee State Highway Department, May 15,
1957).
(Unpublished.)

CHAPTER III
THE CONTROVERSY DEVELOPS
I.

RELATIVELY QUIET YEARS (1957-1967)

During the ten-year period between 1957 and 1967,
members of the black community contended, at the 1967 trial,
that they· had received. evasive replies from officials in
seeking more definite information concerning the routing.
They stated that they had been told that the route was still
"preliminary" and "subject to change. 111
On April 28, 1957, approximately two weeks before the
public hearing on May 15, a map released by the . State Highway.
Department was printed in The Nashville Tennessean

showing

the first link of· the Nashville Interstate System scheduled
for construction (see Figure 19, Appendix F).

The text

accompanying this map implied rather definitely that the
Interstate would be built:
• • • this staff map shows the route of the first link
of the Nashville expressway scheduled ·for construction.
First portions of the expressway to be built will be
the eastern link from Donelson to the Cumberland River
and the stretch along Jefferson Street. 'l'he state will
begin . allocating money for buying right-of-ways on the
first link of the Nashville expressway within the next
two months.2
1A. Q. Mowbray, Road to Ruin, (Philadelphia: J.B.
Lippincott. cornpany, 196~pp. nr-100.
2 News item in· The Nashville Tennessean ., April 28, 1957.
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1

t t : would appear that this · notice was ample . warning to the

black community had they desired to take legal . action against
the · route at the time.

This · article proves - contrary to claims

that the black community did not know the exact routing of the
highway because the . article specifically states:
[The route] passes under Eighteenth . Avenue between
Scovel and Jefferson Streets and turns · westward, . leaving the northern side of Jefferson open between Eighteenth Avenue and the Tennessee Central - railway, crosses
the Tennessee Central just north of Jefferson; passes
under Jefferson Street between the Tennessee Central
railway and Twenty-sixth - Avenue, with access. Frontage
roads run · along both sides of [the] expressway through .
this · area connecting streets that are blocked by [the]
expressway,; passes over Twenty-eighth Avenue between
Albion Street and Clare Street; • • • 3
The Federal Highway Administration approved the routing
in . 1958.

However, the State waite'd seven years before acquir-

ing property for right-of-way in 1965.

According to Sam · Morri-

son, location engineer with the State Highway. Department, the
right~of-way acquisition did not. take place until 1965 simply.
because the second . phasing did not call for right-of-way. acquisition until that time.

The original phasing had called for

much- earlier right-of-way acquisition; however, this · was
revised when the Bureau of Public Roads slowed the scheduled
completion of the entire national Interstate System. 4
3
4

Ibid.

statement by Sam Morrison, Location - Engineer, State
Highway Department, Nashville, personal interview, August 11,
1970.
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II.

THE BLACK COMMUNITY FIGHTS BACK

It is the opinion . of the author that the national
civil righ~s - movement had a significant bearing on the black
community's organization and appeal to the courts.

Specifi-

cally, the institutional setting changed between 1957 and 1967
as a direct result of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

This is ·

supported by the fact that the petition for an injunction to
halt construction of the highway. in 1967 charged that the I-40
routing was "arbitrary and based on race. "
A.

Formation · of · the Nashville I-40 Steering Committee 5
On September 26, 1967, a telegram was sent to Governor

Butord Ellington by the Fisk University Faculty and Administra- , :
tion · expressing concern about possible adverse consequences
the routing of . Interstate 40 would have on the Northwest Nashville community.

Governor Ellington referred the matter to

the State Highway Department for further study.

On September

29 ·, 196 7, State Highway Conunissioner Speight replied to the
University,
A firm · of consulting engineers had spent the last three
years preparing the construction . plans, and had received
approximately $360,000 for its efforts, more than $10
million had been expended for the acquisition of rightsof-ways, and that the location and preparation · of plans
for the route had· been decided in consultation with
officials of the Metropolitan Government of Nashville
and Davidson County.
5Flournoy · Coles, "Fisk Challenges I-40 Plan ·, " Fisk News,
XLIIi ii (Winter, 1968), pp. 13-15.
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On October 10, 1967, the Nashville I-40 Steering
Committee was. formed.
the committee.

Dr. Flournoy Coles was chairman of

This unincorporated association had the fol-

lowing objectives:
1.

To cause further developments regarding the

construction - of the highway. as now planned to be halted at
once, at least before contracts are let on October 31 and
construction begins.
2.

To enter into consultation with . Metro, State~ and

Federal Government officials for the purpose of reviewing in ,
full - all the implications and ramifications -- political,
social, economic, cultural, and otherwise -- of the proposed
highway extension as now· planned.
3.

To consider feasible alternatives before reaching

agreement on a route which takes · into consideration total
community needs, interests, and welfare to the maximum extent .
possible.
The I-40 Steering Committee obtained the services of
Mr. Yale Rabin, City Planner from the University of Pennsylvania.

The Steering Committee and Mr. Rabin recommended the

alternative -routing between Tennessee State University and
the Cumberland River (see Figure 2, page 30).

His · study found

(1) the absence- of coordination of the proposed Interstate
with land use plans for the area or the metropolitan region;
(2) that t~is lack of planning arose out of the fact that the
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public hearing was conducted more than ten years previous;
(3) that the proposals reviewed at the public hearing had
changed in the . intervening years so as to be no longer relevant to the current proposal; and (4) that the proposals
reviewed at the public hearing were so vague and general
that it was- impossible to assess the impact of the . Interstate
on the North . Nashville Community.
In a meeting with the Mayor of Nashville, the I-40
Steering Cammi ttee was·' told "that local government had no
control over the routing of interstate highways, and that
frequent attempts, which he did not elaborate upon, by him
to have the route altered . were unsuccessful. 116
On October 20, 1967, the I-40 Steering Committee
received a reply from the Department of Transportation stating that it concluded that· the public interest warranted the ·
receipt of bids as scheduled.

This led to an emergency meet-

ing of the Executive Committee of the Steering Committee.
The Committee resolved to appeal by letter to Secretary of
Transportation Alan Boyd for assistance in obtaining a 90-day
postponement for receiving bids and that if this measure
failed the Committee decided to institute . a suit for temporary injunctive relief in the

u. s.

District Court.

In the

letter to Secretary Boyd, the I-40 Steering Committee listed
the following perceived consequences of the construction of
Interstate 40: 7
6 Ibid·. , p • 13 •

7 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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1.

Expansion of the Negro ghettoes in North - Nashville ·
and an intensification of the problems of these
ghettoes at a time when efforts are being made to
solve the problems of Negro ghettoes across the .
nation.

2.

Demonstration · of the impotency. of the middle-class
Negroes' essentially moderate approach in · its
relationships with the white power structure, so
far as the more aggressive a~d violent Negro elements are concerned, with consequent increased
unrest and tension among Negroes in the community.

3.

Relocations or bankruptcies of many Negro businesses
in the community because of being cut off from · their
customers. The loss of these businesses will weaken·
the community's Negro-middle class structure, decrease employment opportunities for Negroes in the .
area, and deprive residents . and institutions in the ·
area of readily accessible goods and services.

4.

Isolation and disruption of the North Nashville
community in the face of developing plans by the
Metropolitan Government (under the Model Cities
Demonstration Program) and of the Fisk University/
Meharry Medical College educational complex for the
social and physical rehabilitation · and redevelopment . of the community.

5.

Frustration of efforts by responsible citizens in
the community to promote rational and necessary
social change in a peaceful manner.

6.

Limitation of access of residents · of the area to
existing transportation routes · to available jobs
outside the area, and impediments to planning for
a more rational intracity transportation system
which can make existing and developing industries
in the Metropolitan area more accessible to Negroes
in North Nashville.

7.

Reduced accessibility of the residents of North
Nashville to the libraries, public schools, and
the major institutions of higher education in the
area (Fisk University, Meharry Medical College,
and Tennessee A & I State University).

8.

Substantially increased difficulty for the abovenamed institutions of higher learning in decreasing
the "grown versus town" atmosphere, and in relating
to the community in terms of making meaningful contributions to the solution of the many and complex
problems of the area.
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9.

Severe limitations in contacts between the various
educational institutions (at all levels) in the
area, and increased obstacles in the way of developing relationships between the . community institutions of higher learning and those in other parts
of Metropolitan . Nashville.

10.

Reduction · in. the available supply of housing for
low-income Negroes , in Nashville, in the face of
population increases and demolitions for necessary and anticipated industrial, commercial and
public works expansions. ·

11.

Increased traffic congestion and, consequently,
increased traffic hazards for individuals in the
vicinity of the . hospital and school at Meharry
Medical College, of Fisk University, of Tennessee
A & I State University, of several elementary and
secondary schools, and of numerous churches of all
faiths in the area.

12.

Reduced accessibility for the residents of the
area to Hadley Park and other already inadequate
recreational facilities in the community • .

13.

Reduced accessibility for the . residents of the
community to the . recently funded community health
facility, the proposed multiphase health care
being provided by Meharry Medical College and its
Hubbard Hospital.

14.

As a result of the increased traffic flow and
congestion in its vicinity, decreased effectiveness of the life-saving capabilities of Hubbard
Hospital's Emergency· Service.

15.

Reduced effectiveness of the joint efforts of Fisk
University and Meharry Medical College to provide
a wider range of educational opportunities for their
students because of the anticipated greatly increased
flow of traffic along Eighteenth. Avenue North which
separates the two schools.

16.

Destruction of the "sense of community" in the area
, with consequent feelings of isolation and frustration in. relationships with other elements in and
the power structure of Greater Nashville.

so
17.

Increased economic and social difficulties for
many residents of the area, predominantly lowincome and many aged and welfare-recipients ·, who
are forced to move out of their unusually modest
residences and somehow and somewhere, find . other
places to live in accordance with their very
meager incomes.
The I-40 Steering Committee did not · receive a reply

from Secretary Boyd but saw an. article in The Nashville Tennessean quoting Secretary Boyd as saying he would not int~r- ·
vene.

Consequently, the I-40 Steering Committee filed suit

in . the - United States District Court on October 26, 1967.
B.

The Route Through the Courts
U.

s.

District Court.

Plaintiffs

(I-40 Steering

Committee et al.) filed suit against Governor Buford Ellington, State Highway Commissioner Speight and Metropolitan . Mayor
Beverly Briley in the
that: 8

u. s.

District Court.

The suit contended

(1) no public hearings or opportunity therefor, were
held or afforded by state officials and certified
to federal officials as required by the Federal
Highway Statutes before approval of the plans and
expenditure of federal funds.
(2) defendants failed to comply with u. S. Department
of Transportation Policy and Procedure Memorandum
80-5 dated April 20, 1967, requiring separate and
additional public hearings subsequent to November
15, 1962, to discuss the relocation - plan where
considerable time has elapsed since the required
public hearings · on a project.
8Avon Williams, "Nashville I-40 Steering Committee et
al. vs. Buford Ellington et al., Civil Action 4903, Trial~
Brief · filed in U.S. DistrI"c~Court (Nashville: Avon Williams,
Attorney, October 28, 1967), pp. 1-3.
(Unpublished.)
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(3) the alleged public hearing held by state officials
May 15, 1957, is inadequate to support the implementation and construction of said highway because
no consideration . was given to the highway. location .
in any particular portion of the community, proposals were vague and general, and proposals
changed so substantially in the intervening ten
years that such hearing no longer has relevance
for the current proposals.
(4) the routing of said link of the highway through
the North Nashville ghetto in its present location
constitutes discrimination on the grounds of race,
color, and socioeconomic condition of the plaintiffs • . . .
(5) said link of Interstate Highway through. North
Nashville is arbitrarily located and i ·s discriminatory . . . in that it was designed and planned
in the absence of any comprehensive land use plan.
Social impact.

At the

u. s.

District Court trial,

planning consultant Yale Rabin· testified that 80 percent of
the Negro businesses in the area would · be disrupted by the
Interstate and it would destroy one-third of the park facilities.

He further stated that it would cut thiough a cluster

of small Negro colleges, cutting off one from the other two;
it would increase ghettoization of the entire community by
weakening the middle-class structure, undermining the economic
base of the business community, decreasing employment opportunities, and cutting residents off from readily accessible
goods and services.9

9

Mowbray, p. 181.
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Black businessmen told the court that it was impossible
to relocate their businesses because of a lack of commerciallyzoned land in the community and a barrier to relocation in
white areas.

The demise of the black businesses paralleled

the construction of a new white-owned shopping center just
north · of the ghetto.
Route vs. corridor issue.

Mr. Rabin's · testimony indi-

cates that he concluded that Clarke and Rapuano's preliminary
"route" was more a route than a corridor.

Mr. Cantrell, loca-

tion engineer with . the State Highway Department, testified that
the preliminary route recommended by Clarke and Rapuano was a
corridor location.

When questioned by plaintiff's attorney.

Avon . Williams as to why the change was· made from the preliminary routing, Mr. Cantrell stated that "further refinements
are always necessary in an original corridor location
the · specifics would take me a week to tell you."

Mr. Williams

proceeded to ask Mr. Cantrell if he had considered "the economic impact of cutting across a business district, the Negro
business district on Jefferson Street."

Mr. Cantrell replied

"Yes, that- the location that was finally selected was the most
sound location from all standards that had been imposed" and
that "race had nothing to do with it. 1110 Later, Mr. Cantrell
1011 !-40 Steering Committee et al. vs. Ellington et al.,"
Official Transcript of Proceedings-,-unI'ted States District-Court, Nashville, Tennessee, Civil Action 4903 (Nashville,
John Hamlin, Court Reporter, October, 1967), pp. 385-390.
(Unpublished.)
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stated that "all of our studies pointed to the fact that it
[the present routing] was the most sound thing that we could
do towards making the improvement through the city."

When

questioned about the studies and the basic reasoning by Mr.
Williams, Mr. Cantrell replied that "we made numerous studies.
I do not · understand the basic reason. 1111 He stated that the
studies were made by the Planning and Research Department.
Mr. Williams asked Mr. Cantrell if he could make the studies
available at lunch time. Mr. Cantrell replied that he would
do his best. 12 No mention is furthe~ made of these studies
in the transcript.
In an. interview . with . Mr. Bill Wilson with the State
Highway Department, Planning and Research Division -, he knew
of only two studies that had been done for the State Highway
Department in addition to Clarke and Rapuano's work.
were the expressway reconunendations of H.

w.

These

Lochner and Com-

pany in 1946 and Wilbur Smith and Associates origin-destin;tion .
study in 1961 (both previously mentioned in this case study,
see Figure 2, page 30, and Figure 3, page 35) . 13
In further questioning, Mr. Williams showed Mr.
Cantrell the extent of exactness exhibited in the preliminary
11 Ibid.
13 statement by Bill Wilson, State Highway Department
Planning and Research Division, Nashville, telephone interview,
August 12, 1970.
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"route" study for the city by referring to a lar'ge map in
the back of the Clarke and Rapuano report (see Figure 20,
Appendix F) .
Court's findings.

On November 2, 1967, Judge Gray

denied the motion for a temporary injunction to halt the
letting of contracts.

He found that the public hearing was

in conformity with . section 116(c) of the Federal Aid Highway
Act of 1956, and had considered the economic effects of the
Interstate.

He further stated that "most of the evidence

presented by plaintiffs goes to the wisdom and not to the
legality of the highway department's · decision. 1114 In regard
to the adverse effects of the highway location · Judge Gray
stated that
. • • plaintiffs have shown that the proposed route
will have an adverse effect on the business life and
educational institutions of the North Nashville community. The proof shows that the consideration given
to the total impact of the link of I-40 on the North
Nashville community was inadequate. However, inadequate consideration does not · constitute proof of a
deliberate purpose to discriminate against the residents · of North Nashville on the basis of race or
socioeconomic conditions.15
The case was dismissed in regard to defendant Mayor Beverly
Briley.

The court concluded that the mayor had no jurisdic-

tion · over the location of an Interstate Highway and could not
14 Federal Re~orter, 2nd Series, Vol. 387 (St. Paul,
Minn·.: West Publishing Co., 1968), p. 181.
15 Flournoy Coles, "Fisk Challenges I-40 Plan," Fisk
News, XLII, ii {Winter, 1968), p. 2.
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participate in any Inters~ate Highway decision . process.

In

regard to the discrepancies in the public hearing in May,
1957, the judge found that any irregularities and inadequacies
of that meeting were a matter between the State Highway Department and the Bureau of Public Roads.
U.S. Sixth Circuit Court£!_ Appeals.

By this time

over $9.5 million had bee~ spent for acquisition of over a
thousand parcels of property for right-of-way·, not to mention
the cost of engineering "studies."

The costs were sunk; the

city administration, the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce
and the Governor were all applying pressure . for the construction of the highway..

"Despite court suits, human adversity,

and ·community damage, this kind of economic stake had a momentum all its own. 1116 Nevertheless, the I-40 Steering Committee
continued to fight.

On November 4, 1967, the NAACP Legal

Defense and Education Fund, Inc., joined the undertaking.
I-40 Steering Committee appealed the decision of the
District Court to the U.

The

u. s.

s. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The defendants' brief in opposition to the mqtion . for
an injunction pointed out that the four and one-half mile
segment was the only link remaining to complete Interstate 40

16Mowbray, loc. cit.
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between Memphis and Knoxville with the exception - of a 25-mile section in East Tennessee.

They pointed out that the highway.

had been in the planning stage for some ten years and that
right-of-way acquisition had been in process fqr two years.
They pointed out that
. . • the burden of proving that the harm sought to be
avoided outweighs the harm to be done to the defendants
or to the public falls upon the pla~ntiffs. The plaintiffs fail to prove any purpose or intent to discriminate against either Negr~;s as a class or persons of a
lower economic position.
In regard to alternative routes, the defendant's brief states:
It is self-evident that the location · of a highway.,
or any other public project requiring the . exercise of
the power of eminent domain for that matter is not a
judicial matter. It is not even a political matter • .
Rather it is one of engineering and prudent expenditure of public funds for the greatest benefit to the
public as a whole. The courts are in no position .
whatever to judge the preferability of one route as
opposed to another . • • • It should. be pointed out that
defendants-appellees had only three days, two of which
were Saturday and Sunday, · prior to the hearing to
assemble proof as to their choice of the route in question, which choice was made nearly ten . years ago. This Court must assume under such circumstances that a much
more comprehensive record might be made if more time
were available for the marshaling of facts and the
calling of witnesses.18
At this point it should be noted that discrimination
because of socioeconomic level can, in fact, be an indirect
product of the high weighting given to land value in the
17 George Mccanless, "Nashville I-40 Steering Committee
vs. Ellington," Civil Action 18288, Trial Brief filed in U. s.
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals (Cincinnati, Ohio: George
Mccanless, Attorney General, November 8, 1967), pp. 1-5.
(Unpublished.)
18 Ibid.
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selection of a route.

The socioeconomic level of a community

and its relative land value are highly correlated.

Secondly,

if the court did assume that a more comprehensive record could
have been produced had the defendants had more time, it made
a hasty and unwise assumption.

The author, after some six

months of data gathering and interviews, could uncover no
more scientific methodology in the final determination of the .
route than the defendants produced in the three days.

Spe-

cifically, it is the opinion · of the author that the . court was
sold on the technical, engineering aspect of highway location
and closed its mind to the fact that location can possibly be
highly intuitive and political.

It would appear that highway

departments need only . to act as · though a decision is . technically rational and others respond accordingly.
Although . the court does not have the authority to
comment on the wisdom of a highway's location it does have
the authority to determine if due process of law has been
violated and the routing has · been arbitrary.

From the evi-

dence produced thus far, it would appear that the selection
of the Memphis route was arbitrary in- comparison with scientific methodology utilized in the . selection of most routes.
The selection of the route . virtually ignored the City of
Nashville's adopted Major Street Plan · at the time.

The

plaintiffs · had a valid argument in regard to arbitrariness;
however, the evidence they produced was not very substantial.
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On December 8, 1967, a three-judge panel heard the
case, and three weeks later issued their decision upholding
the decision of the lower court with . the exception . of its
dismissal of defendant Mayor Briley.

The court stated:

We reverse the order of the District Court- dismissing
the Metropolitan Mayor as . a party defendant to this
litigation. Although the District Court is correct
in · its · conclusion that the Mayor has no legal power
to decide the location - of an interstate highway, it
cannot be doubted that he possesses considerable
powers of persuasion and cooperation.19
The court did grant a . 20-day Stay Order, in regard to construction, so that· plaintiffs would have time to prepare an
appeal to the

u. s.

Supreme Court.

United States Supreme Court.
mittee appealed to the U.
1967.

s.

The I-40 Steering Com-

Supreme Court on December 1,

Associate Justice Stewart issued a 20-day Stay Order

in - order to provide time for the Court to decide whether or
not to review the case.

On December 28, the - Court refused to

hear the case and it was remanded back to the lower court
(U.

s. District Court}.
III.

THE FIGHT COMES TO A CLOSE

The Steering Committee - met with Federal Highway.
Administrator Bridwell on November 9 and February 13.

Mr .

Bridwell finally disclosed his decision in regard to the
19 Federal Reporter, p. 186.
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routing in a letter to Dr. Coles, Chairman. of . the Steering
Committee, dated February 26, 1968.

Administrator Bridwell

included a copy of a telegram sent to Governor Ellington .
specifying several conditions . which had to be met by . the
State Highway Department in order to obtain Federal aid in
constructing the section of I-40 from 46th Street to 18th
Avenue.
well: 20

Following are the conditions specified by Mr. Brid-

1. An additional vehicular and pedestrian underpass
will be constructed on Batavia Avenue west of 28th Avenue
in order to additionally facilitate communication among
residents south · and west of Hadley Park with those on
the east side of the freeway .•
2. Modify the ramp structure on the interchange
with Jefferson Street in order to eliminate the necessity of controlling access to certain properties which
can otherwise be used successfully to maintain and
improve business and social services to the residents
of the. North Nashville community.
3. Construct an additional vehicular and . pedestrian
underpass immediately east of the freeway overpass of
the Tennessee Central Railroad north of Jefferson Avenue .
in order to provide for the planning of the 28th South .
Ave. arterial street pledged by the City of Nashville.
This will open additional access to the Jefferson Avenue
business area for the residents of North Fisk Park and
will assist materially in keeping traffic off 18th Avenue between Fisk University and Meharry Medical College.
4. Construct an additional underpass at 21st Street
in order to open up access not now· available to the .
residents north of Jefferson Avenue and west of 18th
Avenue.

20
Flournoy Coles, "Fisk Challenges I-40 Plan," · Fisk
News , XLI I , ii (Winter , 19 6 8) , p • 2 •
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5. Modify the design of the cut for the freeway
under 18th Avenue - so that space over the freeway may.
be made available for the construction in air rights
of whatever structures are deemed desirable as a
result of the planning under the 11Model Cities" Project now being undertaken· by · the City of Nashville and
the residents · of the area. This · space should extend
westward from the 18th Avenue overpass to whatever
point is possible in order to maintain the necessary
16-foot clearance for vehicles on the roadway. and to
make · the air rights structure or structures convenient
from a standpoint of existing topography . or grade level.
Federal-aid funds will participate in the cost of retaining walls · or whatever other design is · reasonable · desirable in order to support the ·air rights structures.
Mr. Bridwell's letter pointed out the positive aspects brought
about, in his opinion, by the efforts of the I-40 Steering
Committee.
Your efforts · have succeeded in bringing closer
coordination . and cooperation between such programs
as highways, those of the Department of Housing and
Urban, Development and the Small Business Administration in Nashville. I am equally confident your
efforts - have focused attention upon the need for
better coordination . among Federal, State and Local
agencies. And perhaps most importantly, four efforts
have led to meaningful citizen participation - in the
plari'nI'ng process. While this participation ooviously
occurred late in the time span. of this particular
project, it nevertheless resulted in substantial
changes which should benefit the community and its
residents and businesses.
The citizen participation you developed as members
of the I-40 Steering Committee should be carried over
into the "Model Cities" Program because of its close
relationship. The changes being made in the highway
project should - offer you the opportunity in the early
stages of the "Model Cities" project to plan the kind
of business, academic setting you want for the community
in the vicinity of Jefferson Avenue.21
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The I-40 Steering Committee persisted with a letter to
President . Johnson on February 22, 1968, seeking his · help in.
halting the highway.

A reply was sent by Secretary of Trans-

portation Boyd in behalf of President Johnson.

The letter

emphasized the . concessions granted by Mr~ Bridwell and likewise expressed hope of coordinating the "Model Cities" Program
and the Federal-Aid Highway Program in the affected a·r ea and
elsewhere in the United States.

He stated, "In retrospect,

it may- well have been more desirable to locate the highway on
a different line. 1122

2 2 Ibid • , p • 15 .

CHAPTER IV·
THE CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
I.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned with the current status of
the concessions given by Federal Highway Administrator Bridwell.

An effort will also be made to determine the success

of all offers and concessions in terms of neighborhood
reconsolidation · and revitalization in. coordination with the
"Model Cities" Program.
II.

THE TWO CURRENT ISSUES

Following is a listing· of Federal, State and Local
design plans and concessions and a discussion of their cu~rent
state of development.

Figure 4 illustrates the locations of

these concessions with corresponding numbers.
CONCESSION
1.

GRANTOR

Vehicular and pedestrian
underpass on Batavia Avenue

Federal Highway Administration

west of 28th Street.
2.

Modification - of the ramp
structure on the interFederal Highway Administration
change with Jefferson
Street.
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3.

Construction of an
additional vehicular and
pedestrian underpass east
Federal Highway Administration ·
of the freeway overpass of
the T.

c.

Railway north of

Jefferson Avenue.
4.

Construction of an
additional underpass

Federal Highway Administration

at 21st Street.
5.

Construction of a
pedestrian overpass
State Highway Department
at 27th Avenue - North .
(see also Figure 5).

6.

The relocation and
widening of 28th Avenue ·
North in order to
relieve north-south

City of Nashville

traffic flow on 18th
Avenue through the
University area.
7.

Modification of the
design of· the freeway
under 18th Avenue so as
to provide space over

Federal Highway Administration

the freeway for the construction of air rights
structures (see also Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Photograph illustrating a pedestrian
overpass provided at 27th Avenue North.

Figure 6. Photograph illustrating the depression
of the highway in order to allow for air rights development.
Notice 18th Avenue North crossing the highway.
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8.

Frontage roads.

State Highway. Department

Items 1 through 5 have been integrated into the design
of the Interstate Highway and there is little controversy
over their inclusion as stated.

On May 29, 1969, Mayor Briley

received a letter from State Highway- Commissioner Speight
stating that the concessions outlined by Mr. Bridwell had
been incorporated into the design,
The captioned projects are those sections of I-40
from 46th Avenue · North to a point East of 18th Avenue ·
North. The projects have been under construction for
over a year. Numerous changes were made to these
projects during construction in an effort to meet the
needs of the local citizenry, the· I-40 Steering Committee, and the Metropolitan Government of Nashville
and Davidson County. An interchange was added at 46th
Avenue North, separation structures were added at
Batavia and 21st Avenue North, the outfall ditch along
the old Tennessee Central Railroad will be covered-and
the grades adjusted on Jefferson Street. The Department h&s acted in good faith to implement all of the
recommendations contained in the telegram of February
25, 1968, from Mr. Lowell K. Bridwell to Governor
Ellington.
In addition, the Department committed itself to
participate in the construction of the platform over.
I-40 in the area now · being studied for air-rights
usage, if such construction is found feasible by the
studies now underway by Marcou, O'Leary and Associates
and if approved for financing by the Bureau with 90-10
funds.1
In regard to Item 6, the City has decided to relocate
28th Avenue North to the west where it will parallel the
Interstate, thereby avoiding the severing of a neighborhood

1Based on correspondence between Charles · W. Speight,
Commissioner of Highways, and Metropolitan Mayor Beverly
Briley, May 29, 1969.
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with a major traffic route (projected 10,200 A.D.T. for
1980 2 ).
In regard to Items 7 and 8, there is presently con- .
siderable citizen reaction through the Citizens Coordinating
Committee, Inc., -- the recognized citizen participation
organization under the "Model Cities" program.

It should be

pointed out that another citizens' group, The CommunityHighway Planning Committee, Inc. (formerly the I-40 Steering
Committee), is not recognized by the Model Cities Agency.
Nevertheless, this group continues to comment on the various
developments · concerning Interstate 40.
A.

The Air Rights Project
In a letter to State Highway Commissioner Speight,

John Logan, Division Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads,
related four items which . should support any proposal for air
rights development: 3
(1) There must be positive proof that the ultimate
plan for this joint development has complete community
acceptance.
(2) The nonprofit development· corporation which
will be responsible for the implementation of the
joint development must be legally constituted and a
functioning mechanism.

2

Based on correspondence between Robert H. Paslay,
Planning Director, and Dr. Edwin Mitchell, Committee on
Highway-Community Planning, October 21, 1969.
3Based on correspondence between Johns. Logan,
Division Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads, and State Highway
Commissioner Charles Speight, July 28, 1969.
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(3) There must be firm financial commitments · from
public resources for the air rights development.
(4) A legal agreement should be entered into between
the State, Metro Government, and the development corporation, indicating the acceptability of the joint development project to all parties concerned, and the general
terms under which it will function_
The consulting firm of Marcou, O'Leary and Associates
performed a study for the Nashville Model Cities Agency,
Tennessee Department of Highways and the

u.

S. Bureau of

Public Roads concerning the air rights project over the Inter- .
state 40.

Their preliminary report concerned the project's

desirability, economic feasibility, and design alternatives.
Desirability and feasibility.

The study. listed the

following goals for the joint development of the . air rights
project: 4
(1) minimize highway. construction delays and
resultant slowdowns in the pace of community development.
(2) maximize resident partidipation . in the planning process.
·•

(3) provide needed commercial, residential and
social facilities for the Model Neighborhood.
(4) create economic and physical development
opportunities in North . Nashville.
(5) minimize disruptive and adverse environmental
effects of the Interstate Highway.
4Marcou, o' Leary and Associates, ",Preliminary Report:
Air Rights Project, Interstate Highway 40, Nashville, Tennessee," (Washington: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, May,
1969).
(Unpublished.)
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In regard to feasibility, the study · determined that
the development of commercial, public services, and related
multifamily housing developments - were feasible and that a
market existed for these facilities in North Nashville.

How- .

ever·, the study pointed out that lack of feasibility, strictly on a total construction · cost basis, should not justify
abandonment of the. project to the community.

For this reason,

the costs of preparing Interstate 40 for air rights development were not entered into the feasibility consideration.
Design alternatives.

The preliminary study presented

two design alternatives -- the limited development approach
and the comprehensive development approach.
The limited development approach would simply be- a
minimal effort to affect the adverse effects of the highway.
It would be designed to primarily (1) link the two sides of
the portion of North Nashville severed by the highway-; (2)
minimize the nuisance effects of the Interstate through. platform development; and (3) provide a small range of neighborhood service and business facilities for the intermediate 18th
and Jefferson area (see Figure 7).
The comprehensive development approach would utilize
an extended platform and adjacent area development to develop
a large range of commercial, community, and housing facilities (see Figure 8).
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Air rights, limited development approach.

Source: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, "Preliminary
Report: Air Rights Project, Interstate Highway 40, Nashville,
Tennessee," (Washington: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, May,
1969).
(Unpublished.)
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Air rights, comprehensive development

Source: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, "Preliminary
Report: Air Rights Project, Interstate Highway. 40, Nashville,
Tennessee," (Washington: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, May,
1969). (Unpublished.)
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The following statement by Marcou, O'Leary and
Associates e~plains their purpose and strategy in proposing
the two approaches in the preliminary stage:
Both the limited and comprehensive -alternatives
were judged to be valid conceptual approaches -, though.
each . satisfied planning desirability criteria in different degrees. Both met the - desirability criteria
of minimizing highway construction delays and genuinely involving citizens in the planning process.
They both provided facilities needed in the immediate
neighborhood, although the limited approach yielded
comparatively more open space, They successfully
limited highway. nuisance effects through coverage
provided by the platform and overcame, through the
platform and vehicular and pedestrian crossings ·,
I-40's presence as a barrier in the neighborhood.
In focusing on a narrowly defined area and attempt-ing to provide comparatively few uses, the limited
development concept could be carried out with minimum
amount- of coordination · and less consequent stress.
However, the comprehensive approach would achieve to
a much. greater degree the . two highly important criteria
of (1) providing a full range of needed community-wide
social services, housing, and commercial facilities · in
a s ui tab le location ·, and ( 2) strongly promoting job ,
business ownership and economic development opportunities for the community. For these reasons, the comprehensive approach was preferred by the project consultant
for joint development in the - Model Neighborhood.
There were two bases for proposing the alternative
development approaches in the preliminary study phase.
First, all participating public agencies needed sufficient analytical information and initial conclusions
of the project consultant in order to reach a decision ·
regarding the scope and character of their participation in· project execution. These decisions, in turn.,
might have necessitated modifications in specific planning recommendations during the scheduled remainder of
the air rights feasibility study.
Second, outlining two possible development approaches
and stating the reasoning behind the consultant's preferred strategy established a clear framework in which
effective citizen involvement could take place.5
5Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, "Interstate Highway
40, Air Rights · Project, Nashville, Tennessee," (Washington:
Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, January, 1970), pp. 20-22.
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The citizen groups expressed disapproval of both of
the development approaches.

The Committee objected to the

necessary acquisition of residential property and consequently further community disruption and dislocation of citizens.
They also objected to the intensive development proposed in
the comprehensive approach because they felt that· it was·
incompatible with the surrounding residential area.

Conse-

quently, the community groups urged the consultants to formu- ·
late a development concept that minimized displacement and
large . scale construction.
As a result of this opposition by. the citizen groups .,
Marcou, O'Leary and Associates proposed a revised development
approach.

This approach provides for a community shopping

complex, motor lodge, and office space for professional, business, and public services.

It differs from the two previous

proposals in that· it requires · the acquisition of much less
property (see Figure 9).

"Only six privately owned properties

lying between the platform and Jefferson Street need be
acquired for project use .. 116

The revised approach accomplishes

this by multilevel design · with the project fronting on Scovel
Street (see Figure 10).

The deck would be 1,000 feet long and

extend from 17th Avenue North to a point about 200 feet west
of 18th Avenue North.

The width of the proposed structure

would· vary from 200 · to 250 feet.
6

lb id . , p • 2 3 •
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Source: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, "Interstate
Highway 40, Air Rights Project, Nashville, Tenne~see,"
(Washington: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, January, 1970),
pp. 20-22.
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The State Highway Department has stated that the .
revised development approach will require mechanical ventilation and has - proposed four alternative - designs which . would
not- require mechanical ventilation.
B.

Frontage Roads
In a letter to State Highway- Commissioner Speight,

Mr. Ferris · Deep, Executive Director, Metropolitan Planning
Conunission stated seven justifications for the frontage roaa
system: 7 ·
1.

The proposed frontage roads delineate the . neighborhood by routing traffic around, ratner than
through, the neighborhood.

2.

With traffic routed to the - neighborhood's periphery,
pedestrian-vehicular conflicts within the neighborhood can be greatly minimized allowing safer movement to and from schools, parks, and community
centers. This · has special significance in the
·North . Nashville area because . most children . walk
to the neighborhood facilities.

3.

The frontage road system- allows streets to be tied
into the system that- might otherwise be cut off at
the interstate right~of-way, thereby giving much.
greater access to the affected parcels.

4.

The proposed frontage road would provide a smooth,
continuous flow between major routes.

5.

The frontage road system, including the connecting
structure across I-40 in the -vicinity of 16th Avenue North ., would take pressure off local streets
within the neighborhood and would also help relieve
heavily traveled streets such as · 8th Avenue North
and 18th Avenue North.

7Based on correspondence between Francis Deep, Executive Director, Metropolitan Planning Commission and Charles ·
Speight, Commissioner of Highways, August 18, 1969.
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6.

By providing greater access to areas adjacent to
the Interstate right-of-way., the . frontage road
system would greatly increase the effectiveness
of fire and police protection 1 mail service 1 garbage collection, and other local services.

7.

There is evidence to suggest that properties
adjacent to the interstate right-of-way have
witnessed an unusually rapid degree . of deterioration since clearance first began for the interstate project. It is the judgment that further
deterioration · is· imminent, especially in those
areas adjacent to the interstate right-of-way.
that do not have good access, unless a frontage
road system is provided. It is clear that the
proposed frontage road system would greatly
increase access to affected properties and could
help stem the tide toward further deterioration
by actually increasing property values.

Figure 11 illustrates the proposed frontage road and transportation system for the neighborhood.
At a public hearing on June 18, 1970, frontage roads
paralleling the Interstate and an additional pedestrian overpass near the T. C. Railway. line were scheduled for discussion ·• .
The citizens group opposed the frontage road system because it
would require the acquisition . of approximately 35 homes.

The

residents made no comment for or against. the additional pedes8
.
t rian overpass.

Figure 12 illustrates only. one of many dead-

end streets created by the Interstate which should be eliminated
with frontage roads.

"Ray Moredock, assistant design engineer

with the highway- department, recommended the roads because they

8 News item in The Nashville Tennessean, June 19, 1970.
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Figure 12. Photograph illustrating one of many
dead-end streets created by the passage of the · Interstate
through. North Nashville.
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would make thoroughfares of deadends • . . and serve as
buffers between the highway .. 119
III.

NORTH NASHVILLE'S BLACK BUSINESSES:
ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT AND POTENTIAL
FOR RECOVERY WITH THE
AIR RIGHTS PROJECT

A.

Economic Environment and I-40's Impact
The economy of North . Nashville is characterized by a

low level of capital production and investment.
tion of this area - is 77 percent nonwhite.

The popula-

In 1966, the · median

family income of blacks in Nashville was· approximately $3,000
or 52 · percent of the median income of whites.

Data from the

U. s. Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates that an . annual
income of $8,522 is · required for a family . of four to live
moderately in Nashville.

This · low income situation explains

the capital poverty of black businesses since 91.8 percent of
the customers of black businesses are black. 10 Adding further
to the problem of black capital accumulation is · the . competition from white chain merchants whose generally lower prices
attract low income blacks.

•

These marginal black businesses

are generally isolated in black neighborhoods where they are
9

News item in The Nashville Tennessean, June 19, 1970.

10 Henrietta R. Davis ·, "The North Nashville Community
A study In- Conflict" (unpublished term paper, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, 19 70) , p. 21.
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cut off from the mainstream of commerce and credit (only 5
percent of the black businesses in Nashville have received a
loan from the Small Business Administration. 11
As of January 15, 1969, of the 61 business establishments located primarily on Charlotte and Jefferson Streets,
39 percent had closed and another 24 percent had moved.
Approximately 85 percent of the businesses suffered as a
result of Interstate disruption. 12
According to a report by the Middle Tennessee Business
Association prepared for the Small Business Administration
and the Model Ci ties Agency· concerning "Operation North town" :
It appears that 47.5 percent of Nashville's participating Negro businesses have already [as of January 21,
1969] been affected by the routing of this highway. [I-40]
through. North Nashville. Furthermore, an additional 21
percent of Nashville's Negro businesses that have not
yet been adversely affected by the construction . of the
I-40 highway. expect to be so affected. This means that
~ore than two-thirds, or 68.5 percent of the . businesses
owned and operat~d by Negroes in Nashville have been
and/or expect to be adversely affected by the construction of the I-40 highway. [See Table II] · . . • All of the
identifiable businesses that · still must move as a result
of the routing of the I-40 highway through the North
Nashville Negro Community foresee difficulties in relocating their businesses satisfactorily. At the . same
time only · 27.3 percent of those business firms that have
moved or are to be moved· . . . have applied for a

1111 Project Operation Northtown--Phase I" (Nashville:
"Middl.e Tennessee Business Association ·, January, 1969) , p. 36.
12 Ibid., pp. 26-31.

TABLE II
BUSINESSES CLOSED, MOVED, . OR TO BE MOVED DUE TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE I-40 HIGHWAY THROUGH THE NORTH NASHVILLE NEGRO COMMUNITY

Name of Business Ace Hotel
Angel Cleaners
Audrey's Auto Trim Shop
Ballew's Market
Bi_ll 's Cab Company
Black Hawk Restaurant
Blue Ribbon · Inn .
Buck' s Radio and TV
Charlie's Restaurant
Club Del Morocco
Community Federal Savings ·
and Loan Association
Cozy Corner Cafe
Ebony HutEd's Phillips 66 Service
Station Eddie's - Barber Shop
Eddie's Beauty Shop
Esquire . Cleaners
Evening Star Cafe
Ferrell's Grocery
Frisco Inn
G. S. Barnes- Grocery (W)
Gay Liq\lor Store

Old Address
of Business
1122 Charlotte Avenue
1038 21st Avenue, N.
608 12th - Avenue, N.
918 28th Avenue, N.
1123 Charlotte Avenue
1124 Charlotte Avenue
605 12th Avenue, N.
2604 Jefferson Street
Heiman Street
2419 Jefferson - Street
2430 Jefferson
12th Avenue and
Jefferson Street
12th Avenue and
Jefferson Street
1200 Jo Johnston St.
427 12th Avenue, N.
427 12th Avenue, N.
2631 . Jefferson Street
428 12th Avenue, N.
205 36th Avenue, N.
1230 Pearl Street
14th Avenue and
Jefferson Street
521 12th · Avenue, N.

Closed

Moved

To be
Moved

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

(X)

X

I\.>

TABLE I I

Name of Business
George's Grocery
George Hall's · Restaurant
Gilbeartha's Tailor Shop
Gilliam-Hodge Bi-Rite (W)
Gordon's · Grocery
Dr. William H. Grant's
_Medical Office
Green Lantern Inn
Hemphill _ Press
Holmes Funeral Home ·
Hotel Annex
Hut Restaurant
Coin . Laundry
Jefferson Street
Rug Service
Joyce's House of Glamour
Kimbrough's - Grocery
Leonard's Drive-In Market
Mac's Cash Market (W)
Mary's - Barbecue
Master Cleaners
Minit Saver Market #1
New Era Club
New · Era Variety Store

( continued)

Old Address
of Business
932 28th Avenue, N.
13th and Charlotte
Avenue
1130 Charlotte Avenue
606 25th Avenue, N.
2000 Jefferson Street
2603 Jefferson Street
1131 Jefferson Street
2034 Jefferson Street .
440 12th · Avenue, N.
1304 Charlotte Avenue
2038 Jefferson
2035 Jefferson
2604 Jefferson Street
2421 Jefferson - Street
11th Avenue and
Scovel Street
2042 Jefferson Street
28th Avenue and
Clifton- Street
12th Avenue and
Scovel Street
1203 Jo Johnston St.
2037 Jefferson Street
1200 Charlotte Avenue 1200A Charlotte Avenue

Closed

Moved

To be
Moved

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(X)

w

TABLE II (continued)

Name of Business
Northington Snack Shop
North - Carolina Mutual
Insurance Company
Office Building
Otey -' s Development Company
Pack and Sack Food Town . (W)
Pullen Brothers TV Service
Porter's Grocery
Reedus Styling Studio
Red Apple Grill
Restaurant Inn Rip' s . Car Wash '
Silver Sand Cafe
Sonny . Side Inn
Superior Barber Shop
Val Dot Liquors
Wade's Billiard Parlor
Wilson's Service Station

Old Address .
of Business
2830 - Clifton Street
2005 Jefferson Street
1130 Charlotte Avenue
2520 Jefferson Street
2610 Jefferson Street
28th and Jefferson
Arthur and Garfield Sts.
2629 Jefferson .
12th Avenue ·, N.
1304 Charlotte Avenue
(Rear)
1304 Charlotte Avenue
425 12th Avenue
606 12th Avenue, N.
1127 Charlotte Avenue
12th Avenue and
Jefferson Street
1128 Charlotte Avenue
2040 Jefferson Street
Totals

Closed

Moved

To be
Moved

X

·x
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

24

15

22

Source:
"Project Operation· Northtown--Phase I" (Nashville: Middle Tennessee Business Association, January, 1969), pp. 28-31.
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relocation allowance~ This · failure to even - apply
for such an allowanqe is probably due to a widespread belief t~at it would not· be granted anyway .• 13 ' 1 4
B-.

Project Development Potential .
Financing and staging.

The financing of the air rights

pl;atform calls · for 90--io percent federal--state participation,
respectively, as a part of the Interstate Highway- Program.
The Metropolitan- government is to construct all associated
local street improvements and provide financial guarantees.
The North Nashville Non-Profit Development . Corporation (hereinafter NNNDC) , organized under Tennessee statute, ·is to obtain
title to all project land and arrange for the design, development, and operation/marketing of all project components.
I

The NNNDC and its affiliated Development Credit Corporation will supposedly increase black ownership and control of
neighborhood. developments.
NNNDC are: 15

Specifically, the functions o_f .the

1. Directly undertaking housing and business development projects and then managing, selling, or leasing
them. Housing projects could include rehabilitation · or
new · development .on single, scattered lots or large tracts.
Federal assistance for low- and moderate~cost dwellings
would be used.
13 rbid., pp. 26-32.
14 The varying percentages of affected - businesses indicate the lack of uniform criteria for such statements as 85
percent "suffered" or 68.5 percent were "adversely affected."
Nevertheless, one could conclude. that a significant number of
businesses were affected by the routing.
15Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, p. 59.
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2. Obtaining development rights of projects and
then contracting foi;~.actual development with subsidiary or outside corp9rations~
3. Providing loans, help in obtaining loans, and
management assistance- and. training to new and existing Model Neighborhood businesses and housing corporations.
The major source of financing for the corporation would be
a revolving fund initially_ capitalized through pledges, loans,
and contributions . hopefully reaching $3 million· at the end of
five years.

Figure 13 illustrates the proposed staging of

the project.
Degree of neighborhood unity. 16

The success . of the .

project will require a high_ degree of unity on the part of
black citizens within · the community.

A recent finding by a

graduate student at Vanderbilt University, in preparing a
paper concerning the . North Nashville area, indicated the
splitting of the black conununity into several factions.
"The displaced Jefferson Street merchants seemingly are to
have little future with respect to participation . in· any air
rights platform -- if it materializes at all. 1117
An interview with . Buford Drake, recently appointed

Director of· the Model Cities Program, revealed that · the disagreements · in regard to the project presented the possibility
that the state might . withdraw its offer of construction · and
16 Davis, pp. 24-30.

l 7 Ibid . , p • 2 5 .

Proposed Air Rights Project Staging
1969

1970

S O N D1J F M A M J J A S O N

1971

DI J

1972

1973

F M A M J J A S O N D1J F M A M J J A S O N DI J F M A

Preparatory Stage
1. Organize NNNDC (create
revolving fund, financing)
2. Prepare & execute document committing ~ncies
to project
3. Plan & design development
site & structures

4. Create project sales &
long-term management
mechanisms
5. Obtain rights to platform
& other land area
6. Design, engineer & bid
platform

I

I

•

7. Construct platform

Construction Stage
1. Construct air rights
project components
2. Make local road Improvements.

Figure 13.

Proposed air rights · project staging. -

Source: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates -, "Interstate Highway 40 ., Air Rights ·
(X)
Project, Nashville, Tennessee," (Washington: Marcou, O'Leary and Associates,
...J
January, 1970), p. 57.
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long-term (free) lease of the platform.

He further stated

that the . citizens simply did not understand that their function · was · one of advice and cooperative- participation · rather
than control.

He cited the modification of the projects

design as an example. of a . legitimate exercise · of influence.
Mr, Drake felt that the real problem seemed to be a belief,
on the part of certain members of the - Citizens Coordinating
Committee, that the NNNDC's capitalization · should be "con- trolled by them for ends · they deemed necessary. 1118
Dr. Noella Mitchell, a member of the Committee for
Highway. Community Planning, stated. that· the Federal Government
could. fund such. a development corporation as · the NNNDC and
cited an example in the Chicago Model Cities Program.

It was

her feeling that black business on Jefferson Street was dead
and gone and that any development that- took place on the Air
Rights Project would be white anyway.

She further contended

that· the NNNDC· should be primarily concerned- with building
homes since only 8,300 remained of some 13,000 housing units
prior to Model Cities and Interstate 40. 19
Conclusion.

Plans and proposals have concentrated on

the Air Rights· Project as a development whereby the disrupted
businesses might reestablish themselves.

It appears that this

will not be the outcome for several reasons:
18 Ibid., p. 28.

19 oavis, pp. 28-29.
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1.

Citizen emphasis on control rather than
cooperative and constructive participation.

2·.

Fractionalization , within · the community in
regard tq what should be re-development goals.

3.

Many people . seem to feel that no air rights
development would be better than an air
rights development with "white" capital.

4.

The inability of many black businessmen· to.
obtain loans because of a poor financial
background based on lack . of managerial ability
(especially if the NNNDC does not develop).

IV.
A.

IMPACT OF THE INTERSTATE ON THE COMMUNITY

Housing
A study - by the Metropolitan Planning Commission reveals

that where blocks were severed . to construct. the highway there
has been · a complete turnabout in the condition · of housing.
A

comparison of - housing condition in · a 35-block corridor

reveals that housing in 1960 was- 68 percent sound and 32 percent substandard while eight years later 33 _percent was sound
and 67 percent substandard (see Figure 14) • 20

2011 A Study of the I-40 and I-265 Corridor Areas in
North Nashville" (Nashville: Metropolitan Planning Commission .
of Nashviile and Davidson County, December, 1969), p. 10.
(Unpublished memorandum.)
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B.

Neighborhood Composition
The passage of the Interstate through · the community

resulted in the delineation of eight neighborhoods served
by nine elementary schools.

The - neighborhood ·delineations

respect definite boundaries (major streets) in order to
minimize vehicular-pedestrian conflicts (see Figure 15).
This is an important consideration · since· car ownership per
capita is lower in North Nashville than in · the City and-County
as a whole. 21
C.

Conunercial· Facilities
With the destruction - and disruption of many black

businesses by the Interstate, it is necessary that the air
rights · project develop because the commercial, office, and
public facilities are needed in order to have a viable community.
For the air rights project to be fully functional its
orientation facing Scovel Street demands - that frontage roads
be constructed (see Figure- 11, page 78).

The only reasonable

alternative if frontage roads are not- agreeable (as it presently seems they· are not), would be the· redesign and orientation
of the air rights project fronting on Jefferson Street.

21 Ibid. , p. 12.
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D.

Detailed Proposals 22
The Metropolitan . Planning Commission has prepared

detailed proposals concerning the entire Interstate corridor.
Their recommendations concerning the segment of interest
follow. ·
The expansion · of Fisk University is . anticipated within
the area east of 17th Avenue North.

The area west of 18th

Avenue North is a possible expansion area for Meharry . Medical
College (see Figure 16).

Street changes include . Scovel

Street as a frontage road serving the air rights · development
and the widening of Jefferson Street.
Figure · 17 depicts the western. portion of· the anticipated campus . expansion area.

Proposals include a railroad

overpass which · would go under the frontage road and the Interstate and over Jefferson Street, the utilization of the small
isolated strips between Jefferson Street and I-40 for recreational areas, and the widening of an alley north of Meharry
Boulevard and west of the railroad.

The small vacant area

north of I-40 and east of the railroad is recommended for a
ten-unit apartment complex.
Figure 18 illustrates the interchange. of Interstate 40
and Jefferson Street.

Since 28th Avenue- North (the other

major north~south artery in addition · to 18th Avenue · North)
22 !__bi'
d., pp. 30 - 40 .
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and Jefferson Street will generate substantial traffic
volumes ·, the interchange is recommended for interchange
related use.

Twenty-eighth Avenue · North should be widened.

This study also recommends · the frontage road south · of· I-40
and the extension of the existing pedestrian overpass across
this frontage road.
E.

Conclusions
The development of the air rights project (the - greatest

concession · achieved out of the struggle) is instrumental to
the reconsolidation and revitalization - of the community.

The·

vehicular and pedestrian underpasses and overpasses which have
been constructed will provide for easy access between neighborhoods and parks -which otherwise would have been impossible.
This lacing of crossovers will also insure accessibility to
any commercial ventures either within· the air rights project
or elsewhere .within· the. vicinity.
The frontage roads are practically a necessity · if the
community is to optimize the - benefits of all the interrelated
improvements ·.

The detailed plans and proposals recommended

by the Metropolitan . Planning Commission - further complement
the concessions already obtained.
It is the opinion of the author that the community has
the opportunity to make · the most of an unfortunate disruption.
However, continued opposition to frontage roads and the loss
of the . air rights development may result in community severance .
and economic decline.

CHAPTER V·
CONCLUSION
I.

A COMPARISON OF THE · THEORETICAL HIGHWAY
LOCATION DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
(PRESENTED IN CHAPTER I) AND ·
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
UNCOVERED IN THIS · CASE STUDY

The decision-making theories of "technical rationality,"
the synoptic ideal, and rational calculation · (quantification
of - data and delegation to experts) do not apply- to all highway
location decisions.

Granted, many location decisions are

based on quantitative analyses, but others are based on limit- ·
ed qualitative analyses.
The decision-making process, in regard to the selection of· the . Memphis route . through North Nashville, was not
based on any comprehensiv~ quantitative analysis.

In fact,

the decision - to- dispense with the "route~' paralleling Charlotte Avenue and to select the present alignment took place
within an - approximate time span. of three weeks.

The selec-

tion · of the present route was based upon- no more detailed
analysis than that involved in the selection · of · the · "corridor."
Nevertheless, the State Highway Department continued to
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convince people that there was a difference.

The author was

frankly told by Mr. Alexander Koltowich of Clark and Rapuano
that no cost-benefit or feasibility studies concerning this ·
link were compiled by his· firm.

Likewise, Mr. Bill Wilson,

Director of Planning, State Highway Department, Planning and
Research Division, stated. that he knew of. no such studies
compiled by his division at the time, as testimony by. Mr.
Cantrell at the

u. s.

District Court trial would. have . led

one to believe (see Appendix G).

The appeal used by State

attorneys in their brief filed in the . U,

s. Sixth Circuit.

Court of Appeals, in opposition to the court's hearing the
case, also implied that · .extensive studies supported the routing decision - of the State Highway Department.

It appears

that. the technical role expectation of state highway. departments is such that they need only to act as though a decision
is · technically rational and others respond accordingly.

In

view of the above facts, the author concludes that the selection of the - Memphis · route link of· Interstate 40 was. a disjointed incremental political decision rather than · the
technical expert deoision · expected.
would

The decision - strategy

also be classified as nonrational because - of the

incomprehensive decision process.

--

In theory, the State Highway- Department should. not be

the decision -maker when . an - Interstate Highway. passes through
an urban· area.

Within an · urban area, approximately 90 - percent
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of the total traffic volume . will be local traffic.

Thus,

with . the local population - the real client of an interurban·
1

interstate, the · local government officials should in theory

be the decision-makers.
In an address before the American Association · of
State Highway. Officials Richard J. Whalen warned road builders of this · situation:
No one has - placed the - road builders . in the cross fire
of competing publics. If you get caught it is because
you· have put yourselves in that awkward position,
because you are defending power and authority for
which you are not· directly accountable to the voters
in our democratic system. It is because you are
assuming the job which -properly belongs · to electedpolitical officials.!
II.

THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

The dual role of decision-maker and technical expert
is a result of the legislated setting which provides the
highway- departments with entirely too much power.
The State Highway Department assigns priorities · to
various segments. of the state-wide Interstate System.

It can

explain to local politicians that the route location · is based
on "expert" · analysis.

At the same time, the· department has

indirect control - of the purse strings..

Consequently, local

1Richard J. Whalen ·, "Roadbuilders--Face the Challenge .
of Change," address before the American Association . of State
Highway Officials, American Road Builders Association Public
Information Workshop, st. Louis, Missouri, May 19, 1969.
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politicians do not find it politically advantageous to defy
the Highway Department.

It is politically wise to accept the

State Highway. Department's recommendation.

The result of this

strategy (no opposition by. local politicians) is that· State
Highway Departments make the decision - in the absence of any
form of local control.

Consequently, with the doors left

open., the Highway Departments · become free - to make both intuitive incremental decisions . and technically expert decisions. ·
Thus ·, how is control provided?
The element of control has co.me through the judicial
process.

In regard to this case study, the institutional ·

setting was modified in 1964 with . the · passage of the CivilRights · Act.

This · Act gave a measure of assurance and confi-

dence · to those persons heretofore discriminated against.

As

stated. previously, it is the opinion of the author that- this
new· institutional setting provided the impetus for the black
community's reaction · once it began to feel the pain of rightsof-way acquisition · in - 1965.

The reason that citizen involve-

ment has come through - the judicial process is that there has
been no adequate legal provision for it in any other way.
Until the dual public hearing procedure initiated by Secretary of. Transportation , Alan Boyd, there was no meaningful
provision for citizen input to the decision-making process.
Control can also come from the executive branch of
State · government.

If he chooses, a governor can be instru-

mental in the location of a highway, particularly· in a rural
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area.

However, as with local politicians, in times of

controversy a governor often finds it just as politically
wise to express total reliance on the · decision of the . delegated expert (the . State Highway· Department).
The methodology of highway planning is changing as a
result of changing institutions and values.

This · change . is

reflected by a · past president of the -American Association of ·
State Highway officials in an · article "Changing Highway Concepts,"
Thus, it is no longer sufficient to examine highway.
proposals solely from - such standpoints ~s traffic
service, economics, and engineering feasibility. An
entirely new range of considerations has · developed,
. and must be - accepted by those responsible for the
highway program.
Such matters as the social impact of highways, environmental enhancement, and pollution are becoming
integral elements · in the highway planning process
I am persuaded that the engineering· mind which failed
to break out of its narrow confines · when faced with
the challenge of decision-making has · contributed to
some of the widespread criticism of the highway . program in- these . past . few years.
Consider, for example, the concept of the - cost-benefit .
ratio • . • in lining up his · neatly identified and
labeled benefits, [the engineer] left out all the
intangibles which took benefits away from the nonmotorist · or from the motorist more interested in his
environment than in · his automobile.2

2oouglas · B. Fugate, "Changing Highway Concepts,"
Traffic Quarterly, XXIII (April, 1970), pp. 165-166.
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The institutional setting of, the 1950's placed high
priority on. assuring individual mobility with the automobile.
However, in t ew of changing values, the institutions which
guided the highway. program- began to give way. in recognition ·
of the many unrealized ramifications associated with the
location · of- highways.
III ..

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY AND
LESSONS FOR GENERA4 APPLICATION

One would conclude that the decision to locate the
Memphis route on its present alignment was an . arbitrary decision - since it disregarded the adopted Major Street Plan for
the City of Nashville and was- not based on the . level of quantified - scientific analysis as was typical in the selection · of
most routings.

There is no hard evidence that the route was

selected with · any consideration · of comprehensive planning.
Participation by affected black businesses in t~e Air
Rights · Project seems doubtful due to the fragmentation of
community goals and citizens' · emphasis on controlling the
Model Cities Program rather than participating in it.

This

situation · is an example of the effect one program (the Interstate · Highway Program) can have on a following program (The
Model Cities · Program) and remedial efforts such as those of
the Planning Commission.

The Planning Commission -, in respond- ·

ing to the present community needs, may become a villain inthe eyes of the black community.
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It is difficult to determine any one villain perceived
by. the black community since· the community is - fragmented.
The more liberal and crusading members of the community seemingly perceive the white establishment as the villain.

How-

ever, the more . conservative elements probably still perceive
the State Highway Department as the real villain responsible
for the community's problems today.
(_.The ultimate lesson to· be learned- from this· case study .
is the lack of· balance in the interurban highway - location .
decision-making process.

In view of the politicians' fear to

take a stand, considerable influence should come through
meaningful citizen involvement in the early · stages of the
highway planning process.

When - judicial control is -sought by

citizens late in the - process, in the absence · of involvement
in making the decision, participation becomes conflict
oriented.

This conflict can generate animosity to such. an

extent that the goals and identities of the community become
fragmented and divergent.
North Nashville.

This is exactly what happened in

Thus ·, it is imperative that- citizen partici-

pation · be involvement oriented rather than · post facto conflict
oriented.

Involvement-oriented participation, however, cannot-

be maximized after conflict has been generated in previous
programs.
Considerable balance could also occur if state highway
departments would give adequate attention · to local comprehensive
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planning.

Local government officials could encourage

planning staffs to be innovators and thereby increase the
level of comprehensiveness in any . highway location decision- .
making· process.
Another lesson to be learned is that the values . of
minority groups do not always coincide with those of the
established majority.

For example., in an . interview with Mr.

Henry Buckner, State Highway Department Attorney, he related
a most interesting fact • . He stated that a consultant working
on the Air Rights Study . had told . him that blacks have a different value conception of land ownership than does the
average white person.

He pointed out that title to a par-

ticular parcel of land is highly cherished by black individuals.3

This shed new light on the issue.

Previously it had

seemed that the refusal of frontage roads and the redesign of
the air rights project (because. they required the acquisition
of too much property) was- simply an example of obstinancy.
In view - of. this value conception, however, . it points out
again the imposition - of one groups' values upon the values ·
of another group.

3statement by Henry · Buckner, Tennessee State Highway
Department Att.orney·, personal interview, August · 7, 19 70.
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It should also be pointed out that a decision can
indirectly be discriminatory .•

When heavy we~ght is given to

low land values in picking an urban route (as was- obviously
done in this case) this · automatically singles - out those
neighborhoods of a lower socioeconomic level.

Consequently .,

discrimination has indirectly occurred because of the high .
correlation - between a community's soqioeconomic level and
land value.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A

VOL. IV. REGULATIONS, STANDARDS, AND
STATtMENTS OF POLICY
ADMINISTRATION OF FEDER.AL AID FOR
HIGHWAYS
2:J C.F.R., Cb. l , Pt. l

Part I of Chapter 1 of Tit]e 2~ of the Code of Federal Regulations
is l'\'Yi!=-ed to rend ns fo11ows:

1

i;rc,.

1.1
1.2
J.:J
1.4
1.r.

1.6
1.7

.....
.....
w

1.8
l.!l
J .10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14

], tr.

l.lfl
1.17
1.18
1.10
1 .20
1.21
1.22
1.2:l
1.21
1.2:;
1.2G
1.27
1.:.:1,
1.20

1.ao
1.:n
1.:1:?

PurpoM'.
llefluitlnn~.
F't•dl•ral-~tatP roopernlion; Authority ot State highway departments.
CO(•J1t•rutio11 of 1,:overn11wntnl incatrmnentalltil!H,
lnfor11111t ion furui:,;he•I by ~tate hii;hwny departments.
1''ed,•ral-aid bi1d1way llY8tems.
l'rban nn"U bountlurle,,:
rr,1;.:rams of 11n,posed projects.
Limitation on 1''t•dt•ral partklpatlon.
Suneys, plan!', &fl('('lfk·o.tions und estimates•
Englnc-ering lll'M'it-CB.
Autborizutions to fll'O<'f'l!d wlt.h project!!.
Changes in projeet work nncl cost.
Proje<'t DJ.'Tt.>t.•ment.R.
Constrm1ion rontract>1 nncl torre account work.
Lkt>niliug and qunlllic11t1on of contractors.
H('allh nml sufel)'.
Furulshini: ur materin!R.
Rei-trietions Uf)on mntcrlall'.
Surt•ty !Hmlls 111111 lnsurunce.
Subroutmrting.
Pat .. ntNl or 1,ror1rietary Items.
Rights-of-way.
I,nhor uucl employment.
Rnllway-hi11:hway cro,<slng projects.
Highwny planuiug uni} research projects.
l\Juint!'llllrl('C.
IJlvcrsion of highway revenues.
Vehicle wright nnd wid th limitation.

Records anti documents.
Pnymrnts.
l'olkiC'it uml procedures.
('onflkt:,i or lntPrl'>lt.
8econllury ro1tll 11lnn.

1.a..1
J.:H
l.a5 Allvc•rtli<lng.
1.:t6

1.37

Complinnce with F ederal lawe ,rnd ~gulat1on11.
Dcl('g,illon or authority.

1.38 Appllcntion ot r egulations.
AUTHORITY: 1§

l.1 to 1.38 Issued under sec. 316, 72 Stat. 91~, 2:J

• l'ubllahed In the Federal R~l1ter, 2:; F.R. 0412, M'a1 11, 1960.

u;s.o.

811S.

Sec. 1.1. Purpose
The purpf'IRf' of thr rr{!ul11tio11s in thic; pnrt is to implrmPnt and rnrr~·
out. tho prm·iflions of Fr,foral law rrlntin~ to tlrn :ulministration of
J<'r.1ler11l ai1I for hi~hwnys.

Sec. 1.2. DefinitionR
(n) Trrn1s ,lt•firwtl in 2a n.Rf'. !Ol(n),shall hnYr lhP sanm 1111':111ing whrr111tS<>d int 1111 l'l',!.."'lllat ions in thic; part ,1•,1·t•pt as 111oditic•d lwn•in.
(h) Tiu• following trm1s wltei,• 11s1•1I in 1111' r1·~11lations in thi!- pa1t
flhnll hnn• the following t11(•1111inJ:
Atlm:ni.•lrflfor. Tlui F('(l1•ral Iri;:l,wny .\1h11in ist rat or.
.·tdi•twli.~ing l'oli,·!I· Tim 11ational poli,·y n•latin~ to rlw 1''.!,!Hlation of ontcloor :ulnrtisin~ 1lt•,·lan-d i11 titl<• ~:11·.~.C. l!H.
.-t,li,e1•/i,,inr1 Stmu/,,rd.v. Tit" "Xntional Rta111lar,l:. for Hr:.."11lation
hy Stairs of 011t1loor ;\1lrnrtising :-ii~n", T>ispla_l·s and l>ni,·rs .\,!jncent to tho Xntionnl System of I11trr:-:fate :11ul J>Pfl'll!"O Hi~hwuys''
pronmlgntNl hy thf' ~t'<'t'l"lary (Part 20 of this C'l1apter).
Oom.mi,..-.;,mn. Th<' Commissioner of P11hlii• Ho:uls.
Frrlrrttl lmr.... The pm,·isions of titll' 2!l, rnited ~tnf('S C'ode. :nul
1111 oth(>r FNl<'rnl laws, heretofore or hereaftrr enaf'tr<l, relating to
Frdoral niil fol' highwnys.
l,,,/PRf n1•nil11ble Pederal OeMult. The Int est. amilahlr. Fl'1h•rn I
rll'renninl rrnsus, l'Xrl'pt for the l'Slahlishmrnt of urhnn a11•as.
Projrrf. .\n 11111ll'rtaki11g hy n /-,tale hi~hway 1l(•partnwnt for hi~hwav construd ion, inclmlin~ proliminar~· t•n~inN~rillA", a"quisiti1111 of
ri~)1ts-of•wny ;m(\ nrt11nl ro11sf111r!io11, or for higlnrny pla1111i11~ nrul
l'f'i<t'IUd1, or for :my othrr work or arti,·ity to rnrr.v out tlu• prm·isions
of t.he Fl'drrul lnws for the ndminist.ratinn of Ft•<lrral niil for
highwAy!il.
Rrrondf1.ry rof1d plnn. A plan for n'1ministrntio11 of Ft•1lrral aid
for hi!(hwnys on the Fedrrnl-nid ~rAmilar~· hi~hwny s.\·strm pursuant.
to 23 U.S.C. 117.
Serretn1'!f. Tho 8ef'J'f\fnry of C'onune~e.
l!(fntr. .\ny Rtate of the Fnited Stntrs. the Distrif't of Colmnhia
nnd Purrto R'i<.'o.
Tlrb"n. nrM. An nrr:i. inf'lmlin~ nncl ndj:wrnt to a mnni,·ipnlity or
nt.hel' urhn11 plitro h:n·inJ? n pop11latio11 of firn thou!'an<l or 11101'1', as
flrtPn1111wcl hv the latrst nrnilablr. pnhlislw,l oflit·ial J<'Pd1•1·al rl'mms,
tll•t·r1mial or ~Jl('(·.inl, within lmurularu•s lo hr fi:w,l h.\· a Stah' hig-hwny
tfopnrtnwnt., s11hjt>1•f. to thn 11pp1·0,·11I of flm Administrator.

Sec. t.:l. J.'ederal-State cooperation; authority of State highway
departments
The A<lmini~tmtor shnll coopernte with the Stntrs, throu~h thPir
1't'Spl'ctin~ StMe high,vay d<'partml'llh:i. in thr consfrtl<'lion of Fpdemluid hi1?hwnys. Ench Stnte highwny <lrpnrtmrnt, 11111int.'1inf'cl in ronformit.y with 23 U.S.C 302,.i-hnll he nuthoriz<'d, by tho laws of the
State, to mnke final decisions for the Stnte in nil mn.tt(>n; relating to.
nnd to enter into, on hehnlf of t.lu~ Stnte, 1111 rontrnd!'i nncl ngl'('(•ments
for projects and to take such other nctions on behalf of the .Stnte ns
m11y be ne<'.essary to comply with the Federal lnws and the l't'gttlntions in this part.

Sec. 1.,t. Cooperation of governmental instrumentalities
The St:ite highway department shall be I't'spon~ible for nny project
to bo undertaken wit.h the cooperation of, or with funds provided by,
any other brovemmm,tnl instrument11lity.

Sec. 1.5. Information furnished by State highway departments
At the rt'q11cst. of the Administrator the St..'lte highway department
shall furnish to him such infonnn.tion :is t.ho Administrator shall
1leem desirable in administering the Federal-aid highway progr11m.

Sec. 1.6. Federal-aid highway systems
(a) Sdrction or dnign(l.li,m. To ins11re cont.inuity in the direc·
lion of c·XJK'-IHlit11r1~s of nvailnhlc funcls, sysh\m of l<"edernl-nid highways al'c ~lc,·tl'd or designated by any State thnt desires to nvnil itself
throu~h ils Stat<'. highway department, of the benefits of Federal nid
for hi~lnrnp. Upon npproml by the .Administrator of the selections
or des1;,,,nn.t.1ons hy n. Stnte highwny tlepartnwnt, such higlnmys shall
become portions of the respecfrn~ Fe<lcra.1-aid highway systems, and
all Fcdcml-ni<l apportionments shall be expanded thereon.
(h) Rci,i.~imU1. A Stale highway depa11rnc.r1t mny propose revisions, inf'lucling aclclit.ions, deletions or other changes, m the routes
comprisinA' the npproved Federal-aid highway systems. Any such
redsion shall heeome effective only upon npprovnl thereof by the Ad·
ministmtor npon n. <lcterminat.ion that 1mch revision is in the public
int.crest and consistent with Federal laws. There is no predetermined
time limit. for t.he·sulnni!,sion of tlw. full ~lr.rtion oft.he systems.
(c) Scl.ection CORNidr.mlio·w.. Each FedE"rnl-aid system shall be so
,mlech:d or dl'sig-nntMl ns t.o promoto t.Jm gerwral welfnre nnd t.he nntionn.1 nnd ci,·il defense and to become the pnUcm for a long-range
program of highway development to 1-mrve the mnjor classes of hi#!h·
way t.raffic hroa<lly i1lt•ntifil'd as (I) int<'rst.ntc or intcrregionnl; (2)
t·it.y-to-cit.y priomry, r.iU1r.r interstate. or intrastnte; (3) rural secondary or farm-to-market; ancl (4) intraurh:m. The r.onservation
nnd development. of nntural n:sonrces, the ndvanreme.nt of economic
and social vahms, atul the promot.ion of dcsirnhlo lnll(l ntiliza.lion, as
well ns the existing nnd potential highwny traffic nnd other pertinent
crit.erin. are to be considered when selecting highways to be added to
n Fl'dt•rnl-nid syste!n or whr.n proposing revisions of a. previously
1lppron1l Fl•tl1~ral-n1<l system.
(d) /,1,mtiltl· Tho J.'odN·al-ai,l highwny i.ystems ns now con•
stitutrd ancl :ippro\'l'1l arc idl'11t ilil·1l ns:
( l) The (11ler;;lat,, Hystm1, ll!': ,lt•srribed in 2:l U.S.C. 10:l(d),
1.·0111prii.c·d of hi1..diwnys of tlw hiid1est. i111portn11c11 to the nntion;
(2) The Fedrral-u1<l primnry svi,tem, n:,; dci,cribcd in 23 U.S.C.
103(b) 1 comprised of importnnt citv-to-city, interstate and intrastate luirhwnys, serving e;,sentially tl;rough trnffic; and
(3) The F~deral-nid secondary system, as described in 23 U.S.C.
103(c), not to ex"rl'<l in nny 8tate nt one time a milenge that cnn be
initinllr improved within n rensonnble period of ye,irs nncl thereafter
maintnmed with inf'ome expertl'd to be nvnilnble.
(e) Integration. The highwnys of the Fetleral-nid systems shall
form integrated and connected networks in each Stnte and nationwitle. . The inclivi<lunl routes of Feder11l-nid systems that cross the
boundary line between contiguous States are to connect 11.t the bound-
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nry line, nn1l l'XCf'pt. in 111111s11al
system fo1· any sud, ronlt• shall
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tlll' i1lN1lity of thf' F,•,lf'rnl-aid
in tll4' ~tall·~ i11n1lw1l.
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Sec. 1.7. Urhan area boundaries
~
J1oun,lnrit-i-: of an urh:tn ar.-:1 shall '"' :-111,mitt,,,l h.r th,• State hil,!h"·n~· d('J1:11·t1111•nt and ht> approwtl 1,y tlll' .\d111i11islrator prior to thf'
inl'lusion in 11 prol,!r:1111 of any p1·oj1•1·1 wh11ll.,· or partl:; in :,:1wh an•a
inrnlvinl,{ funds nulhol'iiw1l for anil li111ik1l to nrhan area,;.

Sec. 1.R. Programs of proposed projects
F.n..J, Stnl,• hi~hwn,· ,lt•1mrt111f'11I ,;hall Jll'f'parf' :111d :-:11l1111it lo thP
Administr·ntnr, for hi; apprornl, d1•taih·tl pr11ura111s of propo:-l'tl pr11.iC'1·ts in s1wh form :in.I s11pporli•tl 1,.,. s1wlt i11f1,n11atio11 :t!! th" .\d111i11ii-trnlor 111ay 1w1uir(', 'I It(' .\dmi11i:-trato1· l"hall 1101 1111thori,w any
State to prrn'f'l~<I with :111v proj1•1·t. or part thl't't•of, 1111til tlll' pl'ol,!r:1111
whi<-h includ,•s ,m..J, proj"~t. hns h1•1•n a pprnw,I. .

Sec. 1.9. Limitation on Federal participation
FNl"ral-nicl f1111tls ,:hllll not part it·i alf' in 111n· <'o'.'-t which is not
inl"urrf',l in ,·01d'on11it.,· with 11pplir11hle F1•1l('l'n!" a11d :--talc law. tlw
t't'~tlalions in thi~ part, and poli<'i<•s ,11111 pnw1·d1111•s 111·1•,;i·t·ilwd hy
tlw Atl111i11i,-fmtor. F('d1•ral f11111ls shall not ht• paid 011 a1·1·01111t of
nny <'Ost inrnrrt'<l prior lo nulhorization hy tlw .\d111i11i1-tralor lo thr
ftalf' hi:rhwa.,· d1•partlllC'llt to proc.·1'<'11 with 11w projt>t·I or part tlwn•of
1m·olving sud, cost.

Sec. 1.10. Surveys, plans, specifications and estimates
(::i) J>r,·par1r.lio11.

Sm·,·ey,:, pl:in~ sp«'1'ilk:1t iims a11d P:-t i11mtf',.; shall
hu fWt·pnrt•tl b.,· or 111ult·r tl111 i11111wdiatl' dir1•1·tiu11 of Ill<' :-itat" hi~hwa~·
df'pnrtmf'nt nnd shall he of stll'h l'Otitt•nl anil for111 as prt~ril1t•1l hy
the Administrator.
.
(b) Ap7n·o,ral. No projoct or part tlwr('of fol' :wt1111l 1·011str111'ti1111
shnll bl' :\fln•rti~,l for contr:wt 1111r Wl)rk 1·011111tt>n1·1·d hv fnr1·1• a•·1·01111t
until pl:rns, ~pl'Ciliralions, n111l pstit11a11•s han• lll 1•11 ~11i1111it11•tl to and
npprm·l'd hy the .\clministrator and thl' ~tate has b""n so 11otifi('(I.
1

Sec. 1.11. Engineering services
(a) Ftirfrml 1>11.rtiripa.tio11. Col'>ts of en#?ineering St'l'\'i1·f's perfornit-d by. thl' State 111,rhway dt-partmt>nt or nny instrn11w11tality or
entity rl'ft•rrt•<l to i11 pnra~mph:-: (b) allll (r) of this st•1·tio11 may l,p
t-li~ible for Frcl<•rnl participation only to the .-xtt>11t that s11d1 1•rn;ts
aro direct Iv nttrihntahle n111\ pt'OJll'rlj· all1)('11hle to spC'1·ilk projt•d:-.
Expemlituii.•H for the f'!dahlishment, 11111inh•m1n1•t-, ~l'nl'rnl mlministrntion, snpcr\'ision, and other o,·.-rlw1u\ of I h.- Stair hij!hway ,h•partment, or othf'r instn,mentolity or rntity J'('ferrP<l to in par:1.irmpJ1,:
(b) and (c) of this section shall not be eli~ihfo for Fedeml
pn rtici pntion.
.
(h) Oo1·r.rnmr.nf. r.nginen-i'l'tg org,,nizufio1111. The Stl\te hifhwny
dep1u1111t-nt. m:Ly utilize, un,ler its s111w1•vision, thl• !.;(•rdl't'S o wl'llqualifietl nnd suitably equipped l'll:?itweriu~ orl,!lmizations of othl'r
go,·emmentlll instntmentnlities for mnking snr,·l',·s, pn•paring plans,
spooificnt.ions nnd cstimntes, nnd for supervising.the <·onsll'llction of
l\ny project..
·

(c) R,,i/ra,ul ,111,/ ulililf/ rnginrr1·i11q orgnnizr,tion6. The Stl\te
hil!hw:1y dt•Ji.11·t 1w:11t may ut ili1.t•, under lts snper,·ision, the services of
woll-1p1al ilit•d a111l ,-uital,ly t•1p1ipp1·d l'n~:m•,•rmg- m·g-a11:1.at.:ons oi t.he
a11'1•1•fl•d mil road rn111pa11it's for raihrny-hil,!hway crossing projects and
!Jf tl1c _atTl·1·tl'tl utility compnnie~ for project3 in\'ol\'ing utility
111.;tull:111011:,;.
( d) J•,.; ,·,11,, r11r1;11N'ri11r1 orgnnizatimM, Private engineering or;.rnnizat iohs 111:iy ht.> utilized on projects in ncconlntwe with requirelllC'nts fll'e~·rilx-il Ii,· tlw .\ilminist rator.
(e) Re,,pu1uil,i/:1!1 of !ht! St,,t,, l1ir,h1ray dt1J>artme11t. The State
highway <h•p:111111t•11t is not n•li1wl•1l of its rf'sponsibilitiE's under Fedt·t·al law 1111d tlw n•;.rnlations in this pnrt in the l'\'l'nt it 11tilizl'!! t.he
sot'dt•t•s of an.,· 1•11gi111•eri11,r Ol'J!anizntion 11111ll•r para,rraphs (h), (c)
or (11) oft hi,; s..•l't ion.

Sec •. 1.12. Authorizations to proceed with projects
Xo wo1·k ,;hn II Ill· 111ulert11ken on nny Federal-aid project., nor shall
an.,· projl•t·t 111• ail n•rl isetl for cont met, prior to nnt horization thereof
b,\' tho ..:\d111i11istrator.

' Sec. 1.1:t Changes in project work and cost
:-.11hSt•1111t>nl to :111thoriz11tio11 hy tho Administrator to proceed with
a. projec:t ot· any 1tll(l('rtaki11~ thereunder, no change shall be made
whi1·h will i111·rP:ts1• tlw ,·ost. of the projl'ct. to the Fmh•ral Oov1•r111111•nt
or alter tlll' 1t•r111i11i, d111r:tctl'r or scope of th(I work without prior
:rnthori1.ation h~· the .\d111inistrator.

Sec. 1.1-1. Project agreements
Projl'<'t. n~l'l't•tnPnti,, nn<l modifieal ions thert-of, i-hall )){' in form!! sati~fal'tory to tlw .\d111i11istra1or, ""i,lencinJ{ al',·eptan«-1' hy the Slate
hi;.rhway 1lt•part1111•11t of ,·01Hlitio11s lo pnyrnf't1t. of Fcclt•ral funds, ns
pn•st•rilK'tl hy F,•d,•ml laws all(l tlio rognlntions in this pnrt, :uul the
:1111ount. of F1•d1•ral fu111ls ol,liA":tt<'fl.

Sec. 1.15. Construction contracts and force account work
(a) f'o111p,:f:ti1•(: bid,li11r1. I•:xl'<\pt. as prO\·ided in pamg-rnph (b)
hen•of or wlwn the A,lministrator lint.ls that. because of 111111sunl circumstancPs some other method is in the p11ulic int~rl'sl, nctunl con·
strudion work shall I~ 1wrformed by contrn<'t awar<le<l to the lowest .
J't'spousil,le hid,h•r. The Stnte highway dl'pnrtrnent. shnll nssure oppo1·t 1111ity for fme, ope11 atul compc•tit.i\-e bidding, including ndequate
publicity of the nd,·ertisements or calls for bids. The nch-ertising or
1·111li11g for hids and the nwnr<l of contracts shall comply with pro1·ed1m.•s 1111<l re1p1i1,•nwnts pn~scrihe<l hy the Administrator.
(h) /•'o,•rr ar,<·mmt 1rork. "'hf'n the .\drninistrator finds that it is
in the pnhlic inh'rest, construdion work mny oo performed by force
1wc·o1111t. J>1trs11ant to J'll(Jllire111ents and proc·1!cl11res prescribed by him.
Hefor,, s111'h fiucling is made, the 8tntl~ hiJ,rhwny department sho.ll
cleturminc that the orir1mi1. ntion to undertnke the work is so staffed
1uul c11uippecl ns lo pcl'form such work ~lltisfoctorily nnd economically.

Sec. 1.16. Licensing and qualification of contractors
With respe<·t to Fecleml-nid projects, no ·procedure or requirement
for prequa.lificntion, qualification or licensing of contrnctors shall Ix.
nppro\'ell which, in the judgment of the Administrator, may operate
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to restrict competitio11, to pnw<>nt suhmission of n bid hy, or to prohihit t hi\ 1·011sitlPratio11 of a hid s11hmittl'cl h,-, anv n•,-pons:bl" cont r:ll'tor, whctllt'r 1-e!ii<le11t or 11011re;;ident of tli<>':-itar;, wl1cn•in Ila~ work is
to 111• performed. Xo ,·ourractor sliall I"' n•'l11ir,•1l l,y law. rc•gulation
or pracri,•t, to ol,1ai11 n lirt•n:--t• IH•fort• lw mny s11l,111i1 a l1id or lwfon• his
hit! ntll)' IH• 1·011sid1•r1•d for a wa,,I of a ,·0111 rac·t. Thi:-, li•)Wt•n•r. is 1111t
intnnded to predude r1•q11ireml'nts for rhe l~·rnsin:r of a ,:11111 raetor
U(IOII or sultSt'ftlll'III to 1111' nwar,I of 1}11• rortlraf'I if :-twh r1•q11in•1111•11t-;
nro ,•,msistent with competiti,·<> bicltlinJ?. Pn'1111nliti1·:,1ion of 1·0111ractorH 111ny he r<>quir<><l ns 1t condi1 ion for i;nh111i!'~io11 of a hid or awnr<I of
1·01111·:wl olllJ· 1f !Im pPrio,) l"•lwe,•n llw tlall• of is,01i1111 a 1•1tll for hid,.;
n111l rht-1 tlrtll• of opl'ltin~ of bids alford:-1 ~llllil'il'III 111111• lo 1•1mhh• a
hi,ltl,•r to ol1t:1in tl,c req11in-tl prt."t'mlili,·nlion raring. Hi•,111ir1•1111•111~
for lite Jll'N(lll\lificalion, 111111lili1·:Ltio11 or lil't'IP'illl.! of 1·n1alrac10~, thnt
opt\lilli\ to f'"·rrn th" :111101111t of work I hat may '"' l,i'111no11 hy or 111:1~·
ho nwar,lc•, to :L l'onl rarlor, ,.;ha 11111• apprm·,•tl ,111ly if h:1s1·tl 11po11 a full
nntl nppropri1Ltc ,wal11n1io11 of thr 1·011tractor's t•xp,•ri,•n,-e, pt•r,;011111•1!
e1piip111c•11t, Jinmll'inl l'l'SOll!'('l'S, 111111 lll'rformancl' n•cor,l.
Sec. 1.17. Health and safety
Cont rnd s for proJ<'CtS shall i11rh11lr pr0\·isio11s 1lrio:ii..,"lw1l (a) Io
. insure full compliance with all 1lppli<'alilt• Ft•tli•ral, ~tall' anll lo<'al lnws
l..'ll\'t'rllit1,t :--afl'ly, h<>:1llh a111l s:111italio11, :11111 (h) to r1•q11irl' that thr
contrnrtor slmll provide nil saf1•,:11ar1l:-1, saft•ty tlevices and prott•,·tive
('1111ipmN1I anti shall lakt, any olhl'r :wtions rt'ason:1hly 111'\·1•,.:sary to
prol<'l't 1hr lifr and h<>alth of fWr!'ons workin~ al thr site• of tlw projt~t.
and lh<> safety of the Jmhlic :11111 to profrrt. propert,y i11 ,·011111•,·tio11 with
tho performnncc oft 1e work ro,·en'd hy 1]1c rontract..
Sec. 1.Ut Furnishing or materials
Confrncts for proj<•ds shall r1•1111ir1• lhc ronlrnl'tor to furnish nil
materials inrorpor:ltrd in the work, .1•x1•t•pt as otherwise uuthorize,1
by the ptioa· npprornl of tht\ A,l111i11ii4r:1tor.

Sec. 1.19. Restrictions upon materials
No reqnil'l'mcnt :-lmll be imp~t·cl :\lid 110 procl'd11re i.hall lw cnforre,l
by any Statfl in connedion with:\ projN·t whil'h may op('rate (I\) to
re<111iro the 1181, or providl' a pri<·l' 1lill'1•1't'11tial i11 fa,·m· of arti,·lt>s or
matt'rinls procincetl within tlu• :--tate, or otherwise. to prohibit, restrict.
or lliscrimin1,te a:,!ninst the use of arti,·lrs or 111:1trriab shipped from
or prrpn1v1I, 1111ull· or pr<>1h11·1.'tl in nny :--tat<>, h•rritory or possession of
th" l'nitPd ~lnh•s; or (h) to prohihit, rr:--lril't or otlirrwis~ diSC'riminntc ngnini.t. the ns<> of urticles or 11111t<>1·ials of fot'l'i1,t11 ori~iil to 1111y
l!'l'('nt,•r rxt<>11t. thnn is pe.i,ni:-,sihll' m11l1•r polieit•s of the Dl•p111·tnlt'11t of
f'ommerC'e ns r,·idl•tw<>tl by rt•quirrnll'nts all() proct'dun-s prt>S(·rihed by
the Administrator to carry out. such poliries.
'

Sec. 1.20. Surety bonds and insurance
No procPdure or requirement l-lhull hi' impo!*'<I by nn~· Stntl' in connect ion with nny project which O)"K'rntes to 1·rstril't <'on11"K't it i,·e. hi<lding
by discriminnting against tlrn purl'hase of n s111-ety bo11<l or i11s11r:111ce
policy from 1rny snret:v or insurer outside the Stntt- and nuthorized to
do ~usiness ii, the State. 1
j
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Sec. 1.21. Subcontracting
(a) { .' onfmcto,··, orgnnizalion. Contracts for projects sh:i.11 require
that. tho 1·011tml'lor Jl('rfonn with his own org:inizn.tion rontrnct work
u111ou11tin1? to not l<>i-..'i than iiO p{'rrent of tlw totnl contract. price. If
any of thcconlrnct work rl'quires hiJ!'hly spl'Cinlized knowled~e, crnftsmnnship orNtt1ipm<>nt not ordinarily available in contrnctingorganizations 1111alilit>d lo hill on tlm <·ontrnl't as:\ whole, such work may be
tl('si,..rtrntl'cl in till' n,h·rrti~c·d spl•cifii·ation as "Speciality Items" and
Jllll.\' be fll'rf<>rmr,l hy i::ubcontrnct.. The cost of such "Specinlty Items"
>t1:1)· hr dl'lh1dt•1I from the totnl rontrnct. price before computing the
amount of work 1·t.-c111irrd to he performed hy tho contractor with his
ow11 orA"rtllizntion.
(b) r.:"'''''J>lion. Ppon flw rl'qllri::t of ti Stnte, tho requirements of
this sedion mny be modilie<l hy tha Admini11t.r11tor for a project. prior
to or aft<>r lhl' awanl of n. eontmct, heretofore or herco.fter mo.de, to
such extent as he may determine to be in the public interest.
Sec. 1.22. Patented or proprietary items
Fe,lernl fun,ls shall not. pnrticipntc, clirectly or in<lirectl.Y, in pn.y11wnt for an~· premintn or roy:i lty on any putent<'d or proprietary material, spt•rilication, or pr1)C('l',s, spreifically set forth in the plo.ns n.nd
spel'itil'nf ions for a proje<"t, unles.'i
·
(I) Stwh pah•ntrd or proprietary item is pnrcha!.!('d or obtained
through ,·ompet ili\'e hi11'lin1? with equa11y suitable unpatented items;
or
(~) TI1e ~lntr hil!hwny d{'pnrtment cl'rtifies eithrr that such
patented or proprietnry item is essential for synchronization with existmg hi:,!hway facilities, or thnt. no equally snitnble n]temnte exists; or
(!\) S11t'h p:it<'nll•<l or proprirtnry itrm is 11sml for rr~arch or for
a clistindivc~ t~·1H1 of <·onstructi,!n on re]at.ively short sections of road
for~xpcrinwntal purpoSI'!,.
Sec. 1.2.1. Rights-of-way
(a) lnlM·e.~I lo /,e aNptirr.,l. The Stnte shall acquire rights-of-way
of stll'h 11at11n• and extent. as are nd{'qua.tc for the construction, opera.tion and 111aint1•n:111re of a project..
(b) U1<e for /1ir,lwwy purpoxelf. J<:xce.pt as provided under paragraph (c) of this iwction, n11 real property, iiwl11ding air spare\ within
the right-of-w:iy lm11111l:1ries of n project shnll be devoted exc usi\·ely
to pnhlic hi~hway purposes. No project shnll l,e, ncceplecl ns complete
nntil this l'l'CJUir1•nwnt lms hern sntislied. The~ Stnte highway departnwuts i,;hnll Ill' l'('Sponsihle for pre.c,erdng such right-of-wny free of a11
pnhlic ancl primte instnllatiomi, facilities or encroachments, except
(1) those apprm·ed under pnrugraph (c) of this section; (2) those
· which the .\llministrntor npprovcs ns constituting a part of I\ lughwl\y
or as 11t•1·l'ssnry for its opernt ion, use or maintennnce for public highway purpos1•s anti (3) informntionnl sitei. established nncl ma.intnined
in ac,·ordance with section 1.!l5 of the r<>gulations in this part.
(c) Otl1er w1e or occtt-pmwy. Subject lo 23 U.S.C. 111, t.he temporury or fX'rmanent. O<'<·upnncy or use of right-of-way, including air
spare,, for nonhi~hwny purposes nncl the reservn.tion of subsurface
mincrn] ri~hts within the houndnries of the rights-of-wa_y of Federal·
aid highways, may be approved by the AdministrMor, if he determines
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thnt. snch oc<'npnnr.y, usr.or ~rr,·atio11 i~ in thr puhlir intt•rt'!-'t a nil will
not Jmpair tho highway or interfl'rli with the frrt' ancl safe tlow of
tratlic t heni,on.

Sec. 1.24. Labor and employment
(:1) ('m11•i,·t labor. Ko 1·1111,·id lahor shall lit' P11iployl'<I :uul no
mntrrials 11m11ufac·t 11rrd or prochu·1•cl hy 1•1111\'iC't lahor :-lmll ltt• 11,;c•d
in tho 1·1111:-;tr11dio11 of a proJt>c·I. :Xu c·orl\·i,•1 lal,or i-liall lw 1•111plo.,· ..cl
at thf' site of=~ projt>ct nfh•r tlm upprornl of tlu• pro!!1·a111 i1whuli11g
t.ho projP.<'t 1rntl prior to tlw t'o111pll't ion of it:,; c·o111-t r11l'I ion.
(h) S,,f,•,·fim,. of l,1.lml'. ~o prclf'1•tl11r1• or r1 .. 111irP11w11t :-l1all l,c.•
im~c'(l hy anr Stato whi,·h will O(ll'l'llh• to ili:-1·ri111i1111t1• ll~ainsl tlw
<•mployr11r11t of lalior from 1111y otlll'r ~tall•, pos~sion or tt•t'l'itor~·
of tlir t ;nitt•il :-;tntf's, in tlui co11:-;tru,·1io11 of a projt'l·t. .
't') 1rngr rat,·.~,· I nfrr>1/(l./(• "!l~ft'III· ,,ro)r,•/i,, Thi' :11 h-('l·t ist>lll('llt or
<'n.11 for hids 011 nny 1·ontr:u·t for.the i11itfol ron,-trul'tio11 of a projN·t
on tho l11ti•.rslat1, :-.~·st1>111 ritlwr :,;hall i11rl11tlP tlw mi11i11111111 wa:.,'l' ra11,;;
,Jpft>rminrcl thf'rrfor hy tlw Ht•c·1,•tary of Lahor or shall prm·iil1• that
snrh mtl'R a1,• Sl't. out. in thr. :uln•rt i,-1•cl sp,•,·ific·at ions, ,,,·01,0,:a I or ot ht•r
co11t.1·art tlo1·11111rnt, anti shall furlllt'r sp,·•·ify that s111·, ra11•,.; art• a part
of t hr <.·011t rad 1·0\'0ri11#! tho projN·t.
( d) n·age r11lrR: ol l1a F11l1 r,,l-11.id 7,ro}rr/.-t, Cont r:1rts for t hf'
constnwtfon nf projf'1•t:-: otlwr than those• for iuitial 1·1m,-tnu·tion of
the lnte.rstntr. Hyslt•m shall l'l'<)Hit~ that lahon•r:- :incl 111f'c·ha11i1•s l'!llplo)'f'd on :,;uch co11strudio11 !ihall he pai1l ralt-s of W:l;!PS not 11•:-s than
tho mininlllm rnll's thN't'for St'I . forth in th1•. 1·ontrad for s111·h c•o1111t.r11dion as \lrNletermitll'tl 1n11h•r ~tal(, law or, in thr llh!"('tll'r thr.rt•of,
by I ht' :4tnll• 1i,rhway d1•p11rl1111'11!.
(r) ( ',>1Mf1"ftrfin11 hJ/ /?rilcmf ,19,·nrif'l1, 111 those 1•as1•s wlwn• ro11str11ct ion work 011 FNIP111l-11i1l hiJrhw;i~·s is IK•i11µ- lwrformetl 1,y any
F1~.trral ngrm·y utull·r its l>ro('t>thtt't's arnl h~· Ff'1 <'1'111 1·0111 rnl't, the
l11bor slnndnrcls rt'lal i11~ t1H irt-t·t Fe1lcral ('ontr:wts sha II ht> npplit·ahlt>.
Sec. 1.25. R.ailway-highway crossing projects
( n) R,q11irrmn1f,i for flgrrl'm.fnf,. or onlrr.~. Bt•fot't' n projPl't for
thr rli111i11ntion of h:1zartl~ nt n railway-hi~hwa,· <.' rossinl,! shall he
npprm·f'tl for <.'011:-tmt't.ion with thP aid of Fl·llt'raf f11111h,. irn'sJ)('ctin,
of tlw F1•drrnl shan• of the t'ost of s,wh ronstruction. t.•itlwr (1) an
R~l'('Plllf'nt shall han, hf'Pll rntt•rnl i11to )){'tWf'l'll the Stall• hi~hwa~·
d<.•pnrtmPnt nncl th<' railroad conc•pntl'(I: or (~) an ortll'r a11tlu1ri7.in~
the proj('('t shall have 11('('11 if!Rll('(l by th1, Stall~ puhlic 111 ility 1·01111111ssion or ol her nwnc.y or ofli('inl h:wing- ('0111pnrahl~ powr.rs. Su('h
n,rl'('emrnt or ortler slmll contnin prm·isions i-pec·if)·ing m~ponsibility
for 111111 pt'rtinr.nt 1It,t11ils <'Ollr4.'rnmg ro11slr1wtio11. 111ai111t•11n11t•e, 1111(1
rnilrood <.·011trilmtio11s rPl1,'ti111r to the projrd, whit-h, sul,j1-t·t to 2:~
United Stnt<'s C"o<l<', S<'dion l!lO, and othPr npplicahlc Fe<IPml lnw,
ro11form to, nnd nre not iuconsistent with, thP polil-if's, rl:1ssifirntio11s
of proje<'ts nllll proc·l'dm-es pl't'SC'ril){'cl hy thP Acl111i11istratol', In
extmordi11nry <'ases, where the Administrator finds that the C'ir.. umfltlm<'es nre 1111 .. h thnt rrqnirinj? RU<'h llj?l'l'<'mPnt or order would not he
in the hf.st interests of the p11hli1•, proj('('ts mny he nppro,·ed for <'011&tMJction with the nid of Federal funds without ~uiring snch n;zreement or order prior to such n.ppro\'nl, provided provision~ sntisfnctory

to the .Administrator havr lll.'en made with l'('spect to construction,
mainten:uw1• a111l railrond 1·ontrilmtions n>lating to thr project.
(b) Andi'.<·,11Jilitv of ,,·tnte lm.1·.~. State laws pursuant to which
contributions ure 1mp0Sf'd upon railroacls for the elimination of
hazards nt railwa~·-hi:.rhwny Icrossings shall be held 11ot to apply to
Fetleral-aid projl'Cts.

Sec. 1.26. Highway planning and research projects
(a) Tlw fumls pro~rmm,(\ for hijl'hwn~· planninJ? nil(\ rf'sPnrch projr.l'ts 11111lt•r :,!:; C::-;.C. :m711\) (1) an<l (!\) :-:!mil he administered ns n.
si11µ-h• f1111tl, Lut the i1lt•11tity of s1wh fu111l:-, as Interstnte, primary,
S(•c•0111la r\' OI' 11rhnn, :-:hat I hr prrs1•n·rd.
(h) Titf' f111icls prog-rn1111•tl1 for hi~hway pla1111i11~ nnd l'('~nrch proj<.•1.·ts unck•r ;!:\ 1·.:-..( '. :m; (,· ) , ~) shall he nd111inislf'1-ed as n single fund.•
1

Sec. 1.27. Maintenance
I1
Thr l'f'Spo11sil,ility in1po:-l·.t upon thr. State hi~hwny drpartment,
p11rs11n11t to :.!:l {'.:--.<'. I W, for tlll' mainfr.nnn<'e of projects r-hall he
l'arril•tl 0111 in n1·c·c11·clnt1t·1• with polil'if's m11l pro1.:edm,•s iss11l'd by the.
.\1h11i11i,-trnlor. Thl' :--tatr hi;.?hwar ch•partnwnt may pro\'ide for
Slll'h 111:1i111t•11:11w1• hy fon11:1l agrN•111~11t with nny nd1,q11:ltdy equipped
c·ounty, rn1111i1·ipality or otlwr ;.?o,·r.r111111'nt:1l instrnmrntnlity, hut such
ngref'mrnt l"ha II 11ot. rel i1•,·e t hr St nt l' It i~hwny depart 111ent of its ret-ponsibil it y for such 111ai11tr1mnee.
Sec. 1.28. Di\'ersion of highway revenues
(a) R,•di1cthm ii,. apl'orlionment, If the fwcrt'tnry shall fincl that.
nny Stal<' has tlin•rled funds contrnry to~:\ P.S.C. t~n. he shall take
~md, :1rtio11 ns ht' mny drrm 11N·e~sary to <'omply with said provision
of law hy reducini:r thl' first Ft•<lernl-aid apportionntf'nt of primnry,
!'f'<'omlary und urlm11 funcls 111ndP to the Htate 1\fter the elate of s11d1
fimlin~. Ju any such rr.dndion, l'ach of these funds shall be reduced
in the same pro port ion.
(b) F1trr1i8hing of information. Thr. Aclministrator may r('(}uire
an)' !--tatf' to snhmit to him i,;m·h infornmtio11 ns he may drl'm 1te<·essary
to m;sist thr :,.pc•rl"t11ry in Cllrryin~ Olll the provisions of 2a {;,$,C. 12fi
untl pa l':lbrraph ( n) of this section.
Sec. 1.29. Vehicle weight and width limitation
"'hen req11('strd by the A<lministrntor, each State shnll certify to
, tho .Adminisl rat or, with such pertinent informntion as he mny require,
whr.thl'r or uot its lnws nncl rrµ-ulations conflirt with the limitntions
of 2:i lJ.8.(', 127 ns to weight nncl width of Yf'hicles ,vhich mny lawfnlly n~e the Int1•rstnte System within the bounclnries of thnt Stnte.
Sec. 1..10. Records and documents
(n) Genem7. F.nch Stnte hil"hwny depnrtment i:1hnll maintain or
cause to be maintained nil rcrnnls nnd documents relating to the unrlertaking, carrying out 111111 maintaining of each project in such fonn
nncl mannrr ns will ennblelthe Stnt.e to make avnilnble to the Adminif;trntor such information nnd dnta ns he mny require nnd 'shnll be
retained for n period of not less than 3 years from the dato of the final
• Amended Oct. 19, 1965, 30
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pnyment of Federal funds to the State with resp('ct to the particular
project.
(b) Toll facilities. If Fedrral fund,;; participate in a project for
the construction of n toll bri<I~, toll t111111rl or npprpc1ch to a toll
f11cility, under 23 U.S.C. l:l!J, the State hi~hway <lt•pnrtment slmll
maintain or cn11sr to be maintninl'<I, in addition to the rel'Or<ls s1wcifi£'d
in pnrngraph (n) of this set·tio11, sud1 li11u11eiul and other re<·ords relating to the constr11ctio11, acquisition, i11co1~1P, expendilurl's, maintenance nnd the operation of the facility as will Ptiahle the .\dminii,;trntor
to determiQe t·ou1plinnce with the pnl\'i~ions of ~a l'.8.C. 120. Such
recnrcls tihnll he retniM1l until the fn"ility i-hnll ha~ been operntl'<l
on n free Lnsii1 fm· n period of nt h•n11t Ii y1·n~.
:
( c) ..1 v,cilal>ilify fur -in11prrfim1. Hl'cor<ls an<l do<·unwnts 111a intaine<l under parn1rraphs (n) and (b) of this St•<·lion shall he nn1ilnble ·
at nil rensonaLle tim<'s for i11spedio11 b,· any anihoriz<•d representnth·e of the Federal Go\"ernnic11t. 11nd copies thl'reof shall be furuisherl
when requested.

Sec. 1.31. Payments
States mny submit r('quests for payments of Federal funds claimed
to he due on :tceonnt of a proj<-ct. ~11d1 reflU('sts shn 11 11(' in I he form
of vouchers as pre84.·ribt.~d hy the Administrator, and shall be 1·('rtili('d
and accompanied with such supporting data 11s the Administrntor
may require. Such ,,ouche.rs may Lo suhmitlt>d from time to time
ns the work progressl's 111111 shall be submitted promptly after completion of the proicct to which the voucher pertains.
Sec. 1.32. Policies and procedures
The .\dministrator shall promul~rale an<l rrquire t.he ob~rv:mce
of such \>01it·il'S nnd prOCl'tlun•s, :md 11111y tnkr s~1~l1 otl1('r act ion as
he may l t•em 1,ecessnry for ~arrying- out the pronsums aJHl purposes
of the lt'edcrul laws', and the regulnt.ions in this purt.

Sec. 1.33. Conflicts of interest
No official or employ('e of n. i;;tate or nil.)' othl'r ,ro\"ernmentnl ini:;tr11ment11lily who 1s 11ut.l10rizt•<I in his oOici:il ,·ar:u·ity to 1w1,:otinll\
mnk", 11<·1·t•pt or :tppro\'e, or to tJ1kll 1mrt. in 11t•g-ol iat ing-, 111aki11g-,
IU'<"l'ptin~ or 11 \1provi11~ nuy l'Olll ral't or snlwont met. i11 <·01111edion with
n projl'rt sha I hn,·t•, 1lin•1·tly or i111lir1•1·tly, any lim11wiul or otluw
pe1-so11nl i1111•1·1·sl i11 1111.v i,;111·h t•ontml'l or !-HIK-0111 ral'I. No 1·11gi111•,·r,
nttornl'y, npprnisi.•r, i11spt•1·to1· or othn 111•1-son 1wdor111it1l,! l'il'n·i1•1•s for
n Statnorn ~m·t•r11111t•11tal i11stru11wntal1t.v i11,·0111w1·tio11 with a proj,,.•t.
i-hnll havt•, din•ctly or inilin•dly, a li1111111'ial or otlwr pe,~mal i11l<'r1•st,
other tl11111 his <'t11ploy111t>11I or n•t1•11tio11 hy :L State or otl1<'r governmental instrumentulity, in any co11tl':\('t or suhcontrnct in conne<"tion
with such proj<'<.'t. No officer or rmployeo of stwh person rel n ined by a
State or other go,·l'rnmentnl inst.rumentality shall ha,·e, directly
or indirectly, nny financial or other personal interest. in any real
propl'rly acquired for n project. unless such i1tterest. is opl•nly disclosed upon the public records of the St.nto highway d<'partment
and of such other ,tovernmental instrnmE>ntnlity, nnd i;nch offirer,
employee or person has not pnrticipated in such ll<'quii,;ition for and
in behalf of tho State. It shnU be the responsibility of the State to
enforce the requirements of this section.

Sec. 1.3,1. Secondary road plan
The appro\'nl by the Administrator of n. State's certified statement
of its ~omlarJ road pl:in. pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 117 will remain
in effect for !'lt('h tim<' a..: the .Administrator in his discretion may
determine. Proj('("tS u11d1•11aken pursuant to such npproved certified
:-tntement. shall .not. he s11hj1'ct to the followinir ~tions of the reltlllations in this pnrt.: ~~ l;)n: 1.15; 1.16; 1.18; 1.10; 1.20; 1.21; 1.22;
1.~-1 (b), (c), (d),nnd (r).
Sec. 1.3:t Advertising
( a) Ar,rrrmrnt11. A tn· aweernent. l'nte:red into pursuant. to the provisions of 2:1 U.S.C. 131 ~hall provide for tho control or regulation of
outdoor a<l\'rrt isinf?, co11:-isll'nt. with the Advertising Stnndnr<ls and,
..\th-ert.isi11g Policv, in ar<'as adjacent to the <'ntire milen~ of the
Interst1tto Sy!-trms within that State, exrept. such Sl'J!ments ns mny ho
exclndl'd from npplicntion of such Standards and Policy by 23 U.S.C.
131. Such Rl!IWments may ho modified, nmended or supplemented as
tlu., .Administrator mny ddl'rmine is necessary.
(b) Informational 11itr·.~. Any such ng1'l'ement for the control of
111ln•rtisi11g may pro\'ide f1 ,r r.stablish ing publicly owne1l informnt.ional
sit('s, wll('tlwr p~1blirily or primtl'l:V operatN{, within the. linyi!s of or
a<lj11cent to the r1g'lit-of-.w:1.v of tho Interstate ~ystem on co11d1t.1on that
no such site shall be estnlili,;he<I or maintainL'tl ex<"ept nt locnt.ions and
in ne<·ordan<·t• with plans. in fur1hrmn1·c of tlH\ Advertising Policy
11ml <"onsistent. with th<' .\dvertising Stnndards, suhmittcd to nnd
npprov('(l by the .\,lminist r:itor.
(c) Ac'f"i,iitimi. of af/1·, di11i11g rigid.,. FNl1•ral funds mny pnrticipnte in tho cost. of acquiri11;.! rights to nclvert ise or lo regula.tc ndvertismg only if th<• p11rpos1• of s11d1 1wq11isition is to accomplish the
oh_jrl'tiws stat('!] tn ~a r.s.c. 1:u. Project~ for tht\ aC(1111Sition of
ad,·ertising rig-hts shalJ p111l,race n,S<'g'ment. of the highwa.v of suffici('nt
len1,..rth lo promote tho obj,-ctiws of the Advcrtisin,r Policy. Within
tlm limits of any such Sl'/!111e11t, pro\'ision shall he mncle for acquiring
nil of the ndn•rt ising rij!h1 s 011 both sides of the hi~hway nece.,;sary to
l'll'l'1·t11atP the .Adv<•rtisin!! Poliey and Ad\'rrtising St.anclarcls. No
ailwrti.,i11~ riA"ht in th,• 1u·q11isition o( which J<',•<loral fundi:i
pnrl i1·ipat1•il shall ho <1i~1 11)S('d of wit.ho11I the prior npproval of
t Im Admi11ist rntor.
S('C, 1.:16. fomplian<'e with J~edt'ral laws and regulntions
If tho .\cl111i11ist ralor d1·11•rmi1u•s that a Stnf(I hni. viol111cd or foih•d
lo 1·omply with tlm F<·<l<•r:d laws or tlw r1•1!11lations int.his p1111, with
r1>spt•ct to a projl'l'I, lw ma_, withhold p11y111('11t to t.Jm Stnto of 1"edcml
f11111ls Oil account of snch J>1"11j1.d., wit hholil approv1Ll uf f1111her projects
in the Statt-, nnd take swh other action th11J ho <le.('.mS n.ppropria.to
under the cirrnmst,.nr.es, 1111til compliii'hoo or remedial ndion has been
accomplished by the State 10 the satisfact.ion of the Administrator.

Sec. 1.37. Delegation of authority
The Administrator has lxien delcWJ.h~1l n.uthot:it.y to perform the
functions vested in the S1·~rctary under Federal law, except the np·
portionment of Federa.l-ai1l funds among the States. The Secretary
has reserved to himself the function of issuing or revising regulations. ·
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The Arlministmtor is a11thorize1l to n-delr~ate nny pow<'r or authority conferred upon him to the> Conunissiot1<•r or to any otlwr ol!iC'i:Ll
or employ1>e of the B1trea11 of Public Hoads as in his j11d~rt111•nt will
result in <'ffi1•icncy nnd l'A:'O?HJmy in till' 1•ff<•ct11atio11 of th<' pm·po!-'1•s of
Federal luw and the l'<'!,!lllat ions int his part. .\ny rc•deleirat ion by the
Administrator may include the pow<'r to mak,• ~µi·f'c~-sin• r1>tl1•lc·wl·
tions of nnthority to the rxlc>nt. d1·P1I1l'd ,J"'"'irahle by him. D,•l1•A"ationR
mnrle under regulations herctofo.e in 1•fft•ct shall 1·0111 i111w in full for<·e
1md effect unt ii modifiil{l or re\·oked.

SP.c, 1.:18. Application of regulations
The rcgufn.tions in this part shall take etlect. upo1t:1ml,li,·atio11 in
the Federal Uegii.ter and shall i-u~.rsede ull r<'~ulations hc1i.•tofore
. in effect. for cnrrying out the provisions of Federal la \\'S.
Dnted Mny 5, 1060.
Recommended:

[BEAL] .

B. D.

TAI.UMY,

Federal llighu:ay Admi.ni-atralor.

Issued:
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II. MCf:J.LJ:R,

Secretary of Commerce.
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Effect.ive May 11, 1060

·sTATEl\lENT OF POLICY AS TO AD1\IINISTRATIVE ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY THE FEDER,\L
HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATOR IN INSTANCES
OF IRREGULARITIES 1
23 C.F.R., Ch. I, l't. 2

On April 18, 1962, a stntcml.'nt of propo&'.d policy as to administrath-o ru·tion to ho takPn by th~ Fe1lernl Highway A,hninistrator, Bureau
of Pul,lic lfoacls in instnnc(l!S of irrE>g11lariti1•s ii.•latell to the :ul111inistrnt ion 1111<1 l'Xccution of tlm din•<'l-l•'1•d1·1·:\I uu,I l•'l'<ll'ral,aicl l1i~hwny
pro:rrnms WM, published in tlw F,•dt>ntl HeJ?ister (~7 F.It ::mJ2).
Inh.•restecl persons were im·ite1l to 1mh111it. written comments 01· s11~gt•.sl ions wit.It n•s11('d to tho propusc,il policy. .A fh•r ,·<111sicl,•raH011 of
nil i;m•h mlt·v1mt. mntkr as wits pr1•."'•11h•1l tht• lollowini: ('hli1'.y ii.
lmrohy ndopted nrul is ad<le<l to Title 2:J, Chnptcr I of tho Co<lo of
Federal Regulations ns a new Part 2:
!IN!.

2.1

Pu!'J)()fle.

2.2
2.3
2.4

IX'ftnJUons.

Nature ot 1&dmlnlstratlve action.
Administrative action to be taken under vnrious eltuntlons.
2.5 Other Instances ot irregularities.
2.6 Notice ot proposed admlnlstruth·e action.
2.7 Hearin,:&.
2.8 Determination and notk-e ot ndmlnlstrattve action.
Atrrnoa1u: U 2.1 to 2.8 188ued under st>e. :m,, 72 Stat. 915, 2..1 U.S.C. 315.
1

Publlalied lo tile Federal ReglatH', 271'.B. SUS, A111r, 23, 1062.

Sec. 2.1. Purpose
The pnrpOE,e of this part is to prescribe t.he ndministrnth·e action
which shall be taken by the Administrator in order to safeguard the
Federal int<'rest in instances of irregularities in the ndministrntion
and execution of the direct-Federal and Federal-aid hig-lnrny pro,:ra.ms. It. is npplicnhlc to persomu.•I of the Ilurenu of Public Ron.ds
(rrfPrrcd to as the Bureau m this part), nnd Stn.te hig-Jnniy depart·
ment...-;, highway <'onstruction contractors and organizations mcluding
pcn;onneJ thereof, or to other (X'r.::ollS or organizations performing
senicrs for the Bnrenu or Stato highway departments on a iee or
contract basis.
Sec. 2.2. Definitions
Terms <lefitwd in ~:l U.S.C. 101 (a.) and Pnrt 1 of this chapter shall
hM·e the same menning where used in this part, except ns modified
herein.

Sec. 2.3. Nature of administrative action
( u) Grnanl. Whrn nn irregularity occurs as described in § § 2.4
nn<l 2.,> ell'l'din~ 1ulministrnti,·e n<'tion shnll be instituted by the Administrator ac<'or<ling to tho circumstnnces, nature, and seriousness of
the offense.
(h) /Jirrrt-Frtlrrnl 7,rojer.tR. Administrative action nnd procedures inYoh·ing contractors and contractor or~anizntions performing
S<'r\·i1•1\s for th<' Bmi.•a11 in corrne<"tion with tlw ,lirc>ct-Fell<'rnl highway
JH'Ol,!l'llll1 or ai,r.1i11st whom n1lministrntirn nction has been Lnkcn under
~ 2.4 01· ~ ::!.r, in 1·01rn1·<·t ion with Fo,lernl-aid projects and who are seekinsr to lJt'rform S<>n·irc>S for the lhmiau in connect.ion with the directFe,leral highway program shall he governed by npplicable Federal
Procurement Regulations (-ll CFH Subpart. 1-1.6).
(c) /J11re111e perH<mnel. Administmti\'e nction with respect to
Bnrl':m pcrsomwl i.hall ho consistent with nn,I snhjt..-ct to applicable
f'i\'il Rer\·ice laws, rnh•s, nnrl r,•.gnlat ions.
(cl) Rtnt,• 1i;rdww.11 tlt!/)ftrlmr.111.,. (1) 1i1e :ulminist rnti\'e nction
10 h1\ tak,•11 h)· tho A,l111i11istrator with n•s111•,·1 to tho i,ulirated il'n\gu·
laritit•s shnll 1101 r,·litirn a ~lnh• hi,:hwny 1fopart11icnt of its n.,sponsihilitirs i11 c·o1111Pdio11 with tlll'so same rrmttcws, nor is snch artion by
t.hc A,l111inist rat or a suhst it.nte for correct.irn act ion as would nonnally
l,11 tak1•11 hy a St1it1• 11111lt•r llm d1•sc·rilu•d sit 11111 ion!'!.
{:l) I ( llui Cn-c111(•11cy, Sf'riousm,ss, 111Lf11r1•, or md.m1f. o( any viollltion
is su,·h as to east tloulit 0111111, nhilit.y oft\ Htntc highwny lfopartment to
discharge its responsibilities in an ndcqunte manner, or is such ns may
nlfcct. cont iuueJ eligil,ility of Fetleml ai,I 1mtler tho provisions of
Federal-aid lel,\'islntion, re1,,rula.tions, or ,directives, a complete evaluation of the highway department org:mizat.ion shall he made by the
.Administrator for the purpose of determining an appropriate course
of nction.
(e) Department of JuRtlce procedure11. Irreguln.rit.ies which wnrrant referml to the United Stnte I>epnrtment of Justice shall be
processed in accordance with applicable requirements and procedures
of that department.
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Sec. 2.4. Administrative action to be taken under various
situations
(a) 8il11ation No. 1-( 1 )· lrre9,,/,1ril!/· Cl1•ar and (·onvinrin~ t>d<le11ce of frawl, hrib«•ry, roll11sic111, ro11spimr,·, 11r otlll'r st•rions oll't'nst•
involving \'iolation of Stall! OI' Fed<'ml rrimrnal statutt•;; in connl'l'tion
with a proj1•1·t rocp1iriTIJ{ Bt1rt'a11 apprornl or iio, ..r:,irrerwe, with or
wit.hout e.virlencr. of faihm• of s11hst:u1tial co11formi1~· with project
plan~ ancl ~pecificntion:,;,
(2) Al/nii11i/j/mli1•r arffon. (i) Hurenu 1w·rsom1tll who nr't• in•
folvecl Kh,nll lK' suhjc<'t to MIIIIJX'llllio11 Jll'JHli11,r 1•0111plPtio11 of H11rl'n11 or
Htate inwsti~atiot1!I.
(ii) ~tntc pe~om1<'l who arl' involn•.<1 shall h,, 1111acc1•ptul1I<' for <'hi ·
: -lP/lllf'Ht oil any hi~hway projt>.ct. rrquirin~ Bureau apprornl or con1•uiT,•t1•:t> pendin~ completion of Bur1•a11 or ~tall' innistig-:11io11s.
(iii) The contractor, 1•011trartor or1?11.nization or persomwl tht>rl'of,
or other p<'rson or orgm1i,mtio11 pt•rfonuinA' Sl'r,·ic(•s for th(' B11n•an or
8tato hit!lnrny tfopnrtment Oil a fee or 1•0111 m<·t hasis who arc im·oh-ecl
sh:ill h<l nnacrPptrihlc for employmc•nt. on nm· future hiA"hw:w projP<·t
requirilll! l~11re11~ appro,·~il or· t'Oll('lll'rl!n(·l; p(•n1lin~ 1·omplotion of
Jhtr(':111 or ShiC mv,•::..t ·~at ums.
(iv) Fe.l<'ral-nid :-cirnhnn-t•rnent pa_rm<'nfs to the 8tatl' Oil an affocte,l projl'ct. shall uot. c.xn•e,l ,r, [l<'l'1'Pllt oft Im Fl'lll·r~LI pro rat a sliart•
of tlm tot:tl cost. of surh projt~t. [)('lldinj! (·ompll't ion of But·l·au
invc.c;t i~nt ion.
(\') ,\Ct(lr investi~ation, B11rl':nt personnl'I who arl' found to hr at
fnnlt shall lit\ :~uhjert to tNnornl an1l ,li!«ptalilii·ation for 1•111ploy11w11t.
on 11ny hi~ll\rny pn•.it•rt n•cy11iri11~ B11rt•a11 apprornl or 1·011<·.111Ttmce.
(vi) .\ft,•r innisti;..rat i,m , ~tatr. Jl('r.-onnl'I who am founcl to ht• :Lf.
fnult. shall hi'. unacceptabl(' for employm,•nt 1•11 any hiJ.dl\rny proj,•<·t.
l'l'llllirin;.: Hnrl'all apprm·al or 1•011(·1trn•11c1• for :i pt•ri01l of three
nwnth~ to thrt'll \'Ml':'l.
(\'ii) .\ ft1•r i11\-1-:-I i~rnt ion, t hP ront mdm·, 1·011l 1111·tor or:,ra11izat ion or
J>l'NOlll1<') llll'1'\'0f, '?I' otl11•!' 1w1-so11 or or~aniwt i,m p1•rfor111i11~ st•1·,·. il'1:s
for t Im B11 r1•:111 or ~ta t 1• h 11,!h wa~· , lt•pa rt 11w11t 011 a fi•t• or 1·0111 r:wf I1:,s1s
who an, fo11111l to hi::
fault sh:111111.• IIIHH'('t'ptalil1• for t•111ploy1111•11t 011
any fut11rn hil,!liway pmj,.,·t t"1•1111irin:,r B11r1•:111 approval or ('0111·11rr1•111·1•
for II 1wrirn I CJ ii l'I'(' 11101it list() th l'l'll .r1•:11-s.
(\'iti) ) f in\'l•:-;ti;ratioll di!«•)os1•:,; IL foihtrl' of s11h:-t:111ti11l 1•01lfor111ity
with projtwt, plnns anti srx•dlil'ntion!'i, 1<'1•1!eral aid n•i111hurs1•1111'11t to
·tho State for project eost!'i of nffl'l'lt•d ill'lll!\ shall Ii(\ withlwhl 11nt ii t h11
work is performl'd in eonfom1ity with projt•cl plans and sp('('ilirations,
nml Federal funds shall not part icipatl' int h<' rnsts of c,)rrpct ion.
(h) Sihlalfon No. 2-(1) lrTY'gtdnrit.11. F.strihlishml'nf. by nrlmis11ion. or ronvicti<>n, or jml~ent of a court of rompetl'nt. jurisilirtion
thnt frnud, hril)('ry, r.ollusion, conspirnc-y, or otlu•r niminnl olTrn,-r,
has b«-t'n commit.ted in t'onnection ~·ith n11~· hi~hw:1,y projl'C·t roq11iri!1~
Tinroau nppro,·nl or conr.urrl'nce with or wit.hont. failure of s11hstnntu1l
conformity with project plnns nn,1 Rpl'rificntionR.
(2) Adm.ini8tratii•e action. (i) nul"('au pcn:rmnel at fnult. shnll be
subject to removal nnd disqun.lification for (.\mployment on any hi~hwn.1. )roject roquirinl? Bureau approval or conrurrcnef\.
(ii State personnel nt fault shall he unaccl'ptable for employment,
on nny highway project. requiring Bure.nu npprovnl or concurrence
for 11, period of six months to three yea.rs.
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(iii) The contrn.dor, contractor organization or personnel thereof,
or ot}uir p<'rson or organization performing ser\'ices for the Bureau
or Stntc lii1?lnrnv d{'partment on a fl'e or contract. b:\sis who are o.t
fault. shall be unaccl'ptable for employment on any future highway
project rC't111irin1? Bureau approval or ccmcurrl'nce for a period of six
months to threo yen.rs.
(iv) F('dcmil-aid rt':imhur.-l'me.n t payml'lnts to tho State for project
costs of nlf('('tl'd itl"ms shnll be. withheld until the work is performed
in conformif\· with project phms and !i!pecificntions, and Federal funds
11hnll not rmrticipnt(\ in tho co11ts of correction.

(c) Situation No. 3-(1) /rregul.arity. Substo.ntial evidence of a.

conflict of interest under§ 1.33 of this chopter, effective May 11, 1060;
or the ('Stablishment h\' n1.h11is..'!ion, or conviction, or judgment of a
court of competent jurisdiction of a violation of nny Jaw, regulation,
or dirl'cth·e of Fedl'rnl or State governme.nt rel::!tmg to conflict of
interest prohibitions in connection with the admini!itrat.ioT! 01· execution of any highway project requiring Buren.u npprovnl or concurrence.
(2) .Adm.ini.Ytratfre action. To the extent that conflicts of int.crest
result in circum;.tanc('S similar to those described in paragraphs (a)
n111l (b) rospl'cth·ely, of this section, or involve violation of any law,
l"(':?Ulat.ion. or <lirective of Fedeml or State government arpropria.te
action :a.hall be tnkl'n that is consistent with tho rcmedia measures
u ppl ieablo to such situations.
Sec. 2.5. Other instances or irregularities
With res~t to irregulnritios not tlC'.scribed in § 2.4, the Administrntor shall consider the individual circumstances th<'reof and remedia.l
nr·tion shnll conform o.s far as practicable to the administrative action
prescribed in § 2.4.
Sec. 2.6. Notice of proposed administrative action
(a) Prruli119 rom1>lcti()'fl, of inveafigation.t. The individual, or contra<·tor orj!:U1izafion or other J>lll'SOll or org-:rnizution fl<'rfonning
.fil•rd('t'S for the Hm't•au or State 1i~hway dcpart.rru~nt on 11, f<'o or cont rad. hasis who arc involvt•d shall be furnished n written notice of
1111111·1·11plnhilit.r for rmployml'nt stnting th<l ~<'n('ral r('nsonH therefor
1111,I lhnt. ii. is for II h•111por11ry p<'riocl rw.ruling- llm r.ornplpt.ion of invest il,!af ions 1111<1 s1wh lt>:.('H 1 r11·ocr,•1l in~ ns may ensm~. A copy of such
11ofil-e shall he furnished the appropriate 8Lato highway department
ort?aniiat ion.
(L) After completion of investi9atiom. The individwal, or contrnctor org-n.nizntion or other [>erson or organization performing servkl'11 for thl' Burenu or Stnte hig-hway clep11.rtment on a. fee or contract
hasis shnll he fnrnishl'd n written notice by ret?istcred ma.ii (return
n•rt•ipt. rl'')Jm<;ted) setting forth tho reasons for the proposed ndministrat ivo action. Such notice shall ndv..i.se that unfoss a written request
for 11, hen ring is r<'ceh·ed within 10 dn.,YS from t.he date of receipt of such
notice, thnt nppropriate administrative action shall be instituted with·
out further notice.

Sec. 2.7. Hearings
(a) Pending c<>mpletion of inve8tigation8. Hen.rings shall not be
cond~cted pending the comJ>)etion of investigat~ons l>y the Bureau;
or without approval of the Department of Justice when the matter
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is nmlf.r invrstij?ntion h~· that Th-pnrtmPnt; or nftPr notirt> of and
durin~ s1lf'h rourt JH"()('e<'clin~ as may £'11Sll£'.:
(h) Judrnnrnt of n. rrmrt of rom pf'fPnf j11ri.'l<lirti<m. Hearin,rs shall
not. lw. ronrhl('ted when a,lministrati,·p nrtion is haS('rl on com·iction
or jurl::nwnt hy a conrt of 1·omJl('fl'nt jurisrli<'tion.
( c) Aftn• r<>mpll'fion of im•r.~ti9atim1.~. Hl•arinj?S T1'flll<'Strd in connp1·tion with propoSPrl arlministraliYP ad ion ~hall he r·rmdncted l>C'fore
a lJparing Hoard. tlw mrmhrrs of whi,·h shall he dPsiirnnt1>d hy the
Administrator. Rrnsonahlo opporiunity shall hp afTorrlNl the r'ontr:wlor, contractor oriranization or othf'r afTN·tr<l pPrsons or or,:nnizntious to nppl'ar with witnPssrs nrnl connSf'l to p1~Pnt facts or
circnmstnnr·ps showin,r caui"r• why administrnth·e n<'tion shonlri not he
instituted. TIP:lrinf.!!- ~kall hf. 1101111,l\'l•rsar,· in naturn anrl thr provisions of spction 7 of thr Administratiw Pr,wf'rlnrP .\ct (thf'.•\ct of
,Tuno 11. l!l-Ui, liO Stat. 2-11; fi U.8.C. lOO<i), shnll not nppl~·.
(rl) Notict' nnd Nm,· of hrnrinr,-•. Aderprntc writtPn notice of the
timr., plnrP, and clatr. of hl'arin~ shall he J!'h-Pn to the individual or
orj?Rntzation roncrrned an<l s1wh h<'aring shall he ronductNl within 20
dnys after receipt of r<'<tuPst. for a h('aring unlc!'s the hoard drtermines
that, for J?Oorl t·au,;p shown, :uldil ionn l I inw !'hould lJt> gr:mtt>cl.
(<'.) Admini.,trntt've 'fintN-nr,.~. In all hE"arinJrS ronducted 1111dC'r this
sPction, the honrrJ shall find the facts spP<'inlly and shall suhmit such
findings to thC': A<lminist rat or for his review nnd final action.

Sec. 2.8. Determination and notice of administrative action
(n) Based upon the findings of fart re<JuirNl by § 2.7(e), the Administrator shall dPterminr the ndministrnth·r. action to be taken
with resprd to any indicated irregulnrity.
(b) Administrntivendion ns ,lrtermined hy th£' .\dministrator shall
bC' final, exrt•pt that. the J)(>riods of tiuw dnring whii•h nn individual or
organization shall be unacceptable to thr. Bnrr:m on direct-FPderal
or Federal-aid projects may he increas.>cl or decrl'nscd in individual
cases at nny time, if, in the judgment of the Administrator, compelling
reasons warrant such action.
(c) The Administrator shall notify the individual or organization
of his dctrrmination setting forth the period of time dnring which
such individual or organization shall he unaccrptablc for cmployml'nt
on higlnvny projects requiring Bureau approval or concnrrPnce.
Copil'S of such notificntion shnll be forwnrded to the appropriate state
highway orgnnizntions.
Ntft!ctilie tlalf'. This pnrt. shall becomo effective on the elate of its
publication in thr. Federal ltl'gister.
Recommended:

Ru M. ,vmTroN,
Federal Tl igliway .1 dmi1listrator.
Issued:

II. HoooES,
Secretary of Oommerce.

LUTHER
AUGUST

21, 1069,
[F.R. Doc. 02-8548; Filed, Aug. 22, 1002; 10 :03 a.m.]

1

Amended lla7 24, 1963, 28 F.R. li:l06.
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APPENDIX B

MEMORANDUM
Subject:

Inter-regional controlled-access
highway network as it concerns Nashville · and Davidson County; as reviewed
and discussed at a meeting Thursday
morning, June 23, 1955, at 9:00 A. M.

Plabe of meeting:

Office of the Advance . Planning and
Research Division, City and County
Planning Commissions, 305 City Office
Building.

Present at meeting:

Tennessee State Highway Department:
Cantrell, French and Newball.
City and County Planning Commissions:
Hawkins ·, Hand and Adams.
Clark and Rapuano:
Ayers.

In the - discussion 1 refererice was made to a map of
Davidson County (l" = 4000') on which was . shown the latest
location studies by the State Highway Department and Clarke
and Rapuano. This map is in the possession of the parties
represented at this meeting and is considered part of this
record. This map was prepared by the Planning Commission's ·
Advance Planning staff on the basis of information made available to it. Reference · also was made to blueprint map of the
State on which the state-wide studies were shown and a map of
central Nashville (l" = 400 ') on which Clarke and Rapuano
studies of the downtown loop and relation . to proposed interregional network were shown.
The discussion concerning the principal elements of
the system under study. are summarized as follows:
1.

Clarksville route.
The Clarke - and Rapuano studies show a connection northwest
to Clarksville (Evansville, Chicago). This link was
studied and shown because of heavy traffic volumes . building up on existing facilities in that direction. It also
was · felt that the ·provision of such a route would relieve
the traffic load on the Louisville route.
123
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Mr. Cantrell and Mr. French. recognized the importance
of this · route. They pointed out however that it could
not be included in the current thinking or plans on the
inter-regional controlled-access system.
They agreed nevertheless that an improved connection · to
Clarksville was needed in the over-all highway program.
They· felt that such an improvement would have to be
provided as a separate state and federal aid project
and that it would be eligible for improvement on . that
basis.
Mr. French referred to the - latest u. s. Bureau of Public
Roads memorandum dealing with criteria concerning the
inter-regional controlled-access system. A copy of this
memorandum is attached to and made a part of this record.
He -stated. that under these criteria provision could· be
made · for a spur off the - inter-regional system that would
enable its connection with the Clarksville route. He
stated that the east-west connection between the Clarksville · route and the Louisville route could not be considered part of the immediately proposed controlleraccess system. It was generally agreed that a good,
improved facility should be provided in the local revi- ·
sion . of the major highway- plan · and program for this area.
2.

Louisville route.
General agreement was reached on this · route as shown , by
the Clarke · and Rapuano location . study. It was- thought
to be more economical and better for the comrnuni ty plan ·. ·

3·.

Knoxville and Chattanooga routes.
General agreement was. reached concerning these preliminary
locations and that certain factors would be re-checked
before any final determination · was made.
The Clarke and Rapuano study brought these routes together
at a point of junction - east of the City. The State Highway· Department studies had shown these routes . as coming
into the City individually with separate connections to
the downtown , loop. There was general agreement for the
junction of these routes east of the . City subject to further field study and review by the State Highway Depart~
ment.
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The Clarke and Rapuano latest studies recommended that
the Knoxville route be relocated south of Elm· Hill Pike.
Previous studies had shown locations paralleling the
State plans north of Elm· Hill Pike. It was the general
feeling that although somewhat rougher topography would.
be encountered south of Elm Hill Pike, it would be a
more economical and easier route.
The · route north of Elm Hill Pike was. regarded as more
difficult and costly because of the . extensive developed
. areas (principally residential) which . would be encountered.
4.

Birmingham and Memphis routes.
It was agreed that both the State Highway Departmen.t and
Clarke and Rapuano would review these routes and the . several locations suggested.
The principal problems were identified as including:
a.

If these routes are located too close to railroad
rights-of-way this would complicate handling of
access points to the inter-regional system, the .
allocation · of sufficient area for such access
points, and over-all alignment of the highway. ·

b.

The number of access points · that should be made
available to the controlled-access system and
the distance between these points - of access.
There was comment that there should be such.
access points no further than a mile apart.

c.

The rough topography . encountered in the westerly .
and southerly portions of the County --- and
outside the County in- those directions --received much comment. It was felt that this ·
would · be a determining factor in · the . selection
of the ultimate routes. The Memphis · routes
under consideration were to be reviewed in
light of topography and grades. The Birmingham
locations were to be similarly examined., it being
kept in mind that the location generally in - the
direction of Franklin could tie in more directly
with the State location at Columbia. This · location also would miss the rough topography south
of Nashville and Davidson County and west of
Franklin.
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5.

Loop systems.
General agreement was- reached concerning the - loops
presently shown.
It was understood
· re-study · for that
with - the proposed
that this · portion

that the inner loop would require
portion · involved in connection ·
Clarksville route. It was felt
should- be drawn in. more closely.

It also was understood that an outer-city loop,
generally in- the vicinity of the T. C. Railroad,
also would be re-examined and consideration · givento its being included in the inter-regional system • .
General · comment was- made on the need for an - adequate
circumferential system to relate the arterials com-·
ing into the urban area and to serve the different
areas of the conununity.
Further study is to be made concerning the - bridge
location · to the north of the City on- the inner circumferential loop.
6.

Access points.
Comment was made that generally the junction of the
radial lines · with the loops wou-ld involve functional
designs permitting traffic to continually move in
the direction - in. which it was headed and not double
back on· itself.
Other on . and off points . on the radial system generally
would be handled in a "diamond" arrangement.

7 ·•

Final agreement.
Mr. Cantrell and · Mr. French reported that the State
must submit its reconunendations to the - Bureau of - Public
Roads by July- 15. The meeting concluded with the under- ·
standing that this group would meet again, with Mr.
Mike · Rapuano, inunediately following the July 4th week-.
end.
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MEMORANDUM·
Subjects:

Inter-state controlled-access highway network
as it concerns Nashville and Davidson County .;
as reviewed. and discussed at office meetings
and field study Monday evening, July 11,
Tuesday, July 12 and Wednesday, July 13., 19 55.

Present:

Tennessee State Highway Department:
Mr. Cantrell
U.

s.

Bureau of Public Roads:
Mr. Stephenson (July 12)
Mr. French

City and County Planning Commissions:
Mr. Hawkins
Mr. Hand
Clark and Rapuano:
Mr. Rapuano
In the review of this highway. network reference was
made to various maps and information in · the office of the
Advance . Planning and Research Division, City and County Planning Commissions, including serial photographs at a scale of
l" - 1000' showing Clarke and Rapuano's interest study locations and a composite topographic map at a scale of l" - 2000'
(made up of a number of individual quadrangle sh~ets) also
showing the above · study. locations.
The several locations suggested by the State Highway
Department, Clarke and Rapuano and the Planning Commissions,
were the subject of extensive review in the field.
The conclusions concerning the principal elements of
the system were as follows:
1.

Clarksville route.

The conclusions reached at the June . 23, 1955, meeting
of . Mr. Cantrell, Mr. French·, Mr. Newbill (U. S. Bureau of
Public Roads), Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Hand, Mr. Adams (Planning
Commissions' technical staff), and Mr. Ayers (Clarke and
Rapuano) were retained. Following is the · summary of the
discµssion of that route at that meeting:
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"The Clarke and Rapuano studies show a connection
northwest to Clarksville (Evansville, Chicago).
This link was studied and shown because of heavy
traffic volumes building ·up on existing facilities
in that· direction. It also was. felt that the pro- ·
vision of such a route would relieve the traffic
lead on the Louisville route.
"Mr. Cantrell and Mr. French recognized the importance of this · route. They pointed out however that
it could not be included in the current thinking or
plans on the interregional controlled-access system.
"They agreed nevertheless that an improved connection to Clarksville was needed in the over-all
highway program. They felt that such an improvement would have to be provided as a separate state
and federal aid project and that it would be
eligible for improvement on that basis.
"Mr. French. referred to that latest U.S. Bureau
of Public Roads memorandum dealing with criteria.
concerning the interregional controlled-access
system. A copy . of this memorandum is attached to
and made a part of this · record. He stated that
under these criteria provision could be made for
a spur off the interregional system that would.
enable its connection with the Clarksville route.
He stated that the east-west connection- between
the Clarksville route and the Louisville route
could- not be considered part of the · immediately
proposed controlled-access system. It was - generally agreed that a good, improved facility should·
be provided in the local revision . of the . major
highway plan and program for this · area."
In light of the · fact that the north leg of the inner
loop is to be drawn in as shown on the Clarke and Rapuano
alternate location ·, connection - is · to be provided from· the
north-west section of the loop up to the present Clarksville
route as part of the proposed inter-state system.
2.

Louisville route.

It was agreed that the location · shown by Clarke - and
Rapuano be followed .•
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3.

Knoxville and Chattanooga routes.

The general agreement reached at the . meeting June 23
was· made final.
The alignment of the Chattanooga route is to be
restudied with the principal adjustment to be made in the
general vicinity of Thompson Lane, tying into the control
point established by the State.
4.

Birmingham route.
The route shown by . Clarke and Rapuano was. agreed upon.

The southerly portion of .this route is to be restudied
with the possibility that it might go immediately east, instead
of west, of Brentwood.
5.

Memphis route.

The route proposed by the State Highway. Department was
agreed upon .•
6.

Loop systems.

It was agreed that the inner loop be established as
shown on the Clarke and Rapuano study, with the north leg to
be in that location · identified as the alternate route.
It was agreed that an outer loop be shown in· the general
vicinity of the T. C. Railroad, connecting the Memphis and
Birmingham routes. A line for further study by Clarke and
Rapuano was established to continue this outer loop eastward- ·
ly, tying into the Chattanooga and Knoxville routes.
7~

Access point.

A number of access points . were located on the topo map
at l" - 2000'. It was- understood that these would. be the
subject of further study, and discussion, and that locations
would be included in the final study map to be submitted by
Clarke - and Rapuano.
Mr. Cantrell and Mr. French expressed the urgency . for
submitting an early proposal concerning the inter-state network as· ...•...... located in Nashville and Davidson . County .
to the u. S. Bureau.
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Mr. Rapuano stated that he would mail the Planning
Commissions his study. locations, based on the summary presented
herein and the June 23 memorandum, within the next ten days
to two weeks. These locations will be on the topographic map,
scale . !" - 2000'.
The Advance Planning and Research Division . will then·
map these study locations on i ndividual quadrangles, submitting at least six copies in the State Highway Department.
It is understood that the State Highway Department will
use these maps as the oasis for the proposal to be submitted
to the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads.
Mr. Cantrell and Mr. French· were assured of the Planning Commissions' cooperation in the use of mapped information ·
(e.g., land use, population - distribution) pertinent to the
understanding · and support of the proposed inter-state, controlled access highway system.
·
Mr. Rapuano stated that the balance · of his report to
the City and County, consisting largely of. maps, would be
submitted within· a matter of several weeks.

Irving Hand
Director of Plans and Research
Advance Planning & Research . Division
City and County Planning Commissions
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PROGRAM AND PROJECT PROCEDURES
IUB.11:CT:

PUBLIC HEARINGS, FEDERAL-AD> PROJECTS

Supersedes: This is an original issue.

1. PURPOSE
1"he purpose of this memorandum is to prescribe the. policy and procedures of the 6ureau of Fut.He
RoaJ.s in administering section 116(c) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, with respeet to public
hearings.
2, REQUffiEMENTS All.'D CONDI'fCONS

a. ~ccion 116{c) of the Federal- Aid Highway Act of 1956, hereafter .r eferrf!d to ai. th,: 1ec:tlon, rct·
quires .:my State highway d~artment which submits plans for a Federal-aid highway pro.feet 1nvolv1r,1
the bypassini:; of, or going through, any city, town, or village, tither incorponted 01· unf,1co~oratf!d, to
c~riify to the Commissioner of Public Roods that it hai:- had public hcarinis, Cir ha,; nfio:;:-ded ;he o;,pu:·
cunlt)' for suc-h hearings. and has considered the economic eCfects oi sµch a location. It requiti?s ·, urt!.er
that, it such hearings have bcl?n held, a copy oC the transcript of said hearings shalt he ,,JLmi:too to the
Commissioner of Publk Ro.1ds, togc,ther with th.? certification. The intent of this rcquirem~nt fs to
give every im~rested citizen an opportunity to be heard on any such propoocd project, ar.d is an oppo~··
tunity for the Seate highway department to more fully inform the publk of the auv.ilnta&eli ot s ..u~h prcj·
ect.
•
b. The pro·1isions of this mcmc,raridum ar,ply.t~ every Foocral-aid projt•ct, incl:Jdk~ 19S~ Secc:.dnj'
Road Plan projects. lor right-of-way for, or the cor1scrucifon,, reconstruction or impn: 1c!m~n: o!, a
highway bypassing or goin~ through, including projectM entering or. within, any cJt)', lowr., or .., ilJage.
Included are projects as follows:
·

a,-

(1) those in accepted program srage l·A on June 29, 1956, and are subi,cquently acva~ced to
·
(2) those in ap;,roveJ program stage 1-B or 2 on June 29, 1956, bui: for wi1lch the ~ta.ct !ltd not
submitted P.S. & E. to the district engineer.
(3) those programed subsequent to June 29, 1956.

provecl p..o6 ram stage 2.

c. The provisions ot this memorandum do not apply to those t>roJectfi that ar~ soleiy for furthtr !mprovement, · such as resurfacing, of an existing highway on a locaticJn within rhe limits ,;,t rht.M.ist;1,z
rigilt ·ot ~way and which do not change the layout or function of the roads and s:reet.s th.it cofL,ecc co thcs
exiaiing highway.

3. PROCEDURES
a. The State highway department shall give the officials and other citi7.ens of a clt5', town. or vil!Gga
affoctt.'Cl by the location of a FederPl·a!d project to which the requirements of the secL!on app!y, ~ie o;,• ·
po.rcunity to be heard in public hearings at a location and at a time reasonably convenient :or such citi •
zens. Where citizens avaU thcm.:;clves of such opportunity, a public hearing 8hall be l".eld ar.d • t:"a'l·
acript made thereof. The State highway dcpanrnent shell p:!vt? reasonable advance 1~oti1-:-. to c:ie diB trier
engineer of the location, date, and tim~ for each such puhlic heariJig. In coopr-rat!ng with the St:ui::h!;h·
way departments in carrying out the lm~nt of the section, district engineers will arranse tv atte11c.i such
ht.:arlngs or r:vie.i,· the tl'anscript thereof.
b. \'\'here .ii Ferleral-aid proJect, or a route emhoJylng several Federal-aid projects. to whi:~ rhc.:
rcqul:rt;ments of the section ar,pl}' afie::ts 1:1ev~r.ll adJacem clties, towns, or villages, cne combk~ ;,;m• .
Uc t:cJrin.; ma)' be arrari~eJ ;,rov·id,:u the hec1ring is reaaonauly convenient in location a:i·:1 time :o tha
cit~zena of all the affectt:d cities, towns, or vlll.1ges.
c. TI1e certificate by rh~ State hizhway depanment shall rcclt.: when and where the ptlhlic h.::i.ring
was held or, if a heari.-.g was r.ot he1'1, when and how the o.:,portur,it}" for n public h~ari..,; v;;:,3 ;ivtn .1riJ
in either ca:.e ahall cor.t&in the :)~.lt.?m1J11t thut the Stat~ highway dcpanment has con~rdcrt·J c;.c e~o:torn•
ict'ffects of the loca1ion of tht: project. A transcript of the public h\?arf.ng shall accompany thE certtfl·
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catc and shall be forwarded to the district engineer of the Bureau of Public Roads. In those Instances
where a public hearing .was held prior to June 29, 1956, and a transcript thereof was not taken, a state·
ment covering the gist of the discussions will be accepted as satisfying the requirement for a tran·
script.
d. In those States operating under the 1954 Secondary Road Plan the certificate and transcript of
hearings on plan projects shall be submitted to the district engineer by the Seate at the time it submits
the agreement estimate,
e. Where there Is available to the State highway department a current master highway plan of a
community on which public hearings have been held, the SratP. highway department need not again hold
hearings if it satisfies itself that such hearing$ had been held within a reasonable period of time and had
conformed to the procedures prescribed in this memorandum and the location of the Federal-aid project does noc differ materially from that in the master highway plan. Under these conditions the State
may certify, when it submit.s plans for Federal-aid projects on highways of the master plan, that hear·
ings have bel?n held and it has considered the economic eClccts of the location. Transcripts ot such
hearings shall accompany the certificate unless the hearings were held prior to June 29, 1956, and tran•
scripts are not available, in which case a statement regarding the headngs shall be submitted covering
the gist of the discussions.
f. A State highway department may arrange with the appropriate city, county, town, or village officials for holding a hearing and obtaining a transcript of same, but the State highway department must
retain responsibility for insuring that such hearing conforms to the procedures given herein and sub'·
mits a certificate, accompanied by the transcript, that hearings have been held and it has cousidered
the economic effects of the location.
g. The district engineer will authorize a State highway department to proceed with the preliminary
·engineering or the acquisition of right-of-way or both, of a programed Federal-aid project involving the
bypassing, or going through, any city, town, or village with the understanding that the project for preliminary engineering is for the determination of the most feasible location that will reasonably well
serve the over-all interests of the gcn"ral publiC', or is for prepar~tion of documents for right·9f·way
acqu1sition or P.S.& E. for physical construction on a location the economic effects of which have been
or subsequently will be considered, and that public hearfnbs as prescribctl herein will bl? held and the
economic effects of the location .:onsidercd before the right ·of ·way is acquired to an extent committing
the State to the proposed location. If certificarion is given at the preliminary engineering or right-of·
way stage that a public hearing has bean held and that the economic effects of the location adopted have
·
been considered, further public hearing will not be required.
h. The district engineer will not approve P.S.& E. or authorize advertising for the physical construe·
tion of any project covered by the provisions of this memorandum until he has received the certHkation
and transcript and is satisfied that the State has considered the economic effects of the proposed location in the light of the matters presented at the hearing.
1

C. D. Curtl11
Commissioner of Public Roads

10llt-U.S.1>t:,t.of Com-DC-HH

APPENDIX D

NOTICE

The Department ot Highways and Public
Works ot the State ot Tennesse e, in order to
comply with Section 116 (c) of Public Law 627 ot
the 84th Congress, will conduct a public hearing
at 9:30 A. M., on May 14, 1957, in the City Council
Chamber on the 2nd Floor of the Courthouse at
Nashville, Tennessee, regarding all Projects which
will comprise the interstate System in Davidson
County, both inside and outside of the City of
Nashville, the same to consist ot an inner loop an~
an outer loop and legs extending in five directions
there.from.
I certify that I did

on the _·__6_th_________

day of __M_a.7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 1957, post a
copy . or the above notice at Davidson County Courthouse,
loft one with the County Judr;e and l't.ayor • s Office and
posted one at the followin. Post Offices: North Station~
6th an l onroe; ·oi.. th East Station, 3
Wi -burn St.;
East Sub Station, Gallatin Road; Woodbine· Branch Post
Office; Acklen Station Post Office; West Station, Charlott~
Pike; Main tost Office, Broad ~treat.
/..·

' •") '
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APPENDIX E ·

TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING
In the Courthouse in Nashville, Tennessee
9:30 A.M., May 15, 1957
Interstate System in Davidson County

w.

M. Leech:

Ladies and Gentlemen-, this . Hearing this morning has ·
been called for the purpose of hearing statements - complying
with Section 116(c) ' of the Public Laws 627 of the 84th Congress, generally known as the Federal Highway. Act of 1956,
as it relates to the economic effect of the Interstate System
in the city of· Nashville and Davidson County, both inside and
outside the city limits, comprising of an inner loop and an
outer loop with five legs going out to be the fourth part of
the entire Interstate System. This is the . plan that has been
developed by the consultant engineering firm of Clarke and
Rapuano in connection . with - the Tennessee Highway- Department
and the Bureau of Public Roads. I think, here in Nashville,
considerable· publicity has been given to the planning and pro- ·
viding of this expressway system. This Hearing this· morning
is not. as to how individual pieces of property . might be
affected. That would be an impossibility. As a matter of
fact, there might be some slight changes. The Hearing is
upon the over-all plan and its · economic effect upon the community. Now with that statement, I am going to ask Mr.
Rapuano of Clarke and Rapuano to briefly state the method· on
which the studies were made and give his opinion as to the
economic feasibility of it. Mr. Rapuano.
Rapuano:
When we started off on this project a little · while back
-----------in the vicinity----------on this project of almost
two years ago ·, first of all, the cities and the county and
secondly, thirdly for the State, there were certain fixed
points · - one was along the route to Knoxville, the next one
to Chattanooga and the next one to Birmingham and the next
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one · to Memphis and the last one to Louisville. In studying
the project, it became necessary not only to use different
maps but also by walking the different routes and also traveling in a car cross-sectioning all the area to find a place
that was the best location . possible from a planning standpoint and also from an economic standpoint; i.e., to an engineering standpoint such. as to line - and grade and its · effects
on the neighborhood such as locations of schools and churches
and generally residential communities. We start off with five
spokes of the wheel you might say and we had to go more or
less through Nashville on out to get through. the City of Nashville without having too much · effect on - the business and residential communities. The best solution to be found was to
come into an inner loop which is this loop, the Westerly . leg
which is · going to Louisville, a leg going through the West of
the . central business district and general vicinity of. the
gulch which -would pick up all of the traffic coming into this
direction and location of another loop on- each side of the
Tennessee Railroad which is in next stage of developing as
the population grows up. And also on . the general map of the
county, there are another one or two general loops projecting
into the future. The route from Memphis more or less goes on
a . line North of Charlotte between Delaware and Alabama. These
are just general and go up Northeast to a point along the
Northerly section - part of Jefferson Avenue to a . point of
interchange - and here I might state that all of the . interchanges on the Interstate System are directional. There is
no going North . to go South. You go in a direction - you wish ·
to go from there we go to a Northeasterly · direction . to Louisville and this gives you a general. line to Memphis route. · The
route to Knoxville follows more or less in the . direction· of
the Elm Hill Pike toward Hermitage Avenue and Wharf Avenue
with a high level crossing of the rivers again between Third
and Fourth- Streets, roughly in East Nashville on up to- Louisville. You have a general directional connection - between
these two or from. Chattanooga. which . crosses the Murfreesboro
Pike and this Nashville Railroad (T. C.) and hits the Murfreesboro Pike and then· connects with the Louisville route on in
this · direction to Memphis or you can tie it along the Southerly part of the city and T. C. Railroad to Memphis and the one
to Birmingham follows Franklin Pike between Franklin - Pike and
a railroad right straight into the city, so by and large - the
location · of these have been inherent which would have the
least effect on the natural plans of the city and will be able
to bring people in and out of the city in the easiest possible
manner along with the profile and the neighborhood locations
of Nashville and safer as in our opinion, to the least pos-·
sible· damage for a system of this · size; that is in general
what we tried to do.
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Conunissioner · Leech:
Mr. Rapuano, one question I want to ask you. From
your experience as a consultant engineer in · cities where
expressways of this type have been built, are they good for
the total economy of the city and necessary for the future
growth· of· the city?
Rapuano:
I can answer that by stating that a report was made
by· Robert Moses. I think you all know him in New York City,
trying to weigh · the · effect of highway work and public improvements on property and general welfare of the city and that
report shows that the land value for a good distance around
increases in value anywhere from· 10 to 1000; as it does have
a very very definite value.
Again one of the primary reasons for this particular
design we have here is to keep the heart of the city from
deteriorating and if we don't do something about bringing
people into the city and out of the city and if we don't do
something about the traffic, all of the value and all of the
welfare and all the good that can be· done in the heart of the
city is just going to go out.
Conunissioner Leech:
It has· been planned and designed to preserve the
downtown · area as well as others.
Rapuano:
It is a question of getting the people into the downtown area and out . again and we have here the . advantage of two
loops which · I think is going to be a great benefit to Memphis.
Commissioner Leech:
Anyone in the audience familiar with the plans or have
seen the plans that appeared in the paper and have any . statement to make. Irving, since you are chargeable with . the
transportation in · Nashville--
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Irving Hand:
My name is Irving Hand and I am Director · of Plans and
Research in Nashville, City - and Davidson County Planning
Commissions. At the outset, Commissioner, I would like . to
express the appreciation . of our local city and county officials, planning commissioners and various other departments
for the cooperation , and coordination that has - been affected
in the planning and study of this · Interstate System in our
metropolitan area. We feel that, by virtue of that coopera- ·
tion· among our local city, county and state officials and
Bureau representatives., we have been able to proceed in the
location · of this System and its general planning in a most
constructive manner, generally speaking and we do appreciate
that very much ·. With reference to the economic feasibility
of this proposal, as Mr. Rapuano has· pointed out, this · kind
of network has · been under consideration in other sections of
our country prior to the time that the Highway· Act of 1956
was adopted, setting out the system on a major basis and it
has proved beneficial in many communities insofar as we
locally are concerned. Of course, we feel that every consideration should be given to this work within our metropolitan. area. so that it can be the economic asset that we hope it
will be · within· our community. Insofar as . the general plan ·
that- has been developed to date is concerned, without reference to any specific segment of it that may. be subject to
further study, we feel that the approach that has been takenwill make it the economic asset that we wan.tit to be. I
might mention that- the city and county planning commissions
have been very close to the work that has · been done in this
connection, that· we are in the process of revising our major
street plans for both . the city and the . county, including the ·
Interstate System, as has progressed in the proposed locations today. We feel that in order to meet the traffic and
transportation needs, the circulation need within our community
that we must have an up-to-date major street plan that will
not only include the Interstate System, but certain proposals
relating to major highways throughout our community that will
be properly· related to that Interstate System that in order
to meet the problems and have an effective circulation· pat~
tern within our community that will involve not only the
Interstate System but a sound major highway network that will
be properly coordinated with throughout - our community. Insofar as · any general comment at this point would be concerned,
I might add that on the basis of the work that has proceeded
to date ·, we hope that within· the reasonably near future, the
Planning Commissions will be in a position - to take into consideration . the progress that has been made to date on revis~
ing our city and county - major street plans, adopting an
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up-to-date major highway plan by the whole metropolitan . area
that will include the proposed locations of the Interstate
System and the thinking so far has · generally been along the
lines of the routes · that have presently developed with respect
to the Interstate System. I don't know. that there is much ·
more that needs to be said at this point, Commissioner., but
we and several members of our staff are here and will be happy
to discuss any aspect of this · detail you· see fit.
Commissioner Leech:
Let me ask one question. You are familiar with the
studies that have been made (I. Hand: Yes') and in your
opinion, is the development of the expressway. system in Nashville and· Davidson County· for the best interest of the community as a whole?
I. Hand:

I think so.

Commissioner Leech:
Anyone else have any statement to make, a statement
relative to the plan or any question , relative to the over-all
plan.
There is one thing that I do want to mention specifically, and that gives. a lot of confusion. A lot of rumors
get started and people think we · are going to move them out , of
their property over night. Individual pieces of property
that will be affected-the owners of that property will be
contacted. Competent real estate appraisers (if the over-all
plan is adopted and used by the Bureau of Roads) will look
over· the property · that is actually affected and the individual
property . owners will be dealt with individually in· an · effort
for the acquisition . of the property to be on a voluntary
basis, giving the people ample time to relocate. I want to
assure you, that nobody's. property will be taken· over night,
no law suits · will be filed against people to take their property until after the appraisals have been made and the property owner has been contacted in an · effort to buy on a voluntary
basis. That is something that we would like to get over to
the public that will be affected individually. Anyone else
have something you would like to say?
Question:
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Commissioner Leech:
I'll have to ask one of these engineers that question,
Mr. Ragland. I would. say that in every instance of that kind
where it would be a major relocation, that ample. time would
be given .•
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
It would be an individual case I think. We would have
to negotiate with the owner to see how· long it would take.
Frankly, our plans are and what we hope to do if we got the
over-all plan adopted. is to be able to start a year or more
in advance towards negotiating with these complicated places.
Is that not right, Mr. Cantrell? (Mr. Cantrell: Yes)
In other words ·, we would like to start within the very
near future, even on· some projects that won't be built for
two or three . years, to negotiate it especially with (such as ·
you mention) large concerns to be able to give ample time.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
From knowing the thinking of the engineers, it will be
approved this next week, if there is no real objection · in the
over-all plan, (Am I correct in . that plan ·, Mr. Cantrell?)
(Mr. Cantrell: Yes) because the Bureau has been approached.
I think there are several members of the Bureau here today.
They· have been close to the study all along and it has been
developed -- (I am sure Mr. Rapuano will bear me out in this
and Mr. Cantrell, Location . Engineer) according to the designs
and standards · adopted by the American Association . of State
Highway officials since after the Federal Aid Highway Act of
1956 was passed taking (as Mr. Rapuano said) into consideration · not only the disbursement of traffic but the mov-ing of
traffic down into town and the moving of traffic around the
city.
Question:
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Commissioner Leech:
Mr. Ragland, it has · already been covered and possibly
announced for a . four-year period what we would like to do
and was in the papers some three or four months ago at the
time the Legislature was- in session (in the middle of January), we outlined a work program all over the State of what
we hope to do with the money available during the next four
years.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
Mr. Cantrell, can you point out to them the part that
we hope to have under consideration in the next four years.
Mr. Cantrell:
The part that we are working on does not necessarily .
mean in - whole. We are working in the area from Spence Lane
to Westboro around· this outer loop with the - hope that as
quickly as we get any particular section of . that ready for
construction · we- will put it under construction.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
The number one problem is to sum up the geometric plan ·
and get the plans ready for the contractor's agreement with
the State to build it and that takes· a good bit of time. We
have made some rapid strides toward that but we are nowhere
near completion. I think that it will take somewhere close
to from 6 to 12 calendar months to get any section · of it
ready. We hope, however, to be able to buy right-of-way.
within· the next six calendar months.
Question.:
Mr. Cantrell:
There are a great many contingencies · in it. We are
trying to build innumerable sections. We are trying to do
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it in such- a manner not to cut all the little contractors
out, make them in- size that the little contractor cannot bid
on it. That is , due to our regulation in- the Highway Department pre-qualifications for contractors and agreemen-ts so we
have got to get our section down to where it is open for all
contractors to bid on and many things- would control the
length- of the sections.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
No, it will require more time for construction than
for design.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
I·f it is pos-sibl~, · yes.
Question·:
Mr. Cantrell:
166 stops all told.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
No s-ir.
Question·:
Mr. Cantrell:
No sir.

....
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Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
That would require a recounting of the structures. I
can answer you 9enerally, that the criteria for design · of a
structure of this type is best primarily on the traffic, and
the traffic volume tends to indicate that · there is a necessity for ingress and egress to the system that is provided.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
I doubt if I could unless I just walked around the
map and told you. each place and gave you- an indication . of
what we propose to do.
Commissioner Leech:
Mr. Cantrell, I think his · question was though · within
the . plan designed by Clarke and Rapuano for Davidson County·
and the City of Nashville about -- was. that' not the question,
Mr. Ragland?
Mr. Cantrell:
In answer to that, it would be approximately three
points in each mile.
Commissioner Leech:
I think I can ask a question and that will help him
on- that. Now properties · for service roads will be provided
in the. design, is that· correct? The ~ord property . will not
be shut· off from access to get on to the expressway.. They
may have to go several blocks in order to get on. it but there
will be a service road in connection with . the expressway. for
the local traffic to use until it gets on the · expressway.
Mr. Cantrell:
Yes ·, sir.
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Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
Normally in the city approximately 200 feet within the
rural area- 300 feet.
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
The roads for the 11 to 12 foot lanes -will be two
proposed lanes - on each side of 24 feet • . In the rural area,
there will be a· 60 foot medium on all roads in the county ..
Question:
Mr. Cantrell:
No sir, this is controlled access.
Question:
Commissioner - Leech:
I'll answer that question for you. No sir, the uniform
controlled access law was- passed in the 1955 Legislature, the
uniform which was recorded by the Bureau of Public Roads.
Question:
Commissioner · Leech:
25,000 pounds · maximum.
Anyone else wishing· to make a statement • .

Question:
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Conunissioner Leech:
We are in the process of working that out right now in.
the metropolitan - area of which Nashville ·, Davidson . County·,
Knoxville, Chattanooga and its places, there is going to have
to be close cooperation. I had a meeting with the Mayor and
the heads of his Department and with Judge Briley and I know
there will be in this area., that cooperation. We are in the
process now- of preparing a contract with the city whereby
they · will do this · appraising and set up the offices but, of
course, the actual payment of the rights-of-way·; neither the
cities nor the counties will be called upon to contribute to
that but we have not worked out all of the details - but I will
say within· the . next two weeks, we will have them worked out
here in Nashville and the other counties, But we . do have
them workeQ· out , in the other cities, but you are not concerned·
about that·.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
I'll have to ask Mr. Cantrell. Mr. Cantrell, in what
order will the East Nashville section be taken. Of course,
we can only look four years ahead. I think I might state
this · - in fixing the four-year program, they did take into
consideration · the handling of traffic so we . can divert such
time - as we got . a usable section, then you can go over and
divert some . other. That's . the way that it has been designed.
Am I correct about that, Mr. Cantrell?
Mr. Cantrell:
Yes ·.
Conunissioner Leech:
And· while it might appear that a more critical section
needed to be built, something else had to be built in order
to carry · the traffic while we are doing it. There are many
factors that- had to be taken· into consideration·. Now in.
answer to your question.
Question:
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Commissioner Leech:
Normally, we would- get a section · ready . that· had less
buildings· and structures such. as · this · on this· design ·• . Pri- marily · we usually start construction on · the section that we
get the right-of-way. and property cleared.
Question:
Commissioner . Leech:
It is understandable sir, but it. is impossible to
answer the question and pinpoint it in one section. There
are too many things · that enter into it.
Anyone else care to ask a question or make a statement?·
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
We think that we did it on the basis of where the need
existed by scientific studies · in every one of the metropolitan
areas.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
No sir, I don't . think so. You can put it this way. to determine . what the needs of each one of them was and after
all that's the only · thing and the over-all picture is to get .
the needs . of every one of them now. Of course, Nashville
does run - more than Knoxville but when you get into some of
the - other areas, you get into Chattanooga. You got about
one way to get in and out and that's about all. You·' ve got
the mountainous area. You·' ve got the same thing up here Cumberland River. You· have the Tennessee River over there
but all of these factors were taken· into consideration and
each metropolitan area was worked· at just -like the State as
a whole on what the need of the area was projected, I believe
to 1975. Is that correct - projected to traffic needs of
1975?
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Mr. Cantrell:
Yes.
Question:
Commiss i oner· Leech:
On the Interstate System it was. necessary for Tennessee
Highway Departmen-t to agree with . each of the adjoining states
and the Bureau of Roads at the . points - where we would come
together at the State line. Of course, the over-all Inter- .
state System is designed to connect the large metropolitan
areas nation -wide -and as Mr. Rapuano pointed out - in going
out to Nashville, we know -we've got to connect Nashville with .
Memphis, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Louisville · and Birmingham
and you had these . control points to start with have not
been to devalue your whole plan. Is -that right, Mr. Rapuano?
Ques·tion:
Commissioner Leech:
I wouldn't be . able to answer that question. Considerable· study .was given . to· it t and from the standpoint . of the .
traffic pattern, it just didn't develop.
Question-:
Conunissioner Leech:
Of course, we are discussing today about the Nashville
areas but I think if you look at· the over-all program and
take · into considerat;i.on the amount of mileage that we had
with the total traffic pattern, you will find from these
studies that it is located so as to take care of the traffic
as it will be developed.
Question:
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Commissioner. Leech:
No sir, I don't think so. We were going from Nashville
to Louisville and on that leg and the best possible route so
as to serve the communities along the . way and it serves .
Clarksville too because it will be -necessary since we are
discussing over-all. I am happy· to do it even though for the
purpose of your feasibility of this plan for this · community.
It is actually necessary to develop 41 in each . of the . primary
systems to a high standard to take care of the , traffic we
will - be using then and . these studies have been made.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
You have the one going right s~raight up to Louisville,
that's - North.. You· have the one going South . to Memphis and
you· do have · the area. in between that -but the traffic just
isn't- there, Mr. Ragland.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
You are taking into consideration the traffic from
Louisville to Nashville.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
No sir, I would say that the traffic from St. Louis to
Nashville coming direct is not sufficient to justify (Am I
correct in that?) the location of· an Interstate road along
that line. · You· asked me what you will have. You will have ·
to develop 41 to a high standard, just as high a standard as
the Interstate System except it will not be controlled access.
Question:
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Commissioner Leech:
We are working on sections of it right now - four lane
from New Providene on in . to Clarksville right now· and we are
going to do the rest of it as we can, but it is just like the
Interstate System, it is going to take a long time.
Anyone else have a . statement t9 make relative . to the
over-all plan and the economic . feasibility of the. soundness
of this plan · as · it ties in with the over-all plan ·.
Question:
Representing the Chamber of Commerce:
I would like to ask if you have . any suggestions as to
how we may best help you. Our committee and citizens of
Nashville would like to give you our full cooperation.
Commissioner Leech:
The State Highway Department . and I know the Bureau of
Public Roads and the City and State consulting engineers certainly appreciate that and we will be calling on you. I
think the . main . thing that we . need to do is to develop an
understanding of the necessity of a new type highway to meet
the traffic that we · have today and I believe when people
understand the necessity, will favor anything for the overall good of a community. I think there has been a lot of
misinformation, not particularly · in this area but in some
other areas as the effect of expressways. I think that
especially the Chamber of Commerce and these civic organizations can help us keep down damages that are fancied and
not reality, but - we - will be calling on the Chamber of Commerce
because we will have to have help from all these organizations.
Question:
Commissioner Leech:
Yes sir, and in my - op1n1on the presently designed
highways we already have are inadequate to carry - the type·
and volume of traffic on it and witQ . the increase, they are
increasingly becoming more dangerous and more expensive to
keep and operate. We have outgrown, the system of highways
which . we · have.
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Question:
Conunissioner Leech:
Mr. , Rapuano, maybe. you- cap answer that.
Mr. Rapuano:
I don't· have the figures exactly but they are available through the Bureau of Public . Roads, not . in an estimate.
Question:
Mr. Rapuano :
The decrease of cost and also the decrease . of operating
over steep grades is much more . economical to operate on a road
of this type than it is on an . old-fashioned road and the
curves . would be less .. sharp. The curves would· be banked· to
take care of the speed limit prescribed.
Conunissioner Leech:
Everything is being done that can possibly be· done at
the - present time such . as · shoulders on the · left hand side of
the road and shoulders on the right hand side also for protection not on the Interstate System but now the points of
access . roads will be close . consideration - that every time you
cross a State Highway (Am I correct, Mr. Cantrell?) there
will be an interchange and people will be notified that the
business districts are off to the side where they can get to
them.
No further qu~stion - then let me · say that as . the plans
are developed, they will be on file in the State Highway
Department, also by the City Planning Commission . and we hope
to get them· available to the newspaper and get -everybody the
information they are entitled to.
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APPENDIX G

EXCERPT FROM TRANSCRIPT OF U.S. DISTRICT COURT TRIAL
Cantrell--Cross
THE COURT:

Do you. know where all those institutions

are?
THE WITNESS: Yes ·, sir.
THE COURT: Various high . schools and location · of
various churches in north Nashville?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
BY MR. WILLIAMS:
Q.
You took all those things · into consideration?
A.
Yes ·, sir.
Q.
And what were your conclusions with regard to the reason why the location should be changed so as to go between
Tennessee A. & I. and Meharry? - Where was that sound? You·
say that is sound? Why?
A.
Well, all of our studies pointed to the fact that it
was the most sound thing that we could do towards - making the
improvement through the city.
Q.
· What· studies and what were the basic reasons? ·
A.
Well, we made numerous studies. I don't understand
the basic reason • .
Q.
Well, if you made studies they contained- reasons,
didn ·' t they?
A.
Certainly.
Q.
Who made the studies?
A.
Most of those studies have been made down through the
years by our Planning and Research Department.
Q.
Do you. mean prior to 1955?
A.
No.
1955, this was non-existent facility.
It was
something that - we thought was coming up in Congress.
Q.
Wel1, were there studies made between 1955 and '56?
A.
The studies of the State Highway Department was- made
after the act was passed. Anything done before that was
just preliminary stage getting ready for it.
Q.
That would have been 1956?
A.
Probably.
Q.
How long . did it take to make those studies?
A.
Varying on the particular route that you- are studying.
The area that you are studying. · The cultural aspect that you
are considering.
Q.
Am I to understand that the State Highway. Department
made the studies?
A.
Yes, sir.
Q.
Are they in print?
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Cantrell--Cross
A.
I can't answer that question. I believe we have some
studies in print. I'm not sure about the particular ones
that we are referring to.
Q.
Can you make those available to us at lunch time?
A.
I will do my best.
Q.
But right at this time you cannot state any reason,
you don't · know of any reason why you cut--you changed and
altered the route so as . to go between A. & I. and Meharry?
A.
I · believe I have answered that question. We considered that the most . economical, the most feasible, and we
could justify the route -with the Bureau of Public Roads.
The city approved it. The county approved it. The
Bureau of · Public Roads approved it and it was. found acceptable by all the agencies and the Bureau of Public Roads as
ninety-ten participant dollar-wise in this thing.
Q.
Didn -' t the city approve--hasn 't the city--hadn 't the
city approved this--the Planning Commission approved this
plan · that is shown in our Exhibits · No. 31 and No. 35?
A.
If they approved. an interstate system in. 1955, they
approved a non-existent system.
Q.
Yes ·, sir, but you gave as a reason for this alteration .
that the city approved- it? The city had approved this, had
it not, the original thinking of Clark and Rapuano?
A.
Again I go back to my statement . about a corridor location·· May I take a little time of the Court, if the Court.
please, to explain to you something about location~ .
Q.
Explain it~
A.
When the need arises for a newly-located road, the
first thing that the department, the engineer does, is to
establish a corridor through. which to make some studies.
Those studies are made completely. In every respect.
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